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Capt. Zenag Vaughan, sheriff of Somerset
county, has appointed the folio*Jug deputies:
R M. Baker, Norridgewoek; Lyman Grant,
Solon; B. M. Steward, North Ar son; E P.
Vile**, New Portland; Augustus Bradbury,
Fairfield; 8. H. Mosher, Pittsfield; W. W.
Brown. Harmony; R. 8. Williams, Hartland;
C. H. Jones, Athens.
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FortlHnd Water Co. ...Gb
PitUieford and Saco Water Co.Os
Cape Elizabeth.5s
.4Vi8
Town of Norway
Maine Central R. R.£>•
Leeds & Farmington R. R. Gs
Andropcovgin & Kennebec R. K.......($8
Canal Rank Stock.
Aleo other desirable securities yielding 4, 5 and 6
per cent interest.
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less, $1.60.
THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
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Press < which bas a large circulation in every part
of the Suite) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent -xssu[
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WEATHER

INDICATIONS.
Washington,

IN GENERAL.

The indications for New England to-day are
clearing and much colder weather, Weet to
North winds and rising barometer.
Cautionary signals from Savannah to East-

The close lime for deer, moose a|ld caribou
begau Thursday, and extends to Oot. 1st. Any
person who bunts, kills or destroys auy of the
above game, excepting during October, November and December, is liable t“> penalty of
$100 for each moose aud $10 foi each caiibou
or deer so hunted.
^
Since the first of last April, i l horseB, valued at over $30,000, have been » tported from
nited States.
Charlottetown, P. E. I., to the
The chief markets are Maiuo r d Massachu-

port.
MSTROBOLOaiCAL REPORT.
[11.27 P. M.]

The leading 5 cent Cigar of New EngJnu t. Ask vour dealer for this brand
(l. Yl. SIMOMON & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 ForeSt.
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lars a month. Let us, in accordance with the action
of the National Encampment, first unitedly demand
such immediate legislation as shall give pensions to
long suffering ones now vainly knocking at the portals of the Pension office, and close f >rever the
doors of the almshouses of our land against the
old veteran and his dependent ones. In Godlaud
humanity’s name, let the well veterans wait till the
law can be amended to grant justice to the
crippled
and disabled ones.
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Further Particular* of the Gxplo.iou of

AY.

the Tug Admiral at Chicago.
Chicaqo, Jau. 1.—Further particulars of the
explosion of the tug Admiral, iu Mason’s alio
late lust night, show that, she had just let go
the line of the barge D. M. Wilson, when a
terrible explosion was heard, and the spot
where she lay was marked only bv whirling

National

'.'J

Capital and Elsnilee.
Block IMand,....
—20 NW
Boston. Mass.29.87
27 —18 N
Ett»tport, Ivlo. ...29.71 —10
—40 NW
Mfc. Washington.. 29.79
27 —24 NW
Portland, Me. 29.84
22 —26 N
30.08
Albany, N. Y.
28
20 W
New York. N. Y.. 30.06

Washington, Jan. 1.—The advent of the
new year was generally, celebratej here both
in official and private circles.
Tie executive
mansion was as nsual the scene o*the greatest
interest today. Tho decorations Were simple

..

—

Philadelphia.30.11
Washing tom, D. C. 30.19

Charleston. 30.02
Jacksonville, Fla. *0.05
30.07
Savanbah, Oft..
Ohio.. 30.52
Buffalo, N. Y.... 30.23
..

Cincinnati,

Alpena, Mich.30.34
Chicago, Ills.30.64
Duluth, Minn.... 30.70
Marquette, Mich.. 30.47
Milwaukee, Win.. 30.54
St. Louis, Mo.... 30.66
St. Paul, Minn.
<0.69
Omaha.Nebr. 30.73

GUARANTEED.

Bismarck.

St.

Dak. 30.54
Vincent. Minn 30.67

Remember this ar.'l bear in mind it is Not n Quack
JULedlciuo but a reliable family remedy. Ask lor

x

TAKE NO OTHFR. For rapidity in relieving and certainty in curing It Is iucouiparably
Superior to any other remedy.
Sold by all Dealers. JPrlce, 33 Cents.
Idonuld. Brown «fc Co.. Portland. Maine*
dec 17
eod&wnrmly

B.SWIFT
Count ess S»re«t.

Glass Eyes Inserted and Warranted

a

Perfect

Match.

OPTTOAX# GOODS REPAIRED.

eodly

WEST INDIES.
•

-._

Cuban Cattle
the Proposed Treaty—Another Invasion
of tbe Island Feared.
Kaisers

with

D^aRtislied

C'emmittee KfaUiag tInbornte Preparuiiana—Notice to OrganizatitSH Intending to Pnrticipate.

The

Washington, D. C., Jau. 1.—The Inauguration Committee desire ttiat all organizations
intending to visit Washington on the 4th of
March next should communicate to the committee the number of persons included in the
organization, the intended stopping place and
other particulars, so that positions in the line
of procession may be reserved for them and
other necessary arrangements made.
The
Albany Jackson Corps have signified their intention to attend the inauguration and have
applied for a place in the line. The Commandant writes that the Corps have tendered
an escort trom Albany
to Washington to the
President-elect, who is a life member of the
organizat'on, hut no reply has yet been received. The committee state that the inaugural ball will be mido a prominent, feature
of the occasion, and it is expected to surpass
anything of the kiud ever attempted te this
country. Woik is progressing rapiily on the
pension building, and tne grand ba 1 room will
in
season.
undoubtedly be
completed
The court of the building, which will be
roofed over to form the ball-room, is 316 feet in
length by 1J4 in width, and surrounded by
three tiers of corridors 22 feet in width.
The
magnificent structure affords opportunity for
decoratious of the most striking and elaborate

i
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Thereupon the liyor sent a communication to the police comlssioners calling

W. C. Bariows
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BANQOB,
The foiiowing is a list cf deputy sheriffs an'
pointer for Poobsot county: John E.Booth,
Bangor; Byron Roberts, Bangor; Isaac N.
Mayo, Hampden; Milton (! Chapman, New
burgh; Win. 0. Moiuiug, Newport; Alvin H.
Emery, Corinna; N .than F. Roberts, Dsxter;
Je-se Pr-ntiss, Milford; Jothua M. Herrick,
E. Corinth; Charles L. Pickering, Linen). ;
Char.ea R. Brown, Springfield; John F. Wilson, Bradford; Paul Roggtes, Carmel.
Gen. Charles Hamlin has recetved a de&
patch from Mr. Henry R Braoley. saying tbal
Addison Hamlin, who was taken sick at Free
berg, Saxony, is much te ter.
HOLLIS

CENTRE.

Dipntheria and sore throat prevail to such at
extent that the school at Hollis Centre hat
had to close for a season.
LEWISTON.

Kc*«cue«l from a Perilous Powitiou.
VAKDALIA, III., Jan. 1,— A party of searchei s
yesterday rescued two trappers named Smith an i
Carr, who have been in the Ok aw bottom just sout ti
of here siuce last Monday, unable to get out owin S
of r«
i'} high water. They had given up aii hope
.cue and when found were wrapped up together
sul ,.
half
a
and
perched upon
log
their JMankets
lan il
merged in water. They h .d to be carried to
from
almost
dead
hungf r
placed in a boat, being
And exposure.

Sheriff Hillman Smiih qualified Thursday
and has appointed the foiiowing deputy «her
iffs for 1885-80 for Andri scoggiD county: Thos
Littlefield, Auburn; fieldon A. Cummings
Lewiston; John F Lamb, Livermore Falls
Chandler F Cobb, Leeds Centre; James G
Jordan, Webst-r, P. O. Sabaltis; W. B Joi
dan, Lisbon; Wm. Mai ties, Lisbon Falls; Chap
G. Thurston, Poland; Charts W. Fosa, Tur ;
ner; and Andrew J. Hiukley, of South Lew
iston, special officer fur the enforcement of tin 1
prohibitory law.

colored people
Despite the drenching
Norfolk V*., celebrated Emancipation Dny yeste ,j
civic
societies an
and
of
military
day bv a parade
he celebration closed with e torganisations,
nt Li tPresid*
where
the
churches
of
ercises at one
coin’s proclamation was read, au oration deliver* U
read.
*nd an oiiginal poem

I. E Merrill of Skowhegau, has brought 1
suit against the owDers of the “City of Colorn
bus,” lor the loss of his little son, at the tim
of the loss of the steamer.
The suit is fe r
£50,000, and is brought in the United State 3
Court.

_
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SKOWHEGAN.

series of

jVIr. Randall'* Noslhern Trip.
Birmingham, Ala., Jan. 1.—Hon. Satnnel

J. Randall and party arrived here this morning. As the train palled into the town
whistles of locomotives, furnaces, foundries
and machine shops sainted it with their blasts
and the Birmingham Artillery fired a number
When the train stopped and Mr.
of guns
Randall appeared, Mayor Lane stepped ou the
platform of the car and spoke a few words of
welcome, to which Mr. Randall replied in a
short speech.
After brerkfast the party left for the Pratt
mines, six miles from this city, on a special
train provided by the Pratt Coal and Iron
Company on its railruad. Mr. and Mrs. Randall, assisted by Congressman-elect Martin
and Mrs. Martin, and about a dozen ladies of
this city and Tuscaloosa received callers at the
Florence Hotel tonight. At the opening of
the reception members of the Jefferson Democratic and Randall Clubs called in a body and
presented an address, printed on white satin,
to which Mr. Randall replied appropriately.

relative to the invest!gationy|rtie|86oate committee on Indian affairs intijhe
leasing of Indian lanus for gr^ziug purpes iu which that
gentleman is quoted as sayij that the investigation cannot develop an hing not already
keaunao

naiV.ln..

--.

bath.

A large Dumber of the citizens of Bath will
ask General Manager Tucker of the Maine

i_
yuvooiou,
—

1 An 13

also quoted as saying that tli Interior Department did not make tue leas. but
simply authorized the I: dians to n^e them if they
it
th*ir
deemed
to
he regarded
this plan of leasing lands ft
grazing purposes
as very advantageous to tbs
Indians for the
reason that besides
geuiogroady money for
the use of their lands the Ir.iaus are employed by the lessees to beard U oattle aad :n
this way they leurn the buuess of
grazing.

intereetsjnd

Another Steamboat Explosion and Lose of
Life.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston's

Ludington, Miob., Jaa. 1.—The Flint &
Pere Marquette steamer Number One, from
Milwaukee, while attempting to enter the
month of the river yesterday morning was
driven by the wind to the north of the pier
and blown sidewise on the beach. Daring the
excitement of the disaster the steam pipe connected with the boiler bnrst, and Joseph Siice,
fireman, was scalded and died shortly after.
Two of the crew were algo badly injured, but
The lifeit is thought they will recover.

Cu.-touiBcceipta.

Boston, Jau. 1.—The la I payments foi
duties at Boston for the tplve mouths
just
closed amounted to a litt:. over swimonno
against $22,730,557 for the
*
a decrease ot $2 370,880.
«»“« »t Kui gluts rauen Ip.
The police of Lynn have .treated Parker L
Clough and John T. Pyue.who, m companj
with two others .previous
arrested, uatcet
Bessom and Hap,ey. form gang whose
opera,
tions in robbing stores lor me time
past have
been bold and attended wi. considerable suecess.A. Urge amount of propty has been recov
ered. The quartette were eld
today for trial

^3^5

Efforts in Uehulf of

saving crew took rff the passengers and the
remainder of the crew safely. The boat is lying in a dangerous position, and with the
present sea no help oan reach her.
Protesting

Imprisonment

of

Tombstone, Arizona, Jan. 1.—The people of
this place today forwarded a petition to President Arthur, protesting against the imprisonment of a number of Americans in the State
They were thrown into
of Sonora, Mexioo,
prison at M.igdaleua about a month ago. No
charge w»s brought against them. They would
have suffered for the necessaries of life if
their friends in Arizona had net helped them.

ener^l Grant.

Grant for the purpose
means t,
his valuable relics fim
seizu.e by cred
itors was followed by a nit Uf Genree
W
Childs to New York to c>fer with
o
that city who ar 3
activelytigaged m the sam,
work. Mr. Childs return, m»t
evening auc
understood
that
.rrangem„uta hav,
been agreed upon by whicthe ex-Preeid^nt’
collection of gifts will be ,vBd noteonlv frou
the claims cl Mr. Vaudeilt,
any subsequent execuuoi which may be it
sued.

Against

Amerienn* in Mexico.

rHu.ADEi.PHiA, Jan. .—The confereno
,
in this city
held
by the mends of Genera
save

Army Paymaster

^Washington, Jan. 1.
Paymaster General Rochester Baid tonight
that all the information received here concerning the disappearance and alleged defalcation
of Major W. H. Smyth, paymaster at Savannah, Ga., was a dispatch from a clerk at that
office which came to him vtsterday stating
that Major Smyth drew #5.500 from the Merchants National Bank of Savannah Monday,
and bad not been to the office since, but had
beeu seen Tuesday with his mustache shaved
off. riding in a carriage ou which was a new
and cheap looking trank, and it was supposed
that he left the city by a Southern train and
had gone to Florida. Gen. Rochester said that
Car. p of Ihe paymaster general’s office hBd
been directed to go to Savannah to take charge
of the office and papers there.
He said a'so
that #5,500 was about the amount the government funds were subject to M»jor Smyth’s
draft in Savanuab, but about #5000 more were
snbject to his draft in New York. He did not
know whether Major Smyth had drawn the
last mentioned sum cr not.
failures Reparseil.
Boston, Jan. 1.—Seth Winslow, lamitnre
mannlactarer, Hammond street, owes $19,450, of which $5,940 is secured. The Pentucket Mills, Bo-t in and Georgetown, Maes.,
owe about $30,000, of which $8000 is secured.
Nominal assets $44,000.
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SPAIN SINCE TUESDAY.
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Illinois (1. 8. 8en»<orsbip.
Chicago, Jan. 1.—Bou. C. B. Farvell
writes to the Tribune to-day that he is not a
candidate for the United States Senatorship,
and he lavors the re-election of Gen. Logan.

Egypt-

the

Question.

(

“Ah! quel bean jour! ah! quel plaiair!
Ah! pour nous quelle fete!1’
Florida! How much has been written and
said of this Bummer land!
Yet it is not in

paragraphs, not in chatty
in guide books, written
while the cars are running, that the great phenomenon of Florida is to be disposed of. To
appreciate its attractions, it mast be visited,
newspaper

magazine papers,
Russia's Flan of Settlesueat of

of the

Press.)
St James Hotel,
Jacksonville, Fla., Dec. 29. 1884.

elever

Ruined Towns.

How to Hang Pictures.

Coining Season—Tnmpa

the

TEN NIfOCKS OF EARTHQUAKE IN

not

read about.
Florida is no longer merely a health resort
for those who are nuable to stand the frigid
climate of the North, bat it is the great fashionable winter rendezvous for the very people
whom we meet at Saratoga, Newport and Bar
not

Horrors of the Earthquake in Spain.
Madbid, Jan. 1.—It is probable that King
Alfonso will visit Andalusia to personally inquire into tbe condition at the earthqaake sufferers. Government delegates are visiting the
scenes to afford relief to the sufferers.
They

Terrible
fontid the roads knee deep iu mod.
gales have passed over the half-rained villaTbe
ges.
delegates caused the hodies
of
those
the
killed
earthquakes
by
to be
interred.
Albumelas presented au
appalling sight after the earthquake. Half of
The ohurchthe town is completely ruined.
6s, convent and town hall were thrown to the
ground. The inhabitants are gathered ontside
tbe town »bere,tbey are shivering around fires.
Women and children are huddled together in
carts and wagons and sixty wounded persons
are in a temporary ambulance.
One hundred
and ninety-two corpses have been taken from
the rains end active efforts are being made to
recover others. The mayor and several wealThe
thy residents are among tbe viotims.
mayor's wife remained buried waist deep iu
».ho rains for eighteen hours.
Many persons wore rescued alive after being
partly buried for twenty-six hours, but it was
impossible to render any assistance
Troops
have since brought provisions for the needy.
Similar tales are told of the diesaster in
Albania where the scenes are described as fantastic and weird.
The inhabitants during the
day wander about their ruined homes risking
their lives in their endeavor to save something
from the wreck. They remain at night in improvised camps of carts, tents and sheds. All
around the rained town tower snow clad mountains.
Tbe shock at Granada last night was more
Bevere than any since Thursday.
People were
afraid to remain in their houses and occupied
the streets all night it being tbe tenth shock
Bince Tuesday and tbe panic already prevaiiieg among the people was greatly increased.
Ten thousand persons left the city yesterday.
Shocks of earthqaake continue to be felt at
Jaon, Malaga, Becamargosa and Velez, Maiaga. Several severe-sbocks were experienced
at Torrox Wednesday and Thursday,
destroying more building*. The town is completely
abandoned.
A church at Terje was damaged
and services were held iu the open air. Three
hundred and fifty corpses have been discovered
it Arenas Del Key and two hundred and fifty
persoug thero are suffering from injuries reieived.
Killed in a Collision.
London, Jan. 1.—A collision occurred today
at Barnsley Janet, between a Sheffield excursion train and a ooal train. Four persons were
killed and thirty injnred.
New Year’s Day in Berlin.
Berlin, Jan. 1—Emperor William held the
usual Now Year’B receDtiou today. The diplomatic representatives of Italy, Austria, Hungary, France, Great Britain and Turkey were
present iu tall court drees, and the Emperor
souversed cordially with each oue separately.
Matters in Egypt.
Cairo, Jan. 1.—Gen. Wolseley has received
a small piece of
paper with Gen. Gordon's
genuine seal on the back, dated December 14,
Khartoum
that
is all right.
saying
London, Jan. 1.—The Russian government
has proposed a plan of settlement of the Egyptian question which will probably be acceptable
by France, namely: That a Dew loan be guaranteed by ail the powers at a small redaction
iu interest and any surplus obtainable to be
divided among the creditors and that the Eug-

iish troops withdraw Irom
date.

Egypt

on

a

fixed

Cable Notes.

Kate Rolls, an American lady, made her
iebui at the Tealro (’arcana in Milau last evening in “Linda’’, and achieved a great sac:ess.

It is reperted >h «t the French government is
negotiating with the government of the D. 3.
Columbia lor cession or purchase of the islets
off the northwest coast if Panama, upon which
to form a French naval station.

GENERAL NEWS.
The Fulton cotton initl at Lancaster. Pa., started
up yesterday morning after au idleness of two
years. The working force'will be largely increased
as soon as hand* can be secured.
Robert H. Crossman of New Bedford, Mass.,
dealer in bouse furnishing goods, formerly interested in local amusements, dropped dead yesteroay,
probab'y front heart disease. He leaves a wife and
two children.
The

new

city government of Nashua N. H.,

was

inaugurated yesterday morning, the Republicans
■weeping all Democrats out of office.
Fire in Nashua, N. H., yesterday totally destroyed the boiler and steam
nloo

damertad

press works of J. J. Craw-

tha

atnaa

lionaa

..f

Stearns of Bradford. Loss estimated at
partiallp insured. Stearns’ loss $5,000;

95000.

the

(Special Correspondence

tea

Savannah, Ga.,Jan. 1.—Paymaster General
Rochester at Washington has been notified of
the disappearance from Savannah of Uuited
States Army Paymaster W. H. Smyth, a son
of John F. Smyth, ex-snperintender.t of insnrance of the State of New Yerk and one of
She leaders of the stalwart faction in that
State.
Paymaster Smyth was transferred
from a station iu Arizona to Savannah in
February last. On arrival here he soon became a favorite with
the young men of this
city and drifted into a somewhat extravagant
manner of living.
Oa Monday morning he
drew, as is stated, #5000 of government money
from the local bank. The same afternoon he
packed his effects and, taking them with him
in a carriage, left his hoarding place, since
which time he has not been seen.

protection.
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Coroner Otis is hold-

rinrnmitt.no

shall be provided.
It is estimated that 18,000
gufsts can he accommodated, hut the number
of tickets will be limited to 12,000.

li^,

One thousand am, eighty-four dollars l ave
been expended for new books for the Stats Library the past year.

years
father, then Lleutenaui Hancock. *ai stationed
Auer completing his education he married at a:
early a.** the daughter of Nicholas Gwynn, formei
ly of Lexington, Ky.t but now livirg in this citj
Since his marriage Mr. Hancock has lived on hi »

rain the

INAUGURATION DAY.

[later.

adovsta.

to them

His body will be bane
her’s family, the Kui

plosion.

Ktw York, Jan. 1.—Mayokirk arrived at
the city lull soon after 11 30 pd entered the
major’s office and appoiuted jol. E. T. Wood
corporation. Col. Wood is a bother-in-law of
ez-Mayor Edson aud a lealnz member of
Tammany Hall. Mayor Kirtiimainod in the
mayor’s office receiving the cngrainlation3 of
friesds until noon and then
accompanied
Mayor Glee loan afterby a few friends
wards made his appearance.
Alter his appointment as ciporation counsel today,Col. Wood qualified
then went to
the office of Corporation Cornel LBCombe and
made a formal demand for tfc possession of
the office. Lacombe decliaeuo surrender aud
Col. Wood retired.
At
ISO Mayor-elect
Grace entered the mayor’s |ice, which was
crowded with his friends,
be new mayor
made a brief address of thang for his reception and assumed his new dots. Corporation
Counsel Lacombe notified layor Grace of
Col. Woods’ demand upon hi and asked for

ap-

and started on their return to M’S3lssir»pi, on Tuesday night. They were g'.iug by way of St. Louis
soon as General Hanc >ck received the newi
and
of his son’s dea li he telegraphed to a friend in thai

mo

The corpse of Captain Green was found toin a lumber yard near the scene of the exThe bailv had been thrown 200 feet
and was divested of all clothing. The left leg
was broken aud had been
nearly fevered from
the bodv. The remains cfJEugineer Hoganare
still missing, and up to a late hour no traces
have been discovered of the two men, who besides the crew of three were states last night
to be aboard the tug.
Inquiry today leaves
but little doubtjthet there were five victims.

day

|
peared A. R. Savage, Esq who qualified as j observations will be made b; the Portagutse
Judge of Probate; Daniel Lara, Eq., qualified ! astronomers at Lisbon, and timately at national observatories in ssve 1 other parls of
as county treasurer;
'Pacens Atwood, cuunty
the world. The purpose of ese undertakings
attorney; Hillman Smith, sheriff; Nathan W.
is to secure a standard by vicb comparisons
Harris, regit tar of probate. The statement of may be made years hence to determine if in
the meantime geological chizes, which are
the county treasurer shows a reduction of
supposed to be taking place j the interior of
The bonded
52,855 11 in the county debt.
the globe, hare altered the isitiou of its cencounty debt is now 587,100. Land damages to
tre of gravity.
the amount of Si,800 have been paid. The
Leasing of India Lands.
criminal costs of the past year have beeu larger
The Star touigbt cootamsn interview with
Asst. Stc’y Joslyn of the iierior department
than usaa'.

Death of Benrral Hancock** Only Sm,
Nb»V Vukk, Dec. 31.—Major General Hancock
received a telegram this morning announcing the
death of his only son, Russell Hancock, on Tuesday
Mr. Han
on hjs plantation near Clarksville, Miss.
cock’s wife and children, i.he eldest a boy of ten
have teen visiting the General at Governor’s Island

Mississippi

LATER.

Horology and Benediction.
I
Important AsfrnuoininuDbserrations.
Androscoggin County matters.
Washington, Jan. 1.—A ries of astronomJan.
1.—The
Lewiston,
County Commis- ical observations will soon i;in at the naval
sioners organized this morning at the Court
observatory to determine tbfezact latitude ol
tbe institution. A naval ufi jr has been deHou e, by the choice of J. W. Maxwell of
i tailed to perform rhe duty, icb may require
Webster as chairman.
Before the board

due at Grafton from the hast at 10.45 p.
Tne train w*s an h rar late and when the engine struck the obstruction it w«s thrown from the
rail and turned up ide down on the opposite track
and the posral car wa* thrown down a bank into (a
creek. Collin Hepburn the engineer, was in tanuy
ibomas Horsey the fireman, was can?lit
killed,
beneath the engine and tender suffering broken
boue« and bruises. He was badly scalded, one side
He
being literally cooked by escaping steam.
lived several hours. No one else was injured. The
in
succeeded
clerk.
McIntyre,
exliogui-hing
p'»stal
the light in hie ear before it turned over, thus saving himself Lora possible injurv by tire. No clue
has been found to the perpetrators of the crime.

if.

ir>r.H„

New York. Jiu. 1.—The offices if the corwere barricaded bst
night
and remained closed against jrf" trtitners this
These
officers
arein
the
Staats
morning.
Zsitung building and all whoiwieti to enter
there have to be well vouch*' for before the
doors are opened.
Mayor Krk i« a strong
Tammany Ha'l man aud decired last evening that he would appoint bdfcre neon a corporate n counsel and a dock jmmlssioner also.
Judge Truaz has not grin bis decision
in tbe matter of disallowing ip injunction restraining the board of alderjen from doing
an official act.
Tbe board rtcaim in office
until January 5th.
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Charge to the Church.Rev A K. Crane, I). D
Welcome to City
.Rev. G. I). Lindsay

Express,

family vault of bis
sells, lo tit. Louis.
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■Wheeling, W. Va., Jan. 1.—A dastardly outrage
was perpetrated by some unknown villain near
Grafton, W. Va., last night, causing a wreck on
the Baltimore & Ohio railroad bv *liich two men
lost their lives and a number of others narrowly
escaped, a bar of iron war* wedg 'd in the frog of
a switch in such away that the engine pas-dog over It
would leave the track. It is thought the obstruction was laid with a view of wrecking the St lAmia

Louis for burial, will reach there about the 8aim
lime that lii» wif^ ami children do. (Jen. Hancocl
himself, accompanied by Lieut, liarber of Li® per
Bocal staff, left this city for St. Louis last night
The cause of Mr. Hancock’8 sud eu death is ne
Jktwwu, but is supposed to be pneumonia, as th*
last time ho wrote to his wife he complained of
.cold
3*r-. \Y. S. Hancock is completely prostrate!
toy the unexpected death of her son, and is unabu
to loave her oed. In 1873 Genera and Mrs Han
cock’s only daughter 18 years old died after atbrie
illness of typhoid fever. Since then Mrs. aucocl
b is never taken off mourning, an l her hea th ha
been delicate. Eighteen months ago Mrs. Han
eoc«’s mother, Mrs. Kuasell died, and now come;
the death of her son. XUttfell Hancock whs 3
He was born in St. Louis, where hi
old

nn/4

upon them to “detail a snffidnt force te asthe corporation counsel t the peaceable
and undisturbed possession oais office and to
A Pastor Installed.
preserve tbe property and redds of the city
interference by any
A squad
Lewiston, Jan. 1.—Rev. E. C. Whittemore irorn
; of police was then ordered
office,
was installed pastor of the Baptist church, in
where they will remain on gwd tonight,
Another complication has
ADburn, tonight. The foilowing was the or- i
by the elecj tion of Alderman Waite to t* presidency of
der of services:
Kirk
: the board in the absence of Alderman
Organ Voluntary.
1 aud Alderman Kirk’s
Invocation.Rev. C. E. Owen
actinias mayor from
midnight to noon today, ilderman Waite
Reading of Scripture.Rev. C. E. Owen
Anthem—Lovely appear.Gounod claims that Kirk cannot l! alderman and
Choir.
; mayor at the same time, andbat by acting as
.Rev. C. M. Herring
Prayer
chief magistrate Kirk relintished all right to
Hymn—I love Thy kingdom, Lord.Congregation
tbe aidermansuip. Alderme Waite, who is
Sermon. ..Rev. A. K. P. Small, I). 1)., of Portland
a Republican, says if Kirk itempt3 to act as
Anthem—Guide Thou my ways, O Lord
Schubert
president of the board toinojiw there will be
Choir.
troutde. He (Wa ts) was dq elected aud be
Prayer ot installation.. ..Rev. G. P. Matthews, D. D
will continue to fill the postil.
Charge to Pastor.Rev. T. F w hits

Virginia—A Traiu Thrown from the Track und
Two Jflcn Killed.
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there with her parents.
ing an inquest.

Weal
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Other

tho man who was found in Mrs.-Hart’s room
with her. and has not since been heard from.
A body was discovered last night at Hilt’s
Point, on the Georges river, which is supposed
to be that of the missing woman. Mrs. Hart
belonged in Cushing, and has two children

DASTARDLY OUTRAGE.

news

itili w

Foul- Play Nuapected.
Thohaston, .Tan. 1.—Mrs. Sasan Hart, a
servant employed in the family of A. P.Gould,
left the house on the night of Nov. 1st, with

ef staff to General Albert Sidney Johnston in the
late war. The deceased was strongly iuiatua'ed
with a desire to he buried in GO fathoms of water at
high meridian. His theory was that at that particular depth the pressure of the water was of just
sufficient density to keep the human body quietly
upon the bottom. Prior to his death in the city of
Austin on Sunday last, Judge Brewster repeated to
his daughter his last wishes in regard to the disposition ot his body. Miss Brewster communicated
with General Claiborne and c her friends, and it
was determined to carry out the laet request of her
father. At 10 o’clock yesterday morning the remains under military escort were placed aboard the
steamer Hygeria and taken to sea. The locality selected for the burial was the place where nine veais
ago the steamship Waco was burned, with a great
loss ef life
Many old friends of the deceased accompanied the remains. The bhi oping in the harbor flew flags at half-mast. At exactly 12 o’clock,
being well rat at sea, General Claiborne briefly recited the history of the life of his friend, and gently
consigned the casket to the water, and it instantly
sank beneath the waves of the gulf.
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lot of farm implements.
Total
oss not known; small insurance.
The grocery store of E. C. Arey, In Winterport, was burned tonight, and all its contents
were lost. The loss 16 unknown.

and

Galvestojs, Tex., Jan. 1.—The remainB of Colonel H. Perry Brewster, late State Commissioner of
Insurance, arrived here from Austin yesterday and
were buried at sea, in accordance with the dyiug request of the deceased. Colonel Brewster was the
first adjutant-general of Texas, and served as chief

..l.k.V,

recently been considerably ad-

MAINE.

Tkc Ijnte Col. H. P. Krcwttrr Buried at
Sea—An Eauprc«»ive Service.

meet them and break the sad
city
J to

of Tkrir Cott-

in Maco.

Fires iu iViatrrpsrl.
Bangor, Jan. 1.—The honee, ell and two
barns owned by John Cole of Wiuterport.were
buri ed last evening. Cause, a defective chimney. Nothing was saved.
Among the things
burned were 10 cords of wood, 30 tons of hsy,

HIS DYING REQUEST.
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had until

grave.

_

in the

Fall.

Bill and several members of the Army attend
ed the funeral aud followed the remains to the

Rath

1.—L:ttle
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six weeks since.
Continuing to attend
their meetings be became cocvmtod, discontinue'.? drinking, threw away his tobacco and
joined the army. He died in the full hope of
a better life beyond the grave.
Capt. Happy

mate, Walter Grossart, four and one half years
old, undertook to explain to her the use cf a
revolver he had found iu a drawer. The weapon was discharged, and the nail entered the
girl’s forehead, causing her death three hours
liter.

cur..

Clear

some

Giles,
two and one half years old, was amusing herwhen
her
playself at the home of hrr parents,

I-

Cloudy

dicted to drink, and bad used tobacco for over
sixty years; he had not seen the inside of a
place of worship for over forty years until after
the Salvationists located in the city, when he
one of their meetings
was induced to attend

mate.

Work

Cloudy
Cloudy

Saco, Jan. 1.
Cheries H. Atkinson of this city who died
of pneumonia oa Tuesday last, aged 79 years,
was buried tnia
afternoon from the residence
Mr. Atkinof b‘s son-in-law cn Elm street.
son

atw)

the wives of members of the Cabir it ami cthbr
ladies who assisted him, while tb
Secretary
of State stood on his left during t! > reception
of the diplomatic corps.
Proo jt!y at 11,
members of the Cabinet and the diplomatic
At 11.15 t-s associate
corps were received.
justices of the United States Sm erne Court
entered. Owing to the absence < the chief
justice, Mr. Justice Miller was firt presented
to the President. At 11 30 a largemumher of
Senators and Representatives we* received.
At noon the doors leadiDg to the main corridor were thrown open aud a long ine of army
officers headed by General Sberid u and naval iUcers with Admiral Porter »'■ their head,
filed in to pay their respects to thf President.
Hail an hour later the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, commissioner if agriculture, assistant secretaries of deparfcnent, Assistant postmaster general, soliciyr general,
assistant attoruoy genera), supeiptendent of
the coast survey, heads of bureaus bt tlto several departments, national board o health and
the civil service commission wei received
Then followed the associated Bobers of the
war of 1812, associated veterans ol >e
war of
1848, Grand Army of the Republi and members of the Oldest Inhabitants’ A ociation of
the District of Columbia. The
gejeral reception cf private citizens was from 1 2 o’clock
and was largely attended.
Secret ry of State
end Mrs. Frelinghujseu entertain'! the rnemb r nt the diplomatic corps at t sakfast at
Id o’clock, and the wives of cif.nfc.is cf the
Cabinet held receptions in the afte toon.
New York. Jan. 1.—New Year’slay passed
very gui-tly. The sky wai cload4 and the
sun shone not once hut no rain feifand those
persons who made calls coaid only jbmplain of
The cikiois b[ making
muddy crosswalks.
calls was not so universally carritFout today
as on last New Y< ar’s.
In fact Hie eastern
seems to be gradually falling into Isn^e.
Nor
did there seem to he many card baskets oat
either, and refreshment tables wire spread
meagrely. The usnai services w emboli in the
Roman Catholic and Episcopal citrehes aud
were as a rule fairly
attended,
the warm
weather of the morning was foilovtd in the
afternoon by a brisk cold atmoeplip, with a
flurry ol snow. Juike evening tl.I mercury
lell steadily. Police reports show Rule lawlessness to have keen comu itied.
!

(Special to the Press.)

A Lillie Child Accidentally Skills its Play
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—
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Train Wrecker*

Kise.

Death and Funeral of One

Assnulted by a Burglar.
Bridgeport, Coon., Jan. 1.—Daniel Dunn
residing iu East Bridgeport, was awakened at
four o’clock this uiurumg by some oue stealing
Ho
coal from the wood shed tear the house.
partially dressed himself, hastened out and iuterrnpted the thief who turned upon him, dre v
The
a knife *ud stabbed him iu the left lung.
wound is a severe ore, and it is thoa2Ut will
The ass-issiu who is supposed to
prove fatal
be a Hungarian eecapod.

Jan*

S

tliwru

Fair
Lt Kain

THE SALVATION ARMY.

Havana, Jan. 1.—Cattle growers on this
island show much diss it is faction regarding the
treats stipulations referring to American cattle
and beet and meats of all classes.
Passengers who arr.yed recently from Jamaica say that the insurgents Maceo Carrillo,
others are prepara brother of Bonacbeo acd
ing for another invasion of Cuba. They are
trying to procure a vessel to convey them to
the island.

Cleveland,

NE

OJoudy

A Rough i’asM&ge.
New Bedford, Jan. 1.—Schooner Lottie
Beard arrived Hus morning, 65 days from St.
Helena wit ’> passengers and oil on freight.
Experienced vrvy rmjgh weather since passing
Haueras December '12th.
Spoke December
30th 60 miles southwest of Block Island schoon
er Isaac
T. Campbell from Woods Holl to
Savrnuah.
Four Days Without Food or Drink.
Nbw York, Jar,. 1.—Bark Onward from
Stockholm picked np Captain William*, and
four men of the crew of the schooner Edei e
The Day
Day end brought them ta this port.
was from Charleston with lumber
for FniLdelphia and v.as wrecked ou the 18 h. O, e
m in was drowned but tbs remainder who were
rescued fl rated on a raft four days without
food or drink.

PXICIA#,
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debris and a cloud of steam and smoke. All
portions of tlio lag above water had been
smasbad inio fragments, and the hall was rut
of sight. The stanchions and head gear of the
Wilson were carried away; and it was thought
that many of her timbers were started. The
captain of the schooner lying alongside of the
barge was thrown heavily against the cabin
and it is feared is seriously injured.
The owners of the tug say the only persons
that con Id have been aboard were Captain
Green, Engineer Hogan anil Lineman Bone,
hut men who wero working on vessels in the
vicinity, assert that there were two men on
the tug besides the crew of three.
The only trace of the five victims are a battered bat and boot, containing a stocking and
fragments of flesh which were found on one
side of the river, and oa the other side a
mangied corpse, supposed to bo that of Lineman Bone.
The left arm was entirely blown
from the body, and the face and chest were
shockingly bruised and torn. It teems certain
that the poor wretch was hurled into the air
across two huge steam barges aud
striking the
wall of a grain elevator, dropped back to the
deck.

but tasteful. President Arthur shod in the
blue room, midway between the tbs! and west

Fair
Fair

LATEST MARINE NEWS.
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Indorsement of the bill is not merely a question
placing your comrades and post in direct an-

setts.

|1 31

Place of

of

Prospects

a

tagonism to the Nati mal Encampment, but far
more and worse, it is a question whether the column
of 8u0,OOO able bodied and strong comrades shall
just now attempt to elbow aside the already long
waiting procession of 200,000 disabled and suffering ones, the orphans and widows, that the larger
and stronger column may first get ther eight dol-

at ouce.

Jan. 2.

to the

to the National Encampment in favor of that
bill, but the indications point to au overwhelming defeat. There has been a good deal
of change of.opinion recently among members
of the organization in Massachusetts and several posts which voted to endorse the bill have
reversed tbeir action.
Appended is a general
order of the National Encampment Commander, in which the agitation of the subject
is deprecated and the measure disapproved.
He says:

WAITE.

CO.g

91a»«acbu*rtt*—Opposition

Bobton, Jan. 1.—The Journal say?: “The
Department convention of the Grand Army of
Massachusetts, which is to be btld this month,
will be one of more iban ordinary
iutnixst, as
the attitude of the department toward the
eight-dollar per month pension bill will be
clearly defined. Friends of that measure are
Using every effort to secure a Bolid delegation

John Dow of Waite captured a young cub
last soring, and undertook the task of taming
it. The cub behaved well enough until a few
days ago, when he attacked Mr. DoW’s boy,
and would have killed him had it not been for
the house dog, which assailed the bear and diverted its attention from the boy mitil Mr.
Dow came to the rescue. The bear was killed

Florida.

TBE OLD WORLD.

in the Coining Convention

Ulonth Pension Bill.

Sheriff McFadden has appointed the following deomy sheriffs to serve in Kennebec connty: Wm. H. Libby, Augusta; Asbor H. Barton, Benton; Geo. W. Ramsell, Vassalboro;
Ira M. True, Hallowell; S. J. Hawes, Readfield; James Tibbetts, Belgrade; F. D. Jepbou, China; James P. Hill, Waterville; Edgar E. Norton, Gardiner; Wallace E. Berry,
Winthrop; Tin mas Benson, Sidney: Stephen
Cobb, Chelsea; Henry Sewall, Augusta, deputy and messenger.

or

H. M. PAYSON & CO..

in

WATER VILLE.

daily

first week: 75 cents per
$1.60 per square,
week after; three insertions or leos, $1.00, continuafter
first
week, 60 cents.
ing every other day
Half square. three insertions or loss, 76 oeuts; one
week
cents
after.
per
woek, $1.00; $50
SfKi iA! notices, one-third additional.
“Amusement*”
and “Auction
Uuderhoadof
Bade*,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
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Interest
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JANUARY

An ice gorge in the

Susquehanna

II

$12/ 00;
insured.

river broke yes-

terday morning near Maniicoke, Pa., and the water
rose 12 feet above
low water mark, covering the
low lauds.

At the convention of the New England Amateur
Press Association held in New Bedford, Mass., yesterday, Daniel A. Sullivan of Lowell. Ma^s., was
recommended for president of the Natioual Association.
John Baldwin, the philanthropist, died in Franklin, La., Sunday morning.
The Pittsburg Bessemer steel works at Homestead. Pa., on Wednesday next will reduce the
wages of employes of their rail mill 33,
per cent, according to grade of work.

20 and 10

Articles of incorporation of an electric railroad to
from Far Roekaway to the Long Island railroad have been filed in the Queen’s county, New
York, clerk’s office. The capital is $200,000.
At Omaha the mercury yesterday was 27 degrees
below zero and at Gailsburg, 111., 10 degrees below

run

was

registered.

The gusset weavers in
the Glendale Elastio
Fabric Company’s mill at East Hampton, Mass
struck yesterday morning because of a threatened
redaction of wages.

The common council of Boston last night passed
concurrence with toe board of aldermen an order
authorizing ihe loan of $70,000 for the purchase
of Long Island upon which to locate the pauper institution of the city.
Advices from extreme southwestern Texas state
that the recent cold weather was quite destructive
to live stock in that section, many cattle and sheep
in

having perished.

All bat three of the orphans who were in the St.
John Home in Brooklyn when it was burned have
been accounted for.

Jndge
Baker,
In the Superior Court at Augusta, Wednesday, John S. Baker, who was convicted of
murder in the second degree, for the killing of
Julia F. Tack, was brought up for sentence.
Before pronouncing sentence upon Baker, the
court said:
White house Sentence*

Harbor daring the months of Jaly and August. The season of 1884-83 is slowly bat surely coming into life, evidences of this fact being
riBible npon every band. Tbe depots are heav-

ily

taxed with baggage in transit from differ
cities, tbe hotels are fast filling np, and
with the arrival of the band! the gay season

ent

will at once set in.

The great St. James, the
of the South, is at present
entertaining over 200 guests, a much larger
nnmber than ever before at this time of year.
There is no donbt bat what the coming season
will be tbe most prosperous one, financially,
and the most brilliant one socially epeakiug,
Florida has ever enjoyed.
Most every one
will be here this winter, of coarse, tor they
aristocratic

hotel

are all going to tbe World’s Fair at New Orleans, and the trip would not bs complete without visiting this land of flowers, and beholding the thonsand and one attractions to be

found here.

In view of the many absurd ut-

terances which have been made touching tbe
tropical scenery of Florida, it is proper to say
at this point that tbe State is not remarkable
for the beauty of .landscape, and that people
who come here for this sole end will certainly
be disappointed.
The climate, which has no
peer on this continent, is Florida’s greatest

aift-

in mifiarfntAr

nnA nan

Aninn

u»<>rn

feature of outdoor life.
MEWS, NOTES AND OOSgir.
Circus here next month!
Jacksonville is lighted
by fifty

electric

lights.

John Andrews, ex-postmaster of Ssco, has
charge of the post office department at Sanford.
Prominent foreigo arrivals at the St. James
Hotel, yesterday, include F. de Kologruoff,
Russia, Alexander de Vetsey, Hungary; A.
Asplet, Great Britain, and Mr. aud Mrs.
Daly of Halifax.
A. G. Prentiss and wife of Saco are sojourning at Sanford.
Dr. C. A. Meserve and Mary E. Ronse, of
Portland, are at the Grand View 'in this city;
also Hon. A. H. Osgood of Lewiston.
Charles H. MiUiken and family of Saco are
rnests at new Ocean View Hotel at St. Augustine.
Commodore C. H. Pickering, U. 8. N., is at
the St. James with his wife.
Walter Bowers, sou of Hou. Rosooe L. Bowers of Saco, has accented the position as
night
clerk at the Grand View.
The St. James register bears the signatures
of Hon. Frank Hatton, Postmaster
General,
Secretary Teller and Hon, U. B. Thompson,
general superintendent of the railway mail
service.
The beautiful city of Tampa, on the Gulf
coast Is attractive as a winter resort.
“The
Palmetto” and “H, P. Plant” are both' new
hotels just completed and are first-class in evThe “Palmetto” is under the
ery particular.
management of Mr H. Z. Scrantou.a northern
hotel man of loDg experience.
Tourists will
fiud the table at this hotel supp'ied with
Northern meats, fresh Florida vegettbles aud
the luxuries of the season.
Mr. 8cranton will
strive to make this department equally as good
as that of any hotel in the State.
Mr. Geo. T.
Bacon, who has for several years been connected with Mackey’s curiosity store at Old
Orchard Beach, has full charge of the office.
The H. P. Plant hotel >» a little bijou of a
house, furnished, as it is, thronghout in fine
shape aud contaimag every modern improvement. This hotel, too, is owned and managed
by a New England man, Mr. J. T. Anderson,
and although it has been open for a little over
a week, it is already receiving n liberal
patronage. The first name placed udou the register
of the H. P. Plaut, was that "of the Spanish
V'ce Consul I'um Havana.
Mrs

IT. Hfisnann

nf

thn

nan

\7inn.
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Ferry Beach, Me.,

is proprietress of the St:
Cload hotel at Sanford.
Mrs. Manson is an
excellent caterer and has earned a reputation
in this line.
To say that guest* will find the
same home comforts at Mrs. Mattson's Florida
hotel as are always found at the "Bay View” is
not saying too much.
The St James’ band will arrive noxt week,
and then the social top will be set a spinning.
Oat-door concerts in the morning and classical
concerts in the large drawing-room in the
afternoon, with dancing in tbe evening, will
be the general order of amusement at this
swell hotel. The musicians, nine in all, always
appear in fall dress in the drawing room.
Northern trains, by Rcveral of the different
routes, are arriving in this city daily; as a general thing they are three or four hours late,
when they might just as well be on time. The
fast mail train over the Atiantio Coast Line of
Railways can always be relied upon, for it is
very seldom that it is delayed over fifteen
minutes. This train, which leaves Now York
at 12 o’clock midnight, pats passengers into
Jacksonville in just 36 hoars. Besides speed,
there are several other advantages to be
gained by taking the Coast Line. The entire
road, from Richmond, V ., to Charleston, 8.
C., is in perfect order, smooth and level, while
the equipments are the finest in the whole
South.
H. B. M.
Others Wide ef the Picture—A Yankee
on Affairs in
the
Land of
Flowers.
Jacksontillx, Fla., Dec. 29th.
To tko Editor of tko Proof
Whether it is because the great World’s
Fair at New Orleans is too great an attraction
for Florida to compete with, or on account of
hard times in view of prospective “free trade,”

The

Comment

the fast is undeniable that the travel toward
this State is extremely light this winter, and

everybody

one

looks down hearted in
balk of Northern
people

meets

conssqnenes; the
here in Jacksonville and elsewhere at the
winter resorts is of men who have come to
earn money instead of spending it and the result is that this whole section is flooded with
mechanics, mostly wood workers and laborers,
wages are away down to almost nothing and
no work to be had at any figure.
All who had
money enough to carry them back North have
ratnrned, but others keep coming and the
crowds of unemployed men do not diminish;
I was told last night that there were lots of
Northern men in town who had to walk the
streets all night for lack of money. The best
wages I have known carpenters to get was

The government claimed that the prisoner
guilty of the highest crime known to the
laws of this State, viz., murder of the first degree. The plain language of the statute was
twice given to the jury by the court, and its
$1.50 per day; painters are paid a litte better
the dsfiapplication explained by reference
bnt ne work ie offering.
nrion of other crimes, and of an “attempt.”
“When murder Is committed in perpetrating
About 60 miles up the St. Johns River from
oi attempting to perpetrate a crime punishable
here is the oity of Palatka where they have
for
or
for
an
unlimited
life,
by imprisonment
recently had a disastrous fire, burning over
term of years, it shall be deemed marder of
the first degree.” In addition to this the jury
some ten or a dozen acres in the very heart of
were three times required, in the coarse of the
the city, but one would think every carpenter
charge, to determine, independently of his in the country had heard of it and come to get
a job; one builder told me that he could have
purpose in going there, whether the prisoner
applied the violence aud caused the death in hired two hundred joiners that afternoon, at
to
the
crime
of
his own price, by jnst accepting those who
attempting
perpetrate
rape,
and if so thev were told he wonld be ffniltv of
offered, while there wasn’t lumber enough iu
murder in the first degree. Ouoe they were
the whole region to keep twenty men at work.
told that if he applied the violence for the inThis is an “off year” in Florida, sure.
This is a queer looking country to expect te
dependent and different purpose claimed by
the counsel for the prisoner, be would be guilraise oranges or anything else in; one would
ty of murder in the second degree, It being
as soon think of croping Old Orchard
Beach,
“mnrder committed otherwise than is set
for the soil appears to be nothing whatever bnt
forth,” in the section read, for causing death a fine, white sand. No grass or turf covers it,
either iu the pursuit of the unlawful design
but it lies as naked as any sea beach, yet they
claimed, or by an act iu itself "peculiarly dan- do manage to raise or “make” as they oall it,
to
human
life.”
gerous
surprising crops of all kinds of produce. The
The last sentences in the charge relating
climate here is much like that of Portland in
to the iBsue were as follows:
“The great and
summer, and only a long spell of northeast
solemn responsibility is upon you to determine
winds makes overcoats necessary; garden staff
what the nature of that transaction was, and
grows here the year through, aud that with litwhether he applied that violence in perpetrattle it any fertilizer added to the soil
The
ing or attempting to perpetrate the crime of country is flat and low, with water standing
f
1
it
is
to
render
a
on
the
surface on every side, which surface
so,
verdict
your duty
rape.
of ‘guilty of murder in the first degree.’ If
water is much better for domestic use than
that obtained from wells.
not, you are odIv authorized to render a verTbe river upon
dict for murder in the second degree.”
which the town is built, about 25 miles from
The presiding judge is prohibited by statute
its month, Is a lovely stream, aoout a mile
from expressing auy opinion upon isene- of
wide at this point aud in one place in frout of
the city is 56 fathoms deep; at the mouth Isa
fact, and by bis position from enforcing any by
of
argument.
way
Notwithstanding the able bar preventing the entrance of vessels drawing
more than 12 feet.
The streets here are full of
arguments of the prosecuting officers, the jury
found that the prisoner did not apply the viocows and pigs; the cows look well except about
lence in attempting to commit the crime of
tbe odder, which is almost imperoeptible; as a
matter of fact, they only yield a couple of
rape, and accordingly found him gnilty of
mnrder in the seoond degree.
quarts per dav each, of rather inferior milk,
which sells for 12 to IS cents per quart; they
Baker wa3 then sentenced to the penitenget their feed from the bottom of tbe river—
tiary for life.
whole herds standing in two feet or more of
water and plunging tbeir beads all under after
Sheep Thirteen Says Without Food.
a sort of wild celery.
The pigs are of tho
Two farmers cf Bnllen’a Mills, Franklin
usual Southern style, quite Imposing animals
about
time
when
seen
“side
their
but
if they happen to
county,
Thanksgiving
to,”
got up
K.. IlneJ
--U_A
1..
t.
1_„ J
flock to select one or more to kill and drove
them. They have prodigious1? long snouts.
them into a room in the barn cellar.
After
When one is wanted tor slaughtering the
making their selection they neglected to turn owner selects his victim by lifting him by the
ears; if the oreatnre tips baokward enough to
the rest oat and soon forgot all abont them. In
lift his nose from the sand, he is considered
missed from the farm
a few days they were
fat. Mnle teams are mostly used for working,
and diligent search was made for them on the
and when oxen are need they are driven with
adjoining farms, without snccoss; and when whip and reins. Oranges, politics and other
topics will be mentioned in another letter.
thirteen days had passed since getting the
J.
sheep np, they were accidentally found where
were
Three
of
the sheep were
they
placed.
The formal opening of a home for the Free and
dead and one so nearly gone that it died in a
Accepted Masons of Pennsylvania, took place in
short time. The Farmington Chronicle is inPhiladelphia yesterday. There was a large atformed that the only food they had was the
tendance of members of the order and the cerewool eaten from one another.
monies were very interesting.

was

The Sugar King.

In regard to the hanging of pictures, a fe T
cardinal principles should not be lost eight n
Pictures are made to be seen.
Tbe; shea]
not be bang so high that one has to stretc (,
one’s neck to see thorn.
A picture high] 1
worked up iu detail should be closer to the ej e
than

strong, broad composition, in which a 1
parts of the composition are put iu in masse i.
Family pictures should be confined to famil y
rooms.
The light cn a picture should com s
from the same side as the light in a picturi
a

Pictures

on the line of sight should be bun a
the wall; those above the liue of sigt t
may for convenience of inspection be tllte
slightly forward. Large heavy frames shoo!
never be tilted forward
direotly above sofas c
chairs that are close to the wall. They alwsy
seem dangerous.
It is not pleasant to hav a
the cooscionsness of a 200-pouuu man just ovt r
oue’s bead, aod his whole body swung out c
tbe centre of gravity. Groups of pictures ar
only effective when there is harmony of sur
ject, of color and of fitness in the framing. Ol 1
paintings and new ones almost always injur
each other when hung close together. Fei
pictures aliould be hung in the dining-room
aod care should be taken in the selection o |
subjects. The writer was once obliged to tak
his dinner with an Oriental executioner and t
decapitated victim on one side of him, and k
lugubrious Christian martyr by Max on tb >
.other. It was almost as distressing as a Cruci
fixion in a billiard room or tbe death of Mara 1
in a batb room
It is net appetizing to hav
realistic pictures of dead fish in tbe dining [
room, nor does it add to the cheerfulness of
parlor to give "The Death Bed of Abrahan
Lincoln” a prominent place.
Glazed picture ,
should never be hung opposite a window, a ,
they are sure to reflect the licht disagreeable
Masonic certificates, certificates of membershi; i
in a missionary society, etc., are not picture!
at all, no matter bow much ornamented. The'
are purely personal affairs and should not b t
framed or hung at all.
They inte-est nobod]
but the owner and bis dearest friends, and an
almost never ornamental. Oue should not bi
egotistical in his pictures any more than in hi ,
conversation.- Independent.
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Figures of the Washington Monu
The entire mass of now concrete beneatl
the old foundation is 126 feet 6 lnohes square
13 feet 6 inches in depth, making a total depti
of 36 feet 10 inches, and extends 18 feet with
in the outer edge of the old foundation, ant
23 feet 3 inches withont the samd* line.
Tin
mass contains 7,037 cnbic yards of
Portlanc

Crete possessed a crushing strength, when eev
and one-half months old, of 1C5 tons pel
square foot. The entire work of underpinning

Claus Spreckels, commonly known as the
“Sugar Kiug of the Sandwich Islands,”
wields a power more autocratic, If not greater> than that of any other monopolist in the
world. lie is something more than a Warwick, because he has not remained content
with making the Kiug, but has guided all
bis moTemeuts like a puppet, so that be is
the ruler of the pigmy realm aud Its

actually

financial ministry. H>s dream is to exerequal sway on this coast. Spreckels it
a South German, born in
Hanover, a man of
small education, who came to this
country
about 1830, and started in the retail grocery
business iu Church street, New York. He
made the impression on those who knew
him there as a man of great business shrewdness and of
the thrift which Is proverbal
with bis race. He came out to California
soon after the gold fever broke
out, and at
once engaged iu the
grocery business iu this
citv, preferring it to the hazards and hardships of mining. Everything which he
touched seemed to turn to gold. He made
large profits iu his business. Combining
with several of his brothers who bad come
out to the coast, he bougnt a
quarter interest in the Albany brewery in this
city for
$40,000. This was the foundation of bis
preseut large fortune aud commercial Importance.
After running the brewery a few
years bis keen business instincts saw In sugar refiulng a far more profitable field of enterprise. The story of his conquest of the
Sandwich Islands in a nutshell U that be
took advantage of the ignorance of a king
who wanted money and that he works his
coolies to death.
Of Spreckels’s wealth it is
impossible to
form any accurate estimate, because much
of his property is mortgaged, and it is understood the greater part of his fortune is embarked in the sugar business, which is apt
to depreciate.
He makes daily, the year
round, however, 600 barrels of suar, containing 275 pounds of sugar each, worth an average of $30 a barrel. This makes a business
cise

of the Pas

Speaking

of

of Treaties.

“Carp” in the Cleveland Leader.
After the provisions of a treaty have been
decided upon by tbe ministers, it has to be
engrossed for pfPSUjtiua t*. 'he two gov._
ernmeuts between whicn it Is to be made. In
this two copies are made, and each
copy contains the treaty in the two languages of tbe
governments written in parallel columns.
For instance, the present Span'sb treaty is
written in Spanish and English, a column
of Spanish aud a column of English pn each
page, and that in such a manner that an
Euglish line will have opposite it one in
Spanish, meaning the same things. Two
copies are made of each treaty.
These copies differ only in ons respeet. in

abstract:
The appropriation made by the Lsgislaturi
for the year 1884 for this tribe was $5,600
Total expenditores, 85,701.17.
The population of the tribe Nov. 1st was 540
Number of deaths daring the year, 20, oi
which 15 were young children. Pork is use.
to a great extent as an article of food, and ti
this is ascribed the excessive mortality.
The crops for the year were as follows: Pota
toes, 1650 bushels; oats, 390; beans, 92; peas
42; wheat,40; turnips, 150; ether vegetables
50. Total crops raised, 2414 bushels. Beina
unable to keep stock on their farms, the In
dians are wholly dependent on the State foi
dressing. The nnoiber of horses owned is 6
Five cows are supposed to famish all the milk
Bat few families are too poor to keep a dog.
There are two schools in operation; one witt
100 pnpils, and runuiog nine mouths in thi
year; and the other with 30 pnpils, keepim
three mouths. The scholars make satisfactory
progress io ineir senates.
Mitchell Levy is Representative to the Leg
islatare.
The appropriation of $5,690 for the pas
year was compared with that of the Penobsco
Indians, $8,409, and it was asserted that thi
Passamaqaondy appropriation was too small
A sum of $8,340 was asked for.
Charles A. Bailey, agent of the Penobsco
Indians, has submitted his annual report t<
the Governor and Council, for tbe year eudioj
November 30,1884.
Following ia an abstract

tbe copy given to the American Government
by tbe Spauish the American Government
ul
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where the two

parties to the international
contract are mentioned, and in the
copy
given to the Government of Spain, Spain is

Receipts—State warrants, 8,651; old bniid
ings sold, $25; rent Boom Island, $2. Total
$8,678.81 Total expenditures, $8,678.81. Ap
Unexpend

ed balance, $57.87. Tbe receipts of store rent
for 1884 were $1,484. Distribution per capiti
to members of the tribe us per schedule, $1,479.01. Balance to next year, $17.41.
The seasou was Dot favorable for sgricol
tural operations, bat some very gnoa crop
The aggregate products of th
were grown.
farming were as follows: Potatoes, 3,450 bush
els; oats, S55; beans, 280; peas, 117; wheat, 46
buckwheat, 145; vegetables of all kinds, 1,052
Tbe schools on Oldtown and Mattauawcooi
islands have been tanght to the full extent a
the appropriations, the former by the Sister
of Mercy and those np river under the supet
vision of the school authorities of Greenbnsl
and Lincoln.
Regular services have been conducts*
through the year by Rev. T. Trndd, the pries t
in charge.
The chapel has been thoroughly repaired.
The population of the tribe is 407.
The number of deaths has been conBiderabl 1
above the average mortality, 27 having die* 1
during the year. Ol these, 10 were childre
and 17 adults.
The prevalent cause of deat
was
pulmonary consumption, 12 of the 1
adults haviug died Irom this disease.
Tbe year npou a whole ba9 hardly proved t
be one of more than nrdinarv success.
Drink mi Cot. J. ‘1. Frye.
Col. J. M. Frye, father of Seuator Frye, die* j
at bis residence in Lewiston Thursday, at th
age of 82 years. He was born at Saccarapp

mentioned before America. This is a matter of international etiquette, based on the
same principle of saying “you and
I,” instead of “I and you.” One of the
rlgioal
treaties, and not a copy, is sent to the Senate, and, if it is approved, the President affixes a proclamation of raiification to it. For
this a new copy is made, but the ratification
proclamation is also affixed to the treaty.
Treaties are generally made on
long, wide
One which I
paper of the finest quality.
saw to-day had only water lines,
upon which
the words were written, and it wa9
gotten up
very stylishly. A line was drawn around
each page, leaving a wide margin on
every
side, and another line separated the two

languages running down the middle. It was
bound with blue ribbons, and these were

sealed with the seals of the ministers. Where
the President ratified it, was the
great seal
of the United States. The treaties which
this country mak.-s with
foreign governmeuts are kept iu the archives ol the
Slai#
Department in big manilla envelopes, pi
folly labelled. I looked to-day at the oho
which the new Government made at the
close of the war with England
establishing
our independence.
It is written in a good,
round hand on long foolscap
paper of not so
good a quality as is used now. Tnere are
no lines upou it, and its color has faded to
a light yeilow.
Its edges are frayed, and
the blue ribbon winch binds it is no wider
thau office tape and is slightly fadej with
ihe age of 1#0 years. It commences “In the
name of the most Holy and Undivided
TrinItv,” and is dated “3rd September, 1783.”
There are three red seals at the back, and
the American commissioners
signing it are

John Adams, Benjamin Franklin aud Johu

Jay.

Tact.

(Westbrook) on November 28th, 1802, and wa
one of a family of six children.
The source of the family was old EDglanc
Geu. Frye, the Colonel’s grandfather, bavin,
to

ne

year.

What tbe Original. Are Litre, User They
Are .Hade aid Where Kept.

an

come

a

in

of a large Eastern sugar refiuer, and
she has proved a good wife aud mother.
They have four sons and one daughter. The
father and the three elder sons,
among
whom is Adolph, who shot De Young, are
members of tbe Pacific Club, in this city,
where the sons are general favordes. They
are all fine-looking men, of
polished address,
and have travelled much In Europe.
Mr. Spreckels is au easy man to gA access
to, but it is another matter entirely lo draw
any information out of him. When told of
the object of the visit, he said: “You may
put it down that 1 always know wbal is good
for Claus Sprecklet, and never fail lo tutu
this knowledge '<> account.”

iituuiis.

8tata, $8,709.70.

u»jr

family

Calais, agent of thi
Pa-tamaquoddy tribe of Indians, was in tbi
city yesterday, aud submitted his annual report to the Governor and Council. Following

the

a

a

saneaquoddy and Penobscot Tribes.

propriated by

Louie Globe-Demo-

fair skin, and blue eyes of tbe Fatherland.
His round head is covered with a thick
growth of hair rapidly changing from gray
;o white.
This is the only Indication of his
year*. He has the alert look aud movement
of a man of tnlrty, and in his steely-blue
eyes i» a look which goes far to reveal bis
character. He married years ago, when he
was a
poor man, a comely German girl,
who was then employed as a domestic in tbe

monument, as now completed, weighs 80,47(
tons, ibis will give a normal pressure on tbi
bed of the foundation of more than 3 1-2 tom
to the square foot, which will be increased to
maximum pressure under the action of thi
wind. The shaft, which is 555 feet high, has
base of 55 feet; it is therefore ten diameteri
high, with an entasis of oue foot in every thir
ty-four in height. It is faced with white
large crystal marble, and backed with blot
granite; but as the walls increase in height
the proportion of granite diminishes, and a
the level of 452 feet the backing disappears
and the walls from that level to <bo top ari
Tne settlement of tbi
entirely of marble.
structure varies at each corner, but the rver
age is 1.7 inches. The interior of the mono
meat consists of an iron frame, in two parts
one of wbich Carrie-* the stairs and
landingthe other the elevator machinery; as the wort
progressed, this was utilized for lifting the
stones.—[America Arobt-ect

is

St.
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Among his employes Spreckels Is probably
popular than any other millionaire on
the coast, because he has always treated his
people well.
He is of medium height,
compactly built
and dresses neatly. He has the face or a
typical German, with tbe high ebeek bones,

that portion of the monument already con
The area of the original rabbit
strncted.
foundation was 6400 sqnare feet, to which wai
added 16,002 square feet of concrete, a surfact
two and one-half times as great; and as tb<

Mr. C. H. Porter

>

iVlUliaa-

mure

accomplished without causing the slight
est crack or the least opening in any joiut o
was

Agents

t

a

profit ol $10 a barrel, or $6,day. He controls the entire sugar
trade of tbe coast, which represent*
10,000,000 a year. Down at Honolulu he puts ou
more the airs of an autocrat, and his course
there lately has put him into disfavor with
both the native and foreign population. Last
January he loaued the King $10,000,000.

en
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concrete, of a mixture by volume o
part cement, two parts sand, three parti
pebbla and font parts broken stone. This con

of Ibo

Mprcckr'. Became
air*,

makes a clear

one

rut

8

000

cement

Annual

Hot* » lam

Maine from England earls in the la.

century. Be settled at what ig uow Fryeburg
Fryeburg was subsequently named for dec
Frye. Many mementoes of his life are still pn
served. Col. Frye’s father, Dean Vrye, w« *
born in Fryeburg aud passed his earl; lif
there. Subsequently he removed to Saccarai
pa, where Col. Frye was born.
At the age of 17, Col. Frye went to Lewistoi ,
Falls. In 1819, a carding and falling mill wi 3
running on the site of the old red woolen mill
which was burned in 1829. The next year ,
new mill was bnilt, mach larger than the ol 1
More capital was put into it, and froi
this grew the Lewiston Falls Manntacturio l
Company, which was chartered in 1834, with „
The company was o
capital oi $100,000.
ganieed June 12, 1834, with the following d Irectors: E iward Liitlo, Samuel Pickard, Wi
liam R. Frye and John M. Frye.
Tlie same year the company put in two set s
of machinery and began with thirty-six han< *
to manufacture satinets.
In 1836 a hew mi
was bnilt.
In the Bpring of 1837 the wall c „
the west side was uudermiued and fell in
the river. It was rebuilt.
For forty yea •s
Col. Frye was the active and successful agei it
of this mill.
It was known as the “Fr' a
MUI."
Col. Frye was much interested in
munloipi il
matters.
Be was
selectman, town oler; [>
town treasurer, besides holding numerous ot '■
er offices.
He was originally a Democrat, t *
was elected to the Maiuo 8enate
by the Den
ocrats in 1834, upon the re-election of Gover
or Dumap.
The following year the electic „
in Lewiston's
district was carried by tl ,e
Whigs and Coi. Frye was left at home. I Q
1836 the Democrats rallied and carried t1 le
election again aud Col. Frye went back to tl ie
Maine Senate.
In 1840, disagreeing with tl is
Democrats upon the tariff he left the
part ?
In 1861 he was a member of Gov. Israel Was l"
barn’s council.

one.

A cold dry "norther” yesterday had a
beneflci
•licit on the attendance at tits World’s
Kxpositii ,n
In New Orleans which was
uuiueroi ».
encouragingly
The state exnicits are nearly all completed.
Uti h
is the only territory wi bout
repre-entatiou of at
kind, and Vermont has space allotted bnt ud .J
date not a single exhibit has bc»u
placed in poi
tion.

j.

(January Atlantic.)
May we not describe tact fairly well as the
antithesis of clumsiness?
Etymologically,
as we know, tact is
touch, and it may be
called, therefore, the deft way of handling
nannla

a

Tr

a
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mitt.
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women, like the supple, delicate Auger* of
the artist’s band, aud those who have it use

their gift instinctively. It is not measured
alike to those who have it,—men
possess it
In different degrees; while
others, again, are
wanting in it altogether.
Tact ought uot to be confounded with

savoir-faire: it is not merely the English
equivalent for that term; one may have a
l»rge acquaintance with the world and iu
conventions, and be perfected in the practree of social duties, great and
small, and
yet he lacking iu this Aue sixth sense, so Invaluable

to its possesssors and to all with
come in coutact.
It is the ontcome of intellectmual and of
temperamental
qualities, ami Implies the possession of clear

whom they

perceptions, quick imagination, and delicate
sensibilities; it is these that give the tactful

persou his subtle Intuition of another’s raental processes and moods of
feeling, and in
the same moment the
exactly righi mode of
with
dealiug
these. Tact, it is troe, ilka
any other natnral gift, may he consciously
exercised and brought by use to a

higher

peifection. Practiced od a large scale, with
experience aud foresight aiding, it makes
the successful diplomate. It is
Imposslblu
not 10 feel a certain
pleasure iu use of special
faculties, of whatever kind; and it is not to
be wondered at that a persou
possessing thu
gift of dextrous touch should regard with a
mingling of amusement and compassion the
unfortunate

iudividuai

who

goes

on

hi*

blundering way through the world, forever
stumbling against people’s Idiosyncrasies,
bruising iheir small fuibles, oversetting their
cherished prejudices, when a little adrolt,ie,s m!aht save ad
damage Tnere are men
and women who are always doing this,
just

there are those whose awkward motion*
aud clumsy Augers a e contiuua ly
briugiu ;
disarter upuu themselves aud whatever tu**'
as

handle.
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Wo do not read anonymous letters and eommunl
cations. Tiie name aud address of the writer are In
all

eases

Indispensable,

necessarily

not

for

publica-

tion but as a guarantee of good faith.
We oannot undertake to return or preserve
munications that

are

com-

not used.

The New York Tiibune reconsidered the
published Mr. Cleveland’s letter
on civil service reform a day late.

matter and

Congressman Bland thinks Congress will
do nothiug this session in regard to the silver question.
It looks as if it might do just
about that amount with every other question.

The Atlanta Constitution takes the curiground that the Nicaragua treaty ought
to be opposed by Democrats because they
ous

cannot afford to be

hampered by any measure suggested by a Republican administration. That is partisanship gone mad.
The Boston Post’s Augusta dispatch says
that an attempt is likely to be made in the
legislature this winter to repeal the capital
punishment law. The opponents of the
gallows argue that the freqaent murders the
past year show that capital punishment has
no restraining influence.
Perhaps it would
be well to wait uutil some of the murderers
It may he that the men who are
are hung.
capable of committing murder need to be
convinced that the law will be executed.

Sentencing
been

men

common

to be

banged

Now, 1
p'a'ti test

have had the curiosity to make a
of this idea. I have compared a
page of Air. Adams’s “A College Fetich,”
taken at random, with a page or an equal
nuoiher of words, of H'gginsou’s “Plea for
Culture;” another of Everett’s oration on
Washington; a third of Sumner’s oration on
Lafayette; and a fourth of Schurz’s oration
ou Sumner.
Certainly tnis is a favorable
comparison for Mr. Adams, lor all these authors are fiue classical scholars, almost devotees of Greek and Latin, and the second
and third have been pointed to as examples
of excessive classical cultivation. The result
of this test is, that out of about 385 words
taken as above stated, Adams vies 67 words
derived directly from the Greek and Latin;
Higginson uses 49 such words; Everett, 51;
Scburz, 61; and Sumner, 46.
When 1 say “words derived directly,” I
mean words essentially unchanged in form
^pd meaning by passage through tbe languages of tbe several Romanic nations of
modern Europe. A far greater number of
words than 1 have stated, in the same pages,
may be said, iu a proper but less strict sense,
to be derived from tbe Greek and Latin.
The result of this comparison seems so remarkable, convicting Mr. Adams as it does,
of the high crime of using more “Latinisms,” i. e. “barbarisms,” than the mco
whom he and others would undoubtedly
point to as extreme classicists,—that I will
give your readers, including Mr. Adams, the
means of verifying for themselves my statement.
I have taken the eleventh page of Mr.

Adams’s address, first edition,

beginning
words, “1 prefer tbe philosophy of
Montaigne,”—which contains about 385
with the

words; the

words from
Higginsou, beginning on page 13 of “Atlantic Essays,” with the words, “Tbe cbiel discouragement of American literature”; the
same number from Everett,
beginning on
page 38, volume 4, of his orations, published
in 1871 by Little, Brown & Co., with the
words, “Justice is another of the great kingly virtues of life”; the same number from
Sumner, beginning on page 407 of his works,
volume 5, Lee & Shepard, 1874, with the

in Maine has

in the past, hut execu-

enough

tion of the sentence has been rare.

The Portland correspondent of the Boston
Globe ought to try and compose himself.
Tbe danger of a riot in Portland owing to
the presence of the Salvation Army is not,
we believe, imminent.
The hundred or so
am 11 boys who follow the procession are
armed with nothing more dangerous than
snowballs. Outside the columns of the Boston Glebs we fail to observe any signs that
the people of Portland are living close to the
crater of a slumbering volcano almost ready
to wake up. So far the direst result of the
presence of Capt. Happy Bill and his bass
dram, not reckoning its effect upon the
nerves of the Globe correspondent, has been
the almost running away of a span of herses

ings!

Now,

character

of

Judge

intended fer the

public rather than for
the culprit. The Judge evidently is anxious that the public shall understand that
the responsibility for the verdict rests entirely with the jury.
The Hon. Samuel J. Randall as he proceeds southward is gradually warming to
his work. His initial speech at Louisville,
aside from a few platitudes about taxation,
had very little in it of a political nature. At
Nashville, however, he boldly advocated the
abolition of the internal revenue system,
characterizing it as “inqu'sitorial” aud contrary to the genius of our institutions. There
can no longer be any doubt that Mr. Ran
dalles trip South was undertaken, not for his
health or for his pleasure, but solely for the
purpose of strengthening the protection sentiment of that section. The battle between
the free traders and the protectionists of
the Democratic paJ'y has yet to be fought
out. RaDdall may be said now te be skir-

mishing

for

position.

That staunch old Review, the New Englander, returns in Its issue for January to a
former practice aud reestablishes the department of comments on current events. The
comments In this number are chiefly concerning the college at New Haven, a full explanation being given by Professor George
T. Ladd of the recent changes in the Atademic curriculum at Yale, Prof. Timothy

Dwight contributing

a

charming

memorial

sketch of the late Prof. Lewis R. Packard,
and two of the recent graduates contributing observations on college athletics. We
have before referred to Dr. Leonard W. Bacon’s article in criticism of the management
of the A. B. C. F. M. This Review, published at New Haven, has close relations
with Yale College, and is an honor to the
scholarship and ability centred there.
Mr. Edson is no

mayor of New
York, and on the whole we should think he
would be glad of it. The last weeks of his

longer

administration have been filled with trouble.
Mad because the

County Democracy did not
re-election, he has been
trying to get even with them by filling the
offices which it was intended the Incoming
mayor shonid fill. The County Democracy
have fought him at every turn, and at every
meeting of the board of aldermen for the
last week an injunction from the courts has
been brandished in his face forbidding him
nomiuate him for

to exercise

the powers of his office. Ooe
O’Brien, a contractor, made oath that Edson
in bis character of Aqueduct
Commissioner,
promised him a lat contract if O’Brien in return would get two aldermen to support Edaon’s appointments. Mr. Edson denies the
charge in toto, aud alleges that it was
tiumped up simply as a foundation for an
injunction. True or false, it has served the
purposes of the County Democracy, and sev-»r»l injunctions have been founded upon it.
Despairing of getting the last injunction dissolved before his term expired Mr. Edson

by the horns and proceeded in
spite of it, nominating Roland P. Squire for
commissioner of public works, a nomination
took the bull

which the aldermen promptly confirmed.
Whether under the circumstances Squire
will be allowed to hold the office remains to
be seen. It is altogether probable, however,
that Mayor Grace will contrive some way to
get rid of him, even it the courts sustain the
legality of his appolntmeut.
True English.
What It l« and Who Writes It.
Boston Dally Advertiser.]
[From
In a recent letter, mainly iu correction of
the

impressions which fie felt I had
reading his Harvard address on
Greek,Mr. Charles Frances Adams, jr., wrote

some

false

derived from
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classic education has

lagged by neck and shoulders into the language of the Bible, Bunyan, Defoe and Cobbett an accumulation of jaw-brtaking, polysyllabic barbarisms, which, to me, are the
I
disgrace and bane of modern English.
never come across them without a jar of the
artistic sense; indeed, they, at onetime,succeeded in degrading the pure English of ‘Pilgrim’s Progress’ to the level of that of ‘Kasselat.’ Accordingly, for myself, I am forced
to say that, as one whose mame business is
to write English and whose success in life is
largely due to the power of doing so, the
chief advantage that I have derived from
my classic education is that I have been able
to detect to a certain extent and expel Lat-

inisms from my composition.”
It may be observed that this passage gives
a good, or fair, example of Mr. Adams’s well
well known mental and literary characteristics, One may observe, also, that the
writer seems never to have heard of what
another judicious author has called “ihe
rhetorical warning that the weakest way cf
stating a thought is to overstate it.” With
the best of good nature, in the spirit of a
“gentle hermit,” and in the interest of
truth and fact, I Wish to look a little into
these remarks of Mr. Adams.
In the first place, the idea of Mr. Adams
here is that English, or the English language, has been injured, even disgraced, by
the introduction into it of classical words
and phrases—“barbarisms,” as he sees fit to
call them; that is, words and phrases derived from the Greek and Latin ; and that he
been able to expel, to some extent, such
i
’«uts from his own writings.

to bis idea that the use of

Greek

words, or their derivatives, disour English, I venture to say that it

graces
iB even more untrue and ridiculous than I
have shown the result of his own attempt to
avoid them to be. No man, it seems to me,
with a particle of “artistic sense,” can hesitate in deciding that the expulsion of these
“Latinisms” from any of ihe authors named
would not only expel the finest flavor, nearly all that we call cultivation or literary
taste, b*t would equally expel the vigor,
piecision and power of these writings.
Mr. Adams indulges in a strange sort of
oracular dogma' ism when he refers to the
Bible, Banyan, Defoe and Cobbett to support his thesis.
In passing, let me do an act of simple
justice to the author of “Rasselas,” whom
Mr. Adams would snuff out by an allusion.
Johnson’s writing has beeu wittily called
Johnsonese ratber than English, but I am
sorry for any one who does not acknowledge
with gratitude the debt of us all to Johnson’s style eveD, for enriching our language
for the uses of poetry aud prose; and in tbis
very matter of “Latinisms” the most absurd exaggerations abound respecting Johnson’s style. The late Professor Hadley’s
“Brief History of the English Language.”
which prefaces the later editions of Webster’s Dictionary—a mine of wealth on this
subject—states that Johnson’s preface to
his dictionary contains 72 per cent of Saxon
words, while iu Milton’s poetical works
about two-thirds of the vocabulary are foreign. A comparison will show that even
the author of “Rasselas,” by this test, uses
relatively fewer “Latinisms,” or “barbarisms,” and far more Saxon words than Mr.

Whitehouse’s shows pretty clearly that they
were

as

and Latin

public seutiment iu Kennebec county
condemns the leniency shown Baker by the
jury as strongly as public sentiment does
everywhere else. It is usual in passing sentence for a judge to address his remarks to
but the

of

so also was his fall”; the same num
her from Schurz, beginning on page 203 of
the Sumner memorial volume, published by
order of the Massachusetts legislature in
1874, with the words, “Such was the vital
spirit ol the anti-slavery movement.”
So much for Mr. Adams’s success in “expelling” “barbarisms” from his own writ-

that

prisoner;

number

cedent,

We should infer from Judge Whitehouse’s remarks in passing sentence on
John S. Baker, who murdered Julfa F. Tuck
at Albion, which are published elsewhere,

the

same

aided by equal iudustrj? But I do not care
to discuss that question here.
I recall in closing, as a good illustration ot
the real nonsense, as I think, of all this talk
of
expelling “L&tinisins,” that Rufus
Choate probably spoke the sense ot most
men in naming as the four greatest Englishmen. all in all,—ishakspere, Bacon, Milton
and Burke; and Garfield in a similar sense,
named as the three greatest Americans—
Hamilton, Marshall and Webster. I wonder how much time any one of these men
ever spent in trying to “expel Latiuisins”
from his writings!
D. H. Chamberlain.
New York city, December 15, 1884.
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will venture the opinion, derived from some
careful examination, that the revised Bible
contains fewer rather than more “LatnBut the King James translators
isms.”
certainly produced a version of wonderful
excellence in point of style. Let one lead
their preface, 11 one would see whether they
regarded Greek and Latin derivatives as
“barbarisms” to be “expelled”! Read the
first chapter of Genesis; the first chapter of
Job; the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah, that
strain of mingled prophetic hope and sorrow; the Psalms of David, especially “that
lofty and melancholy psalm in which the
fragility of human life is contrasted with
the immutability of him, in whose sight a
thousand years are but as yestsrday when it
is past, and as a watch in the night”; read
the New Testament anywhere
and the
“Latinisms” will be found sown thick

through them all. What error and fatuity
Bible, in either version, to
sustainrsucli an opinion as Mr. Adams expresses!
But as to Bunyan and “Pilgrim’s Progress
here surely is an example which, if
any could, ought to sustain Mr. Adams: but
as soon as one looks into “Pilgrim’s Progto refer to the

ress”

that the “Latinisms” are still
here—ts very name, both words, pure “bar
barisms!” Take a list of its characters, its
one sees

names—City of Destruction, Obstinate, Pliable, Formalist, Hypocrisy, Timorous-Discontent, Arrogancy, Mr. Implacable, Iguorauce, Sagacity, and so on ad flnem—all
"Latinisms,” or, worse still, Grecisms. I
open my copy, as I am very apt to do do, at
that most impressive closing chapter of the
first part—the fate of ignorance—and read
the last two pages to find that Bunyan, not
having had Mr. Adams’s classical education,
failed to expel, if he even detected, the
“Latinisms” which stud his immortal work

so

thickly.

But Defoe: Has Mr. Adams ever read
Does he not know that “Moll Flanders” and “Colonel Jack,” aB well as “Robinson Crusoe,” though the most limpid and
idiomatic of all English, are literally stuffed
with “Latinisms?” If he does not know
this, let him read and see!
And Cobbett: I think Cobbett’s style, his
English, deserves Southey’s praise of it, but
there are three works of Cobbett, to name
no others out of the long list, which refute
all arguments against Greek or Latin drawn
from bis style; I mean bis “English Grammar,” his “Letters to Addington” and his
“Protestant Reformation in England and
Ireland.” I would invite those who fancy
the excellence of Cobbett’s style consists to
any degree In “expelling Latinisms,” to
read again Cobbett’s introduction to his
grammar, in the guise of a letter to his little
son, Paul; or in the same work, his “Six
lessons, intended to prevent statesmen from
using false grammar and from writing in an
awkward manner!” Each of the two last
named works, but particularly the last, from
its title to its close, pace Mr. Adams, is a
striking example of the free as well as the
►teiribly effective use for hard-hitting, polemical or denunciatory writing, of “Latin-

Defoe?

isms.”
So much again for Mr. Adam’s reliance on
the Bible, Bunyan, Defoe and Cobbett!
The same result in kind will be reached
by examining any great English writer.
John Bright is another slock illustration
of our friends,
the
modernists.
John
Bright, it is said, knows no Greek or Latin,
but uses the best
therefore, 'he study

English,

now

spoken;

of Greek and Latin is
TVnlerden Steeple and Goodwin Sands are nothing to the inconsequence
of such reasoning.
Hare let me state one or two fundamental
truths in this matter of English.
What is
English, or the English language? Is it
Auglo-Saxon? Is it tieltic? Or Danish? It
is no more these, in any sense, thau it is
Greek or Latin. English is a fact, not a

“a Fetich!”

fancy,
English

nor an

opinion,

nor

a

preference.

of the English language is the aggregate of the words actually used by English-speaking people. To write or speak
English well and purely, is to write and
speak the actual Eugiish language purely
and well. Mr. Adam’s raid on Greek and
Latin derivatives is precisely as unwarranted as would be an attack ou Anglo Saxon

derivatives.
Mow Lunyan, for example, wrote good
English—first., because be kuew the actual
English language well, its Greek and Latin

words, as well as its Auglo-Saxon, and even
better; and secondly, because he bad an
instinct or genius which guided him to the
use of choice, picturesque and telling words, j

without reference to ibeir source. So of
Defoe, Cobbett and King James’s translators, and all our great English writers, except that hardly any one has owed so much
to genius alone as Bunyan. John Bright
uses, as a matter of lact, Greek and Latin
words, just as freely as Gladstone, and the
beauty and power of his style lie as largely
in this fact as do the same qualities in Gladstone’s, John Bright bas never wasted bis
time in the impossible and unDrofltable
work cf trying to “expel Latinism” from his
composition. lie has used the language as
it is, and used it as a great master, of
course.
The difference between Bright and
Gladstone, in this respect, is, in the first

of temperament, native endowment aud genius, and, next, of training.
Blight, probably by force of greater natural
gifts of speech, Is the greater orator, but not
at all because he expels or tries to expel
“Litinisms,” for he does not, as a matter of
fact.
Tbe question of Greek and Latin studies

place,

one

colleges and schools is merely the question, what course of study will best secure
what Bright has got by genius and industry,
unaided by classical or academical training,
in

and what Gladstone bas got by such training,
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N. H. STUDLEY,

This is the third largest and richest
County in Indiana- The city of Terre
Haute is the county seat. We recom-
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HOUSE CLEANING.
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Lavine makes easy work.
Lavine makes the hardest wafer soft.
Lavine does cot injure the finest clothes.

ARETAS SHORTLEFF,

Lavine does not burn
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taking from your system all its

MAOTFAOTCBED

Hartford

reudering you Irritable and fretful, can easily be removed by the use of that marvelous remedy. Hop
Bitters. Irregularities and obstructions of your
system, are relieved at once while the special cause
of periodical paiu are permanently removed. None
so

beueflt,

much

show such

grateful,
ing Hop Bitters
and

and
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none

are

so

Chemical

Company,

YOUR GROCER KEEPSi
A. II, SAWYER, manufacturer's

profoundly

interest in recommend-

Agent
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without the
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68
CURED
Treats all

of knife or ligature by
Pleasant street, Auburn
diseases of the Rectum successfully, without detention from business.
Seven ye>trs experience and hundreds of cases cured in different
parts
of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those referred to, which will convince the most skeptical:
use

“Bitters;’

perfectly

cured.

»»•
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I keep it
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r,

Saulsbury, TeiiD.—May 4, 1883.

JJUObU,

Poktland, Dec. 1,1884.
We, the undersigned having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is
simple,
almost painless, and requires no detention from bus-

Bradford, Pa., May 8,1875.
It has cured me of several diseases, such as nervousness, sicknoss at the stomach .monthly troubles,
etc.

I have not

Hop

took

seen a

Bitters.

sick

All my

day in a year, since
neighbors use them.
Mrs.

FRED H. THOMPSON, 30 Union St.,
RICH’D K. GATLEY, 59 & 01 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland,
J>. F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland,
JOHN F. MERRILL, 60 Cross St., Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St.. Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Temple Place. Portld.
N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.
Names of many ladies.treated in Portland will be

1

Fannie Green.

$3,000 Lout.
“A tour to Europe that cost me $3,000, done mo
“less good than one bottle-of Hop Bitters; they also
“cured my wife of fifteen years’ nervous weakness,
“sleeplessness and dyspepsia.”
R. M., Auburn, N. Y.
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specialty of this
shoe for boys’

the bent wcaring
boot that is made. Cost no more
than URttunUy charm'd for ordinary shoes, and will save 50
per cent. In wear. No corns, no
bunions. Any dealer content with a fair profit will
confirm what we sav. Give them a trial, and vou will
be a permanent friend of THE SOLAR TIP.
Beware ©I t miration* called by names bo nearly
him Solur Tin as to deceive. Trade-mark and ‘Mohn
1»> full
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Premiums Terminating In 1883
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AH Linen, both
Linings and Exteriors.

being
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BUNDLETT BROS.,
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41 £ Fore Street.
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the Preble House. Vocal music will be furnished
a select qnnrtette and sl-ort speeches
by members of the encampment
Supper will be served at
9 o’clock. Tickets one dollar each to be obtained
of the following committee of arrangements.
SIMEON MALONE,
FRED E. 11 ASK r LL,
GEORGE S. WINN.
dec30dlye

by
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Slipper Pockets, 81.00

cents.
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PORTLAND, NIC.
Special attention will

It will give ns pleasure to
show our goods, confident that in the large variety and ele&ant assortment of all that pertains to our line of business WE LEAD in the
choici it selections and most reasonable prices.

CA iL AN® SEE.

OPEN EVERY EVENING.
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The reasons ; why you—a resident of Maineshould insure in this company, in preference to any
other, are obvious.
T IS A MAINE INSTITUTION. Its business is
conducted and Its policies are framed according to
the laws of Maine, to which you have access, and in
respect w> which you are generallyinformed.
I HE LAWS OF THE STATE REGARDING INSURA? CK ARE, IN A GREAT MANY CASES,
INTRICATE
UNINTELLIGIBLE, to the average min If *ou insure in some other State company, YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT TO ASEXACT RIGHTS UNDER YOUR
CERTAIN
POLICY. Few lawyers, even, understand the general law*, and fpwer still the insurance laws of
other States; and you may discover, when you come
to the test, that! the actual position and results of
your ineurancefaro quite different from what you
desired or anticipated.
THE INSURANCE LAWS OF MAINE ARE
FEW AND SIMPLE. You can easily obtain pie- ]
cise infermatiort respecting their meaning and ef- j
feet. You
certain, therefore, if you insure j
in the Union Mutual that you get exactly what
u
that
any
question arises, regarding the
you want;
disposition of y<mr policy,or|your rights under! it, it j
can be
and speedily determined accordng to
laws and principles which you understand instead
of being governed and controlled by laws and decisions of which you have no knowledge.
OF YOUR OWN
THE INSURANCE LAWS
STATIC ARE MORE LIBERAL AND EQUITABLE
THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER STATE.
The
Maine Nonforfeiture Law protects all policies from
three
have
been
after
premiums
forfeiture,
paid, by
reason of failur^ to pay any subsequent premium.
Such pedicles are continued in force for their full
amount until tie policy-holders has received in
such continued Insurance the value c the payment
he has made.
EVERY POlICY ISSUED BY THE UNION
MUTUAL IS SUBJECT TO THIS LAW. Its prac- I
If n
tical working is Shown by this illustration:
person, aged 35 pays, three premiums on a 26 year j
ani1 to*1® t0 PaY the fourth pre- I
endowment
mium, the policy by virtue of this law and entirely
action or violation of the comindependent of
pany, will contiriur in force live years and 342 days
msions
The
ext
vary with the class of polilonger.
cy and number c premiums paid, but are fixed by
law for each and*?very case.
THEMANAG iMKNT OF THE UNION MUTUAL IS BY A BO>RI> OF DIRECTORS ALMOST j
WHOLLY COM I OSED OF WELL-KNOWN AND !
PROMINENT CITIZENS OF YOUR OWN STATE.
Their names are guaranty of an honest, faithful
The value of
and efficient com act of its affairs.
your insurance dPP611^8 entirely upon the certainwill
its
contracts
that
a compand
carryout
fairly,
ty
and, in this respect, your
reasonably and
personal knowledge of the character and standing
of the persons wi 0 eontrdl it is of great importance
and significance.
OF THE UNION MUTUAL I
THE COND1T1
AS TO ASSETS LIABILITIES AND FINANCIAL !
STANDING IS A NNUALLY INVESTIGATED BY

Apl>

YOfifR

mayUe

j

policy.

i$iy

promptly;

YOUR OWN cor MLSSIGNER OF INSURANCE.

The results of his examination are stated in detail
in his annual rep< rt» which you can easily consult.
You have, theref< re»in ibis regard, the guaranty of
the endorsement f an official of whose charterer,
capacity and fide ty you have personal knowledge.
If, therefore, tl:61 Union Mutual possessed no advantages peculiar to itself, as distinguished from
other companies * would be to your advantage to
insure in it. It it certainly very much so when you
consider the rnani inducements it presents in addition to these coi Biderations.
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circulation).

13,500.00

Total.$1,286,753.31
stock paid in.
Surplus fund
Undivided profits.
National Bank Notes outstanding..
Dividends uupaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..
Dem;uid certificates of deposit.

$300,000.00

United States deposits.
Deposits of U. S. disbursing officers..
Duo to other National Banks.

16,659 22
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Its effect' are instantaneous.*
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American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
Ky-All business relating to Patents promptly and
<ul2dtf
faithfully executed.

60.0C J.00

270,000.00
3,293.48
403,871.44
39,000.00

1,388.13

15,419.75

32,833.34

16,908.07

of

do

solemnly

that the above statement

swear

December, 1884.
CHAS. 0. BANCROFT, Justice of
Correct—Attest:
JACOB McLELLAN,
)
GEO. S. HUNT.
S. W. KENSELL,

[

)
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tihe Peace.
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FRAUD!
CAUTION I X
Many Ifotel3 and Restaurants refill the
Lea
Perrins*
bottles with a spurioui
mLrturo and skrvw it as the GENUINE
Lea & Perrins7 Worcestershire Sauce.

THE GREAT SAUCE
OF THE WORLD.

j
!

Imparts the most delicious taste and zest to
EXTRACT
a letter from

Soli Ka pps.
general bererage and necessary
of water rendered impure by
Tegetabie decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, tbs
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
A public
other aleoholio preparation.
trial of over 30 rears duration in every
section of our country of lldolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale unequaled
by any other alcoholic distillation havo
Insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it. For sale by all Dr uggist s
and Grocers.
As

a

corrective

of
n

M ERICA L GEN-

TLEMAN at Madras, to his brother
at WORCESTER,
May, 1851.
"‘TeULEAA PERRINS that their
sauce Is highly esteemed In In lla,
rndls In my opinion, the most pala-

•u

18 BEAYER STREET,
NEW YORK.

IETAPHVSICAL_TREATIENT.

_

DR. F. E.
ia

on

bottle of C3ENUINB
SAUCE
throughout the world.

Sold and used

DUNCANS

SONS,

AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES.
NEW YORK.
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What is Catarrh?
It is
mucus

disease of the
membrane, gen-

a

erally originating in

the

passage and
its strong-

poisonous virus along
the membranous linings
aud through the digestive organs, corrupting
; the blood aud producing
other troublesome and
da utterous symptoms.
Cream Kalin is a
remedy based upon a
correct diagnosis of this
disease and can be dopended upon.
Hire it n trial.
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Ely’s Cream Balm Causes

no

pain. Gives

Belief at once.
will Care.

A Thorough Treatment

Not A Liquid.

Not

a

Snuff.

Apply into nostrils.

Price 60ct«.at druggists;«0
cts. by mail, registered. Sample bottle by mall 10c.
KLY BROTHERS, Druggists, Owego. N. Y.
WFMJtw
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HOUSE CLIPPiYU.
STABLE,
SYWYER’-S
ket Streets.

corner
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BAXTER,
OF

—

GARDINER,

every

WORCESTERSHIRE

has removed from No. 370^4 Congress St. to

So. 8 Brown

room

B ock, Congress Street,

where he will be happy to wait upon anv who desire hie treatment. The system by which ho treats
ami heals the sick is purely a mental one.
No
faith is required.
L>r. Baxter has bad nearly two years practlcelwith
almost miraculous success.
Be gives special at
tention to chronic diseases such as are considered
incurable by the faculty as well as
troubles
in which his success h-ts been marked.
The very best of references given.
By request will visit paiieuts at their homes be*
tween office hours.
The elevator is at the service of all ratients. Office hours

me^al
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PRATT’S ASTRAL OIL.
been in general u-e for over ten \ears ard
to a larger extent thttn all similar, grades of
Its reputation is world wide, ai>d
oil combined
will not bo questioned that for family use It is tie
safest <>11. as well as b*iug fn all other respec s
superior to any oil ever made for illuminating purposes. The essential features of the Astral, which
have made iis reputation. Absolute Safety, Perfect Burning Qualities and Freedom from DisnOdors. Names of parties having the gentile for sale furnished by us.

HAS

Srecable

Galls,

on

Briggs,

true, to the best of my knowledge and belief.
CHARLES PAYSON. Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me tikis 31st day

J

\r

Scratches,

Herbert <&.

ATTOR.NET AT EAW AND SOLICITOR

STATE OF MAINE, County of Cumberland, ss
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the al»ove named

JOHN

and
Feet t0 Ears.1',
Bains and Aches. ,
and all oth
A
hure- and
,*

d2m

nod

---

MAI\K
eodtt

Furnaces

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
No. 12 Exchange St., Portland, He:

—

atism, Neuralgia
|prains, Backache

ir

Stoves, Ranges,

—

Total.$14*86,753.31

rt-, Proprietors of

safe,
remedy f

DEALERS IN

130,379.8»

Certified checks.
Cashier's checks outstanding.

made.”

Agent,

Cramps, \
urns
Sciatica,
Bruises, pjosted

eodlm*

LIABILITIES.

Capital

{JOHNSOll""^'"lOSI)" '|*j
J}urli„gtofi>

*~JPorBhei

Portland, ^le.

dec 19

—

..

cent, of

BOX 11)15,

state-

T E NNE Y & LEIC H TO N

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts. $742,908.31
Overdrafts
10.07
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation_
300,000.00
U. S. Bonds to secure deposits.
70,000.00
Other stocks, bonds, and mortgages.
4,592.44
Due from approved reserve agents..
58,190.16
Due from other National Banks_9,046.46
Real estate, furniture, and fixtures.
24,001.95
Current expenses and taxes paid.
5,710.96
Checks and other cash items.
1,837.59
Exchanges for clearing bouse.
10,125.78
Bills of other Banks...
14,832.00
Fractional paper currency, nickels
anil pennies.
200.56
Specie.
31,125.00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasur-

ME.

...

HEH2Y,

—

At the Close of BusiuesM, December «0,
1884.

(5 per

ACCOUNTANT
—

Books and accounts audited, and financial
ments made. Address

Portland, in the State of Maine,

er

AND

NOTARY PUBLIC.

CONDITION
—

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK,

Signature

PORTUNO
»pr5

THE

& N. II. Agencies,

PORTLAND,

JAM£S
Social

OF

PERRY,

Ex-Sheriff Cumberland County, Manager

€ la sis. L. Marston,

table, as well ns
the most wholehome sauce that Is

FERRIS,

J. F

—

Portland, Me.

promptly

PROFESSIONAL.

dtf

KEPOBT OF THE

legitimate

Detective Work
and faithfully attended to. Special attention paid to looking
up evidence in Civil or Criminal Cases. Merch&n
di*e watched in Stores, on the Docks, or in Transit.
Personal attention given to all bueioess. All communications strictly confidential.

St.,

Junction of Middle Street.

i

everywhere.^

To Oup »n<| All*—Are yen Miiffering from
a Cough, Cold, Asthma.
Bronchitis, or any of the
various pulmonarv troubles that so often end in
Consumption? If so use ICilbor’a Pure Cod-/Aver
Oil and Lime,” a safe and sure remedy.
This is no
quack preparation, but is regularly prescribed by
the me lieal faculty. Manufactured only by A. B.
Wilbor, Chemist, Boston. Sold by all druggists.

to

References:—Hon. J. II. Drummond, Hon. C.
W. Goddard, Hon. A. A. Strout, Hon. Nathan
Cleaves, Hon. H. B. Cleaves, Hon. S. C. Strout, F.
decheodlm*
O. Bailey & Co., Portland, Me.

GO,,

-3L db 6 F*ree

Importers

OIL Aim LIME.

given

be

Oflica, 45 Exdinuge St.,

Don’t fail before purchasing to examine.

a

%
PURE COD LIVES!

LAW.

Photographer,

hold in the head. From
this point it sends forth

WHfiOJu/S CCJISPOTED OF

fLT

ZH, First JNat’l Bank Building,

850.00.

nasal

FROM HA KRINON MAINE.

CARDS.

now

maintaining

Spring Water,

encampment with their

this

THEfriends will observe its twelfth, anniversary,
Monday Evcoing, January f>, 1885, by a supper at

STEI’llW BERRY,
Library and Center Tables, 83.00 to 825.00.
Easy and Smoking Chairs, 83.75,84.50 to $30.00. Book, Card and Job Printer
Rattan Chairs and Rockers, 82 50 to 815.00.
No. 87 t'liiin Street
Sofas and Lounges, 83.75 to 865.50.
FERRY & CO.,
Easels, Footrests, 83.00. Boot Boxes, 82.00 to

kindit in the

FORK STREET,
t-orllflnri. Me.
Also, Genera! Managers for New England,
FOR THE KEI.EDHATIKD

WHITTIER, Manager.

BERT C.

Fin# Portrait# a specialty,

NO. 450

V

declodtf

corporation business

Drapery

OSIOIML PACKAGES,

R. STANLEY & SON,

CTS.,

Holidays excepted.

AT. It.— The management reserve the right to refuse
admission or skates to parties deemed objectionable.

LOW PRICES.

SINKINSON

j. w.

and

Walnut Chamber Sets, Marble Top, IO pieces,
$35.00 and upwards.
Book Cases, Secretaries and Desks, 810.00 to

Days

J. D. JONES. President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vioe President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice rreeldont,
J, H. Chapman, Socretary.

r

Nights

COUNSELLOR

offered in Portland.

40 PER CENT.

WATMh~

Iced water ruins digestion; Dlrigo Water improves
it; is always palatable, refreshing aud healthful.
Delivered daily, cool and refreshing from the spring.
Our improved cans will keep tbo water cool from
30 to 48 hours; use of cans ires; water per gallon

MADE,

aimarl burm

Total Marine Premium*.*6,708,186 63

f Htyie.

THIS MARK

FINE8T GOODS

|3L

1;

Ism®1

& CUFFS

V

63

for y^Urs.
Ve make
|| \\ FAJtelse,
and produce per,ji nothing
of 111, comfort, #ond
(I lectionand

ARE THE

f
/

We have made a

COLLARS

BEARING

10

1,639,232

to

SOLAR TIP

a bunch of green Hons
the white label. Shun all tbe vile, poisonous
stuff with “Hop” or “Hops’’ in their name.
dec22
M W&F&wlmnrm

j

and

-kOB 1ALB BT

(J^p-None genuine without

D

Marine Risks from Is*
to 81st December,

1883.••••.*4,168,853
Premiums on Policies

eod3m

on

*%VV

a, in.

doc 8

—The Parents, Rochester, N. Y.

f/ [

on

January 1883,

room.

Every SRturd'ky, front 9
4 |>. in.

Baby Saved.
We are so thankful to say that our nursing baby
was permanently cured of a dangerous and protracted constipation and irregularity of the bowels
by the use of Hop Bitters by its mother, which at
the same time restored her to perfect health and

strength.

the Dr’s

AT II. S. HOTEL, R##I 18,

So. Boominoville, O., May 1. ’79.
Sirs—I have been suffering ten years, and I tried
your Hop Bitters, and it done me more good than all
the doctors.

Premiums

IT.IJ

202% Commercial Street, Portland, Maine,

marl 0

as women.

ASASNST MARINE
SISKS ONLY.

This Company will take risks at their office, New
on Vessels, Cargoes and
Freights, and issn#
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
soon as water-borne.

HALtTFOBD, CONN.

I was
Trouble—
“For twelve years!”
After trying all the doctors and
patent
medicines I could hear of, 1 used two bottles of Hop
.:

INSURE

not marked off
1st January, 1883.

■

BT

Story.
affected with kidney and urinary

HA it

OP SEW YORK

Fork,

A Postal VJard

And I am

Mutual Insurance €o.

ehap the hands

For Washing Clothes, Dishes, Faint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor.
Orocers Sell Lavine.

former elacticity; driving the bloom from your
cheeks; thatoontiuual strain upon your vital forces,

receive

or

USE LA VI YE

Woman’* Suffering ami Relief.
Those languid, tiresome sensations, causing you
to feel scarcely able to be on your feet; that constant dra'n that is

ever

easily

dtf

ATLANTIC

SCRUBBING,

Batb.6* & 4a

4g.

....

SALE.

Waldoboro
6s
Maine Central..7s &

Everything For

WASHING,

eodtf

BOWD8 FOR

Corner Brown.

LawINE

Cor. Exchange &. middle Sts.

dec30

Manager.

-

MISSION 10

Af.piuoonor Evening* Polo Nights. Attraction

GEO. E. B. JACKSON,

prices,

at the lowest cash

Elegant Furniture

JOHN £. Dew ITT, President.

And offer every Cloak in onr store at the very lowest
price that will be given on
them this season.
1 his Is n genuine markdown sale, and we mean just what we
advertise. On'1 experience in the business has always been to mark our (Jtoaks
down early in the season an 1 give customers a eh me to
buy what they always
have to wait until very laic in the;, spring and then have to
pay same prices we
this sale. This sale means onr $8.50 Dolman for $5.50,
*? ;)"rs so on in that line
Then
we
have
a
flue
Netvm
rket we start
»»:'
*}lv°lM0!'
at $5 oO, former price $10.00, and aJso Bnssian Circulars at $5.50.
These are
bargains that yuu can see at llrst sight that will be appreciated as the goods the
garments are unde of are worth more than we ask for the garments all ready for
use. Ke member tlie place-

$26,000,000
40,000,000

a

ererything recently purchased

Lift ISUfiANCE GOMPANY,

COMMENCE

Tuesday Corning,

TWELYElo TWENTY-FOUR years to
run, without an option of redemption,
before maturity.
PRINCIPAL and INTEREST payable
in New fork City.

as

But

PORTLAND,

5s.

B1JOU SKATING PtRLOR,

dtf

-*>-

INDIANA,

d»o31d4t*

offeref for sale at prices that admit of NO COMPETITION.
Call’ and examine the latest designs and richest display of

GREAT REDUCTIONONCLOAKS.

_^Jan31_eodtf

“The Castle and Crags of the Old
World” is tse title of the lecture to be
delivered by ihe K«*v. K M. '■MITH, A.
M.» I’resideot of Kent’s 11111 Seminary,
iu Pine Si.church text S aturday evening. January 3d, commencing at 7.15.
Admission tf5 cents.
'this lecture wm prepared after a visit
to the Old World by Presideut Smith.

ttCMIHB**

Nog. 4 and 6 Free Street,

ARTHUR B. iORRISGN,

ble rates.
Travellii g and commercial letters] of
credit issued, available in all the
principal cities of Europe.
Investment securities bought and sold.

J3?£5E:

LECTURE.

Worn Goods

hop

$3.50.

This stock is first-class and not cheap gilt goods, such as are
usually offered at so-called Bankrupt Sales
and enables us to show much the largest assortment in the
city, and will be sold less than half price
and
F
less than any dealer can buy the same at manufacturers’
prices.

Sterling

mend these bonds
ment.

S

ToWel racks, 75

Boston Wholesale Jewelry House at less than

OISTJESS

BANKERS,

Total Debt

STOCK

OLD

83.00.

aug20eod

Assessed Valuation
Actual Valuation

eodtjan3

W

NOTE THE

GREAT BANKRUPT SALEM!

Swan & Barrett

COURT

Congress Street.

NO

choice line of

n°a:)_

—

318 Middle

ILEicicll© St,

and

new

ADMISSION

CHECKS, IO CENTS.
P. S. The
management reserve the right to refuse aU objectionable parties.
dec31dtt_C. H. KNOWLION, Manager.

members of

5.00

SAWYER,

Etchings, Engravings, Photographs
a

—v_

R.
Mort.

180

Nt.

EVENING.

Port’au.I Ellen in pmeut .Vo. 19, I.
O. O. F.

W* H. Sanborn & Co.

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND JAPANESE CHINA.

BONDS.
Municipal
Androscoggin & Kennebec R.

515

doo8

■i

A

country.nol9eod3m

Saco

FRANK B. CLARK,

CONGRESS SQUARE ART STORE. Especial Sale of Holiday Goods !

Ohio, and Pittsburg & Western Railroad Cos., payable April and October 1st.
These
bonds are offered as a strictly first class investment
on their own merits, having in addition thereto the
interest guaranteed by the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Co., the reputation and financial standing of
which company is unsurpassed by any railroad in

Portland Municipal

db

182S

Baltimore &

•

1.50
2.50
2.50

great

a

EVERY

Advertiser oopy.

AT THE NEW STORE OF

many other goods too numerous to mention. Bo not fail to
give ns a call.
Remember the old stand and do not be deceived.
and

n. B. nouns & co,

the

elvet Frames, Plush Jewel sind HandkerBoxes, Brush and Comb Sets, Poeket
Books, Card Cases, Shopping Bags, Gold
Pens and Peneils, and a great variety off
Faney Goods too numerous to mention.

chief

$1.00

-

“

pleasures.

elegant Ebony
“

VIHAIIUAL.
H.

bums, Photograph Albums, Writing Desks,
*

Q 3FS.
We have a large assortment of the latest designs that we, to close
out, are willing to sell at cost, and we mean what we say. We quote
prices of few of our many Novelties:
“

RINK,

Ulurk, Jliildlr

the Only Firet-Clas. Kink in Portland.

the interest of W. H, Sanborn, and added a great inauy
Novelties to our large stuck, we are now prepared to sell

An

OPEN

A

having bought,

West’s daughter* having Bpent so much of
their lives at a French convent, are not such
typical English girls, and as the eider Miss
West has taken a very prominent place in
society, she has little leisure to cultivate

tttorer Urox.’

CALL AND EXAMINE OLD GOODS BEFORE PURCHASING.

DEANE BE418. & SAWYER

SKATING

PORTLAND

SKATE

until.GlirWtmus. Great Bargains in

Books, Stationery, Christinas Cards, Card Al-

Lowest Bottom Prices !

there are many other
prominent men who take their airings In
that way. A number of young ladies are
seen iu the saddle every afternoon, and riding parties are frequently gotten up to scour
the country aroumi the city. Secretary McCulloch’s daughter is a fine rider, and appears to advantage in her dark habit, aud
Misi Morgan, daughter of the New York
banker whose family has resided here for a
couple of winters, is a most indefatigab'e
horsewoman, and is always followed by an
English groom, who is the despair and envy
of all the other swell riders. Miss Pendleton, Miss Rockwell, Miss Edgar, Miss Eustis, the granddaughter of Mr. Corcoran, and
Lieut. Emory aud his wife are others of the
equestrian parties. The daughters of the
preceding British minister, Sir Edward
Thornton, used to ride regularly while they
lived here, and only the severest weather
kept the Misses Thornton at home. Mr.

these

EllTEKTAIKIttENTM.

miRt;El.LA4EOt'«.

'ajRBATSAtiB'OT

The Equestrians of the Capital.
(Washington Letter.)
While this beautiful December weather
has drawn people out of doors to enjoy the
succession of sunny days the equestrians
have sought the country roads about the city
in greater numbers. The President is a tine
horseman, and Secretary Lincoln is fond of
a brisk trot, and
though Mr. George Bancroft, the historian, has given up horseback

Adams.

But the reference to the Bible is equally
mal a propos for his purposes.
Whether
Mr. Adams refers to King James’s version

MMCISIjJLAN JKOUH.

W. U\ WIIIFPI.E A CIO.,
U kolt-kuic and Urlutl Agents.

dec20_

STILE

eod'Jm

W^TeabT

Ladies 15 Biit'on high «tit Bools.
$3 50 ee pair at

M.
d fr"

G.

PALMER’S

Middle Street Store,

eodtt

*
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FRIDA? MORNING, JASLAR? 2.
TIIK I’BEIW
.ue Periodical Depot* of H. Q.
Armstrong. Hoitscou, Itobert
and 2-1
Costello (iilnatrick, 47 Middle street
Surinastreet, iewett, McFarland, Merrill, htrango
A Maine Depot, and
Lanagan, Ho.-toa
that run out of tbe
CliieUolm Brt,., on all trains

tiould^

C*.

uburn, WE’ard Small
Augur la, J. F. Fierce.
Bangor, Bangor hews to.
Bar If arbor, >. S. Jordan.
Bat!., J. O. Shaw.
BidJeford, K. M. Burnham,
A. L. JollrtreoB.
a
Brunswick. B. G. D«sunlflc».
Cumberland Mills, K. A. Verr.il.
DamarciBCOtta. K. W. JiunbM.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, K. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, K. H. Evans.
Farmington, D. H. Knowltr*.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, da*. H. Irish & C©«
Hallow ell, C. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Ohandier Si Este*.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughe*.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, K. A_ Thomas.
Norway. S. L. Crockett, A. 0. Noyes.
A. L. dellison.
Obi Orchard Geo. E. Fogg,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
S.
Abdrew*f
O.
RoeWand,
Babattus. E. H..Iobuw>c.
Sacoarappa, A. H. Adams.
Saco, II. B. Kendrick A O*.,

lost.

Another interval followed for the necessaorder to arrange the
ry correspondence, in
changes which were indispensable. Naturally, another sentinel was posted at the enBut, ibis requited a
trant’. of the lane.
modification ot the entire plan, as there were
no means of combining the siguais of all the
five sentinels outside the wail of the courtv„rd so a« to give me the decisive sigual.
Either additional sentinels would have to be
introduced, for the mere transmission of the
signals, or the decisive sigual would have to
be changed.
The latter expedient, was chosen.
One ol our party hired a room on the third
From
story, directly opposite the hospital.
the window could be seen not only all the
five sentinels, but the courtyard, also, where
1 took exercise. The signal was to be given
by means ot a violin, which my friend was to
were favoraplay whenever all the siguais
ble, and the music was to cease when any of
mode also
This
them became impossible.
presented the great advantage of indicating
to me repeatedly the favorable time, leaving
to me the selection of the proper moment.
The first day, when everything was ready
and the veh cle awaited me at the gate, it
was 1 who caused my friends some cruel moments. My simulated illness had become
been too
only too teal. The excitement hadthat
I did
much for me, and I felt so weak
I
did
not
not dare to make the attempt.
the
into
courtyard,
even go down, therefore,
and they thought that the suspicions of the
police had been aroused, and that I was no
longer to be allowed to take exercise.
I was pretty well recovered in twTo days,
however, and resolved to profit by the inter-

Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris A. M. Gerry.
Tbomaston, S. Delano.
Viualhaven, H. M. Robert*.
Waldoboro, G. Blis*.
Watervllle, C. H. Hayes.
Y anno nth, A H. Seabury.

The White Terror.
a

Noted

Revolutionist.
(From the French.)
I.

evening in the middle of January,
exiles
1880—1 forget the exact day—some
at the
One

metinGeuiva to take a cup ot tea
M. G.
house of one of their number,
six or
It was a somewhat numerous party,
what is much
seven persons, perhaps; and,
of exiles, it was rattirarer in the gatherings
Our charming hostess ljas
er a lively one.
she played with
seated at the piano, which
sne sang to us
much taste and feeling, and
We were all
several Ukrainian songs.
We joked
somewhat excited by the music.
for talk
and aughed. Tbe principal subject
of one of our
was the escape trom Siberia
us that
news of which had reached

friends,

Te2if*the

then

ping
quickly—all

of sileuce enhaving been made, a moment
sued’ of that dead, insupportable sileuce,

us,”

_i,,^i„

tastes.

company.
at all
“The firm determination to escape
urn from the
hazards,” he began, "never left there s
anyfirst day of mv arrest. But it
is lo escape
thing impossible in this world it
St. Paul.
from the torn ess of S'. Peter and
in w;.d
1 drew up plans, or rather indulged
that they
fauc es, as I could not but perceive
were only vain dreams.
....
on the idea of
Yt list, however, I struck
becoming au invalid, and gelling transferred
..

my

'iiirrAiUa.iif'A

dressing

in-

gown—

practi-ed
arrow.

The sentinel, with a howl, rushed at mt
to seize me, instead of running straight t(
the gate to prevent mv escape, and thus de.
scribed his two sides of the triangb as I fore
I was so weak, however, that thosi
saw.
who saw our desperate race from above, salt
that the soldier was witbiu three pace3 o
me, and that his bayonet, which he thrust
forward, wa« within an see of touching me,
This, however, I did not see. I only heart
bis how'ing and that of the carters wb( •
were unloading the wood at the bottom o:

mortal

my pan, I was abliged
1 was far from
weakness and languor which

new

offite

our

Ir.

«i„;i;n.,ri A,*aa

came

to

the
unforeseen,
open

doors of our cells. But here au
obstacle arose. The warden on duly, who
had to watch all night came iato the corri-f
dor at the very moment and showed not the'
slightest eagerness to leave it.
Stefanovic thereupon let a book with'
loose leaves fall as if by accident into the:
garden. There the leaves were scattered'
about au the ground, and Stevanovic, turn-'
ing to Michael, begged him to fetch them at
Michael sent the warder to pick themj
once.
np and take them off to tbe office. While
tbe latter was thus occupied we nob'lesoiy
left our cells and proceeded toward the en-’
trance.
When we had passed through the corridor!
a terrible occurrence happened at the endThe rope of the alarm beil was dangling
there. Groping along against the wall in
utter darkness, I stumbled against something. I felt myself slipping, instinctively
stretched out my hands, felt something,
touch ray fingers and caught hold of it tc
avoid falling. On the instant a loud sound
boomed throughout the prison. I had caught
The horror, thi
hold of the hell-rope.
shame, the absurdity of our unfortunate ac
cirtent flashed upon me lise lightning.
We ttiought all was lost. Already thi
noise and the voices of the so'diers on guard
who were hastily mustering, were heard. Ml
chael, however, did not lo*e his coolness. Hi
told us to hide ourselves in Tarious cnruersi
and rau to the guard saying that it was hi
who had rung the bell by accident. All be

Directly the sentinel teacned the extremity of h's line, without a moment’s pause 1
threw off my dressing gown with three wellmovements, and I was off like at

very difficut, for ray health
the best. Confinement had
the fierce hunger loi
worn upon me, ai d
devoured me. Still, to cairy out

1... -..

though we were asleep.
At midnight Michael

But, lo! again the violin ceased.
1 felt as though I shon'd drop.
A moment afterwards, however, the music
A patrol at that very morecommenced
ment had passed through one of the lanes.

This was not
was now uoue of

his

he

the four of us there war only one sword bu
we determined not to wait for more.
On the evening of the day fixed, Michael
brought us the military uniforms. We disguised ourselves, and then arranged tbe
counterpanes of our beds iu such a manner
thatj in the morning it would appear as

One!

...

a

\__

The violin began again.
This time I was determined to turn it to
account. I looked at the sentinel; he was
walking along his usual line,some five paces
distant, between me and the gate. I looked
It was loaded—I knew it.
at his musket.
Would he tire or not? Probably not, because, being so near, he would rather wish
His bayonet was more
to seize hold of me.
dangerous, in case during this long run, my
strength failed me. I had, however, already
made mv ca'culalions evea on this point. If
I remained in prison I was certain to die.
‘Now or never!’ I said to myself. I seized

in escaping.
which me,
It was owing to this proposal,
X am able to
with general approval, that
write this sketch.
tnat
Osinaky tried to get out of it, saying
the story of
he had been competed to tell
was
ho
until
his escape time and time again,
Hs was obliged,
quite sick of the subject.
of the
however, to yield to the importunity

feign

tha

was

sooner

escape.
The most natural mode of passing out was
that of disguising ourselves as Beutinels who,
having finished their turn of duty, were
leaving to return to their barracks. Mich&el
prepared soldiers’ uniforms for ns, but twc

courtyard.

succeeded

to

appointment. No
thoroughly established in
than we faxed the night for
chael's

stinctively always somewhat greater. But
lo! the violin Blopprd. Two minutes afterward some carts with wood entered the

Under the influence of this conversation
idea
escape of our friend, the
to propose to the compacame into my head
and Lokauovny which included Ossinsky
the particulars
ski to relate to each other
had
of their own escapes* as almo3t everjoue

freedom

kept up no direct intercourse except wlLh
those who could be trusted. Who, however, could guarantee him against innocent
indiscretions, especially In such a ticklish
mater as this?
We were upon tenter hooks.
VVe resolved to take advantage, at the earliest possible opportunity, of the favorable
position iu which we were placed by Mi-

ready.

•fir-ef

60 cents by

you seek. It Is easily applied
Price 50 cents at druggists.
il. Ely Bros., Owego, N. Y.

m;

“Hullo, Bilfl, w’at yer doin’ these days?’’
“I'm a privates night watchman. W’al’re jou
doin’?” “Oh,(I’m a-burglin’ too.”
Scott's

Emulsion

Pdeb Cod Liver Oil
with Hyferfhosphites—is more reliable as
an ageut in th-b cure of Consumption, Chronic
Coughs and Throat Affections, than any other

remedy known

to

of

medioal science.

From way down in Georgia comes the rethat they have a reenter which lava eggs.
lay” and “lie”
Many psrsous Use the words

cam*-

quiet again.

FOR
FROM
City of Puebla.New York..Hav &V Crux Jan
Brooklyn.Portland... Liverpool... .Jan

1
1
3
3
City of Richmond..New York..Liverpool.Jan 3
Kthiopa.New York..Glasgow.Jan 3
Rhein. .New York. .Bremen.Jan 3
Edam.New York.. Amsterdam..Jan 3
Noordland.New York. .Antwerp.Jan 3
Alaska.New York. .Liverpool... .Jan B
Bothnia. Boston.Liverpool.....Jan 7
Oder.New York..Bremen.Jan 7
St Laurent. .New York. .Havre.Jan 7
City of Chester.... New York..Liverpool—Jan 8
Westphalia.New York.. Hamburg.Jan 8
Polynesian.Portland.. .Liverpool..Jan 8
Toronto.Portland....Liverpool... Jan 16
Peruvian
...Halifax_Liverpool ....Jan 17
Montreal.Portland- ..Liverpool.. .Jan 29

Coughs, Colds and Sore-Threat yield readily
B. H. Douglass & Sous’ Capsicum Cough
Drops.
A man in Kansas conceived the notion of
removing the tombstones from his family plot
to the roof of his house, where they stand in a
row of seven along the ridge-pole.
The Record of ihe Fairs.

of Wells, Richardson & Co.s
Improved Butter Color over all others madeiB
again demonstrated by its record at the Autumnal Fairs. The test of practical use is what tells
the story, aud the great value of the premiums
given by the Agricultural Fairs lies iu the fact
that the judges in these cases are regular farmers, who know what their needs are and what

superiority

The

become rancid, a most important property, the
lack of which is fatal to so many of the Batter
Colors offered for sale. It does not color the

batter-milk; it imparts a bright natural color,
which is unattalned by many others; and being
the strongest is the cheapest Color in the market.

Traveller, to railroad newsboy: “Can yon
get me ‘Aaderaon’s Antiquities,’ sonny?”
“Yea, sir. Next station’s au eating-house
and you c«n get a sandwich for five cents.
No adul’eration in the Congress Yeast Powder, it is a perfectly pure Cream Tartar baking powder. It was never known to spoil a
batch of flour.
MARUIAGES.

In this
ward L.

oity. Doc. 31. by Rev. Dr. Carrutbers, EdColley of Falmouth aud Miss May Alice

Courser of Portland.
In this city. Jan. 1, by Rev. A. K. P. Small, Henry
V

Utacana

Paria

on.!

bron.
In

Itarfha

A

Vvnratf rvf

Ha.

Gray, Dee. 27, by Rev. E.
head and Mrs. Rosa P.

Bean, George WhiteHamilton, both of West-

brook.
In Sullivan, Dec. 23, Edwin Candage of Sedgwick and Miss Mary Ferrill of Sullivan.
In West Gouldsboro, Dec. 23, John Pung of Cranberry Isles and Miss Emily S. Wilkinson of West
Gouldsboro.
InOrland, Dec. 27, Geo. V. Eastman of Orland
and Miss Evelyn C. Bowden of Bueksport.

OfiATBS.
Cape Elisabeth, Dec. 16, Josephine, daughter
of Joseph H. and Lydia A. Dyer, aged 13 years and
In

8 months.
In Yarmouth, Dec. 31, Grade Greeley, aged 10
months 26 days.
In Saccarappa, Jan. 1, Amasa Winslow, aged 78
years 12 days.
[Funeral Saturday afternoou at 2 o’clock.]
In Bluehill, Dec. 7, Mrs. Almira H. Fisk, aged
82 years
In Augusta, Dec. G, G. A. Sleeper, formerly of
Belfast, aged 44 years.
In Dixfleld, Dec. 1, James Parker, aged 82 years.
In Topskam, Dec. 23, Cora E. Graves, aged 20
years.
In Augusta, Dec. 19, Mrs. Jane Williston, aged
69 years 11 months,- formerly of Brunswick.
In Bartlett, N. II, l>ec. 31, Wm. W. Watson,
M. D., of Auburn. Me,
[Funeral on Saturday at 12 o’clock, at the Cniversalist Church. Stevens’ Plains, Deering.

RACIAL AND

Bailj Wholesale market*

PcrOand

Te-day

COMMERCIAL

legal holiday

was a

POKtlanu, Jan. 1.
and no business ot any

...

agair/|t

Ji,

...

....

er

my friends should enter the

they proposed, and eugage in

courtyard,
some

When Ossinsky had finished the narrativ B,
the tnrn came of Ivan Bokanovski, su rnamed the Cossack, because, being a nati re

Ukraiue, he lesembled the ancle it
Cossacks of th^l couutty in hi! courage, h [3
imperturbable ccolueso and his taciturnity
Everyone turned towards him. He to< >k
his little wooden pip6 Irom his mouth ai I(i
said:
Why, there’s nothing to tell. I *e

of the

r

way

<

1

other the attention of the sentinel; whetht
<
the vehicle should await me at the gate,
d
at the corner of the hospital, where it wou “
not be so much in sight; whether one of ot
should post himself there, or the ilri

party
remain alone.

cr

I proposed
plan, which

simple and natur
finally adopted. No O'
courtyard. The vehic

the most
was

111

should enter the
,
should await us at the gate, because I mig 11
not be strong enough to run as far as t 1K
An intimate friend prepared
corner.
post himself there to assist me, if necessar
in getting in more quickly, and especially
dressing me directly afterwards, as I shou la
be compelled to escape with scarcely ao y"
thing on except mv shirt ami trousers.
Ail we had to cover us in the hospital w
It was so hit's e’
an invalid’s dressing-gown.
so inconvenient, and so long that in walki
I was obliged to carry my tr»hi on my an
To run in such a gart» was absolutely itnpc
Bible. It must be thrown off at ail bazar
But tl
before I couli take to my bee's.
must he done with the rapidity of iigbtuir
*’,’
for a single moment lost might ruin ail. !
this p
many days in succession I practiced
formauce !u my cell. I found that to do 1
with the utmost possible celerity the opei
tion must be divided into three element!
movements, like the tnusquelry exercise 01
soldiers—one, two, three.

!'{

_

••

lection ot the moment. This depended i '*!*
wh °
on the condition of the streets through
A string of wood carts
we had to pars.
^
detachment <•( passing soldiers, a mount
Cossack, might upset the whole thing,

as ihe streets through which we h *
and windii
pass were very narrow
I
They mast, thereiore, .e waicned, and
must be informed when they were tree fr t:
all obstacles. For this purpose seutin 3
had lo he placed at four dilleient poii
The fifth sentinel, receiving informal V
from the four others, had to give me the A"
cisive signal at the proper moment. 'J
a
signal was to be an air-ball, which would
ceud at a given spot behind ihe ijigb wal
the courtyard in which I took exercise.
X bad also proposed So place a sixth sei :
nel at the corner of a lane a little oeyo
because, according to my ca cuallions, l
so long that a veh c
very narrow lane vras
being in it at the moment of our denari t
■would infallibly have, stopped our progn
It could not reach the eud while we w ",
to
passing from t he gate of the hospital
entrance of Ike iane. As men were fr
bowev. r, we did without this sixth sentir
On the day fixed I went to take n>y es
loo
cise full of hope and excitement, I
of the \
a<»aiu and again towards that pan
ascend. N< I
where the red air-ball was to
time was draw
ing was to be seen. My
and n Uu
to an end; still nothing. It ended,
With the impressionable
it my hopes.
way to
agination of a prisoner, i gave
conjectures. I felt convin CtfU

peeiaily
to

.,

..

"•I

j1.”'
e!i

gloomiest

everything had broken down.
nothing much, however, had bappei ‘,‘V
air-bail Co
By a singular chance, a red
“ “

lira'

not be found

in the Gostini Dvor, or :n

toy shops, though

a

whole morning had t

us, and we went out; tha S
al'”
“No! no!” exclaimed those present. “H ela'e it all from beginning to end.”
“Well, then, when tin- day fixed arriv id
he came wish the keys of our cells—”
“No! no!” they broke in again. “Let
have it all. Begin at the beginning and t :

came, took

the whole

story.”

Tite C'issack, seeing that every way of !8.
cape was c osed against him, slowly filled 1 iis

fot a
pipe with the air ot a ntau preparing
long journey, lit it, tried to see if it dn w
propelly, and then siarted in on his nan alive, which contained more words than t tie
Cossack would
ordinarily pronounce in
three months at least.
“Michael came to the prison about t °
months before our flight. It was a vt
long a'd difficult business to get him in.
last be succeeded in being received, will a
false passpot t of a rustic named Fomeni ;o,

^

fiistas a mere odd man, and afterwards a *1
warden.
In a short time, by his diligence in 1 he
p rformance of his duties and his uuexc- :ptionable conduct, he succeeded in gaiu ng
the favor of ail his superiors. A month
terwards lie was promoted to the rank ol
Va/.-iJ ur.irtoii in nnA <>! tha nnrrirtOffl ftf I It®
prisoners confined tor ordinary offences.
In order io give the governor of the prii
a splendid prool of his excellent moral qu;
ties, Michael, acting on the advice of Stef
ovic, went one day to play the spy upon h tin

or
whi « tlie laitei was writing expressly
the purpose In hi* cell a note of no imp
tauee whatever, so as to he taken \aflaijn in~
te dcrelicto.
The governor would not, however, ti j(e
advauiageof this denunciation.
It rhoii d be stated that in the prison at

Kieff the posi ion of the political prison ers
was quite exceptional at tuat time. The I
rorlem, which, at the first, struck at the r
end try officials, produced such a panic of f ea“’
at Kiel! that everyone, from the procure tor
to the governor ol the prison, vied with llfc
rest in p*yng court lo us; for they all fea re(j
they would be killed at our first signal.

When the gove nor learned that it was t hat
tb «>n
very Stefanovic, the most favored of
all, who was writing, be said: ‘Let I lim
From t
w rite.’ and did no'hing more.
day, though, Michael had gained his flea
In order t > make himself agreeable to as
the poliiical prisoners, the governor had apita,
pointed as our head Haider a certain Nik
an excellent, man. as good as
gold. It van
al
essential, however, to get rid of him
hazards, a* on bis post becoming vacan ^
would probabiy be given to Michael.
rite
This, however, was no easy matter.
worthy man had done nothing wuatevf r to
So we audaciously invented ofl>i ices
us.
which he had not even dreamt of com nitin order that we might complain to [be

?,at

u

ting,

^

governor, who censured him, repriman
him and threatened him, although he
Hut the honest felnor the least to blame.
low, instead of growing augry with us and
committing, as we hoped, some impruc ent
! act, bore all quietly, repeating:

^a8

I

Wit and Wisdom.
•-

Why

Noah the best broker of aunt
He could float more stock.

was

Sunnily Slide of II.
Let us be sunshiny if we can. But if wove
dyspepsia aud liver complaint and rheumim
and several other ailments, how can we? rst
get rid of the ailments. Get a hot of
Brown’s Iron Bitters, and put them to bt.
The

Mrs. Silver, ol Centralia, Mo., says, "I»ok
Brown's Iron Bitters for dyspepsia and nas
acted like a charm.” Mr. Seth Adams'alworth, Wis., “t ick Brown’s Iron Bitters' severe

rheumatism, and is greatly improv1’

An exchange asks bow to remove paiiWe
have found that a coat-sleeve will takefood
deal of it off.
_

Hiden and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotation* on Hide*
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hide* 90 lbs weight and over7; oflb
Ox and Steer Hide* under 90 lbs.SVaO^ lb
Cow Hides, all weight*. UVfcci? lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4 Vie# lb
10 o# lb
OaH
Sheep Skins. 75c@ each
60* each
LambSkins...
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 40o each
Hindered Tallow. 6a/i^U14ol? It

Skins.7:....

Cry lismit Wholesale market.
The following quotation* are wholesale prises of
Woolen* and Fancy Goods, corrected dally by DaerIng, Milliken & Oo.. 158 Middle street!
BMBLBAOHED OOTTOHg.
fliSTywin,
Mad. 36 In.
Light 36 in.
Fine 40 in.

6Vis
7

<s

Burlington,Vt.

V'A
.ice.

.or riKate Field says, “Mormon wives
bla cooks.” This is not strange. It VAxim
the
old as ihe hills, “Too many
broth."
on!

cooks/be

Med.4-4....

**Vi

7%§10

ijsi 7

4-4... 6

Fine
Fine

9-4.212$-,:tK
10-4.... 26

(830

Fine 7-4.18
@22%
Fine 8-4.20
@25
Fine 9-4.22%@27%
L-J_lit

DR

TICKINGS. KTC.
Drills.
XlohingE,
Beet.14 @lBVs Corset Jeans. .6%u
@
.ne<li ora... 10V&'6tl3% I Sat teen?.
Cambrics. 5id,
7

6Mi
Light.
§9
OemmB,best 18%&15Vh I Sileslas.10%®18
Duoho. 8 ®13Vii Cotton Flan) ola. Brown
7flfcl4Vi
j
Fancy 11% it 14

Bftttin*.8«9 §10 810 «* @11 W&} 2 Vfc

Wary?.... ......,..17&2o

_

BeafneBi^l

l°^eam

Baim for about a month I find
*■ it a
improved, and can bear well aud
I had ahir oi carnoet valuable remedy.
tnrrh. with drooDiDg of mucuoi,,.!'.' my
throat a Lid pain over my eyes, wbint. Rbles

mys~^at.)y

entirely disappeared.—D. V' ates,
Upper Lisle, Broome Co N. Y.
also have

A little New Hartford tbree-year-ol».V, in
admiring his baby brother, exclaimed lie's
a boiled head like papa.”
got
s
_

Don’l Ion Oo It.
Don’t suffer any longer with the p: and
aches of Rheumatism, which make li burden to you. Relief, speedy and pement
can be procured at the nearest drug e, in
the form of Ktdue:,-Wort. Elbridge colm
of West Bath Maine, says: ”1 was rdetely prostrated with Rheumatism anddney
troubles and was not expected to lover,
The (jt8t dose of Kidney-Wort helped Six
doses put me on my feet, it has nontirely
cured me and I have had no trouble >e.”
One of a troupe of performing Ind_ at a
dime museum owns up to the name Ryan,
He must be the Ryan Indian bred rear so
much about.
To restore sense of taste, smell c&aring
It cures sises of
use Ely’s Cream Balm.
Catarrh, Hay Fever, Coldsiu the HeHeadache and Deafness. It is doing flerful
Do not fail to procure a bolts in it

Boston, Jan.

l.-Xhe following

were

SAILED—Sch A K Weeks.

Absolutely

This Powder never varies. A marvel of purity
trength and wholesome ness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
tion with the multitude of low test, short weigh alum or phosphate powders.
Hold only in cans.
Royal Baking Powdkb Co.. lOtt Wall St., N. Y.
mar7
dlyr

competi-

MJtECHAMT’S

New York.
Ar at, London Dee
San Franoisco.
Ar at Cardiff Dec

on

Peaked Hill Bar 31st and towed into Provlncetown.
Her rudder is gone and part of her keel is 09, but is
in good condition otherwise. She will be taken to
Boston for repairs,
Sch Stephen G Hart, Rivers, which sailed from
Providence Nov 18 for Brunswick, Ga, has not yet
arrived at port of destination.
Sch Caroline Knight, Hinckley, from Rockland
for RoBton, with lime, went ashore on Preblee Island morning of the 30th, while get iug under way,
but was hauled off without apparent damage.

DOMESTIC FORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 80th, Bblp Charmer, Lucas, Liverpool.
aSTORIA, O—Ar 29th, steamer Geo S Homer,
Parry, trorn New York yia Honolulu.
PORT EADS—Ar 31st, ship Caledonia, Potter,
Bath.

PENSACOLA—Ar 30th, ich L A Edwards, Pater-

son, Havaua.
Ar 31st, brigs J F Marry, Bradley, Aspinwall: sch
Annie B Hofi'ees, Hoff'see, Barbadoes; Thos K Pillsbury. Pitcher, New York.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 31»t, sch Jas R Talbot, Crocker, St Thomas.
CHARLESTON—Ar 31st, sch Clara Fleteher,Sargent, Port Royal.
RICHMOND—Ar 31st, sch L T Whitmore, Black*
ington, Rockland.
NORFOLK—Ar 30th, sch Jona Bourne, Thompson, Newport News, to load for Boston.
BALTIMORE—Old 30th, sch W Abrahams, Snow
Boston.
Ar 31st, ship Caledonia, Potter. Bath.
Cld 31st, seb John Bird, Bird, Zaza.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, sch John A Griffin,
Rice. Wilmington, NC.
Cld 31st, ship Snow Sc Burgess, BrowD, Hiogo ar
Yokohama.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 81st, sch Vineyard,
Rosebrook, Port au Prince.
Also ar 31st, brig H B Hussey, Hedgdea, Pensacola for Philadelphia.
NEW YORK- Ar 31st, brig Comeo, Neal, Port
Spain; schs C T Sibley, Bartlett, from Jacksonville;
Paiana, Coombs, do.
Also ar 1st, brig John H Crandon, Pierce, Boston;
sch Commerce, Nash, Philadelphia for Rockland.
CldSlst, brig Cuas Dennis, Woad, New Orleans;
sch E H Foster, Stevens. St John, NB.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 30th,‘sell Jane L Newton,
Mills, Philadelphia for Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 31st, sch Kowena, of Calais,
from New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 30th, schs Edith B
Coombs, Thompson, from Lamoine for sew York.
Passed by 30tb, brig John H Converse, in tow for
New York,
BOSTON—Ar 21st, sobs A Hooper, Davis, Calais;

Mary Eliza, Bullock, Belfast; Femaquid, Wbeeler,
Boethbay; Elizabeth, Wheeler, Boethbay Pearl,
Foster, Wiscasset. Leura T Chester, Beal, and Li*zie J Clark. McIntyre, Kookport; Ripley, Pressey,
and Edward Everett. Cooper, do.
Cld 21st. Nor barque Kaapel, O'sen, Portland and
Paysandu.
Ar 1st. seb Mary J Lee, Moore, Hancock.
Cld 1st, sch Elizabeth DeHart, McIntyre, for St
John, NB.
BEVERLY—Ar 30th, schs E L Gregory, Gregory5
Hoboken for Danvers; Lugano, Clark, do for do.
DAN VRKSPOKT-Ar 80th, sch Emma L Gregory,
Amhnv.

SALEM-Ar 31st sch Julia & Martha, Hawke*,
from Calais for New Haven ; Minnie C Taylor,
Doughty, Port Johnson.
Sld 31st, schs Maud Malloch. Halloweli, for Port
Johnson; Fred L Porter, Clark, from Bucksport for
New York.Jj
SALEM-Sld 30tb, sch8 N V Hokes, Thompson.,
from Belfast for Jacksonville; Julia E Pratt, Calais
x'or New York;
Saarbruck. Smith, ttacbias for do;
Sammy Ford, Allen. Kasipoit fer do; EliSa Ann,
.Jameson, Koekland for do; H H Havey, Bickford,
Bostoa for Sullivan;
Oriental, Osmore, Calais for
Boston; F A Pike, Norwood, do for New fork;
Olio, Johnson, Bangor for New York ; Minetta,
Morton, do for Winterport; Odell,Wade, do for Bel
fast, Olio Chiilcott, Pulleron, fm Clark’s Island for
Now York,
Also in port, schs E Arcularius, from Koekland
for Wilmington, NC: Charlie & M illie, do for Providence M E Jones, Baltimore for Pertemeuth; EM
Sawvor, St John, NB, for New York; W A Dubosk,
Bangor for Plymouth; F L. Porter, Frankfort for
New York; Nellie Treat, Fox Island fordo; Allie
Oakes, Koekland for do; Stephen G Piakham, fm
Booth bay for do; Frauk M AicUear, Vinalbaven for
do; Sarah Louise, Calais for New Bedford.
GLOUCESTER— Ar 31et, sch Lone Star, Machias
for Boston
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 30th, brig Eugeae, Munro*,
East Harbor, Tl; schs Rose Estebrookl Davis, Baltimore; Ella Frances. Torrey, Elizabethport.
Sailed 30th,
Dolly Vardea, Machtasport for
New York; Julia Martha. Calais for Boston; Mary
for
do;
Belfast
Cordova, Deer Isle fer do;
Eliza,
Lucy Baker, Camden for do; Ariosto, and Ruth
for
Koekland
do; Pemaqnid, and Ellis P
Uodgdon,
Roeet>, Booth bay for do; Perine, do for do; Caroline, Rockland for New York; Matilda, Wiscasset
for Boston; Lake. Rockland for do;
Ripley, and
Laura T Chester, Rockport for do; John Gcard. do
for do; A Hooper, Calais for do; Northern Light,
eastern port for do.
WEST GOULDSBORO—Ar 22d, sch Wm Franklin, Hammond, Portland.

BEST THIN6 KNOWN

m

IN HARD DR

Skoltleld, Skolheld,

—

Slns

^Eggs

Fresh Eastern 28®29c: fancy 30c held
stock 18a26c Northern 26®27c; New York 26®
26c,Vermont 27i«/28o Nova Scoria and New Brunswick 26®27c; lsiauds 2*V* 27c; West 24®25c;
limed East 20®*lc. Canola do 20c; West do 19*4
Potatoes—Northern and Eastern 50a)53c; Houlton 66@b7c p bush at the roads; proliflcs 48®60c;

EastenTao 60®63c.

SOFT,

Ar

at Callao Dec

27, ship Empire, Snow, from

Cape Town, CGH, Dec 6, barque Chalmetto,
Chadboume, from New York for Singapore.
Cld at Pernambuco Nov 28, sch Susie P Oliver,
Snare, Bostoa or New York; 29th, barque J H
Chadwick, Foster, Boston or New York; schs Emma
R Smith, Faulkner, for New York; Dec 5, barque
Bonny Doon, Cole do: 6th, brig Flora Gdodale, Davis. do or Boston; 7tb, Fred A Carle, Jones, Boston.
At GonaiTes Dec 16, sch Lizzie Major, Foster, for

Sld 20th. acb Elbridge Souther, Fales, (from
Demarara) far Sound.
Ar at Curacoa Dec 27, sch Mary Bradford, Oliver,
New 7ork.
Sl^ 18th, seh Isaac Orboton, Trim, New York.
Ar at Baracoa Dec 6th, sch Frank M Noyes, Col-

cord, Fayal.

At St Thomas Dec 30th, brig Hattie, Coombs,
from Porto Rico, seeking.
Sid fm Zaza 17th, sch Florence Rogers, Davis, for
Delaware Breakwater.
At Kingston, Ja, 23d, sch John C Gregory, Gregory, from New York. disg.
Ar at St Domingo Nov 27th, schs Sarah S Hunt.
New York, (and «ld Dec 2 for Maoris); Deo 16, J
Nickerson, Farr, do, in port 19tn, for New York.
At Cienfnegos Dec 22, sch Kensett, Curtis, frotn

RYE

WHISKEY.
Jnly 1,1883, we introduced to the tradeeenerally, onr now celebrated brand ot 6 year old Wliis
On

key, widely

known

Nov 24, lafc 34 N, Ion 34 W, barque N Boynton'
Jones, from New York for Bombay.
Dec 16, lat 26 07 N, Ion 64 10, barque Castine,
for New York.

WINTER KENORT8.

HOTEL,

Just completed.
First-class in
every appointment.
Baggage and
carriage free. Location unequaled. Kates $4.00 per day.
deccadJm

J. T.

AXDtRBQN, Proper.

PALMETTO

HOTEL,

TAMPA, FLORIDA,
Entirely new. Handsomely fitted
Overlooking the great Tampa
Accommodations for two
Bay.
hundred. Passengers by notifying
the conductor will be landed at the
door of tee house.
G. T. Bacon, Cashier.
dec23d3m
II. Ij. *crautou, Pr« p’r*

RYE
and the signal success attending our venture iu
these particular goods leads us to call the attention
more forcibly to consumers who have not tried
THE OXFORD, that in order to appreciate a
really good, pure article, either for medicinal purposes or otherwise, should lose no time, or spend
any
more money, until satisfied by their own personal
experience by giving THE OXFORD one trial,
to prove wha. we say is absolutely true in every
particular. Prof. Jas. F. Babcock, our State Assayer, writes as follows:

MR**.

JAMES r.
and

Analytical

Proprietors the Bay View House,
Perry Beach, Me., have taken the
above Florida Hotel, for the season
For rates, etc., address by mail or teldec23d6w

of

1884-86.

egraph-

DR. E. B.
Clairvoyant

and

4c STATE STREET,

conTHE OXFORD is put up in cases
taining twelve good sire bottles, each bottle bearing
the
cera fac-simile of out signature, togethsr with
tificate of our State Assayer, which warrants its
contents.
We have caused our brand “TH E OXFORD”
to be registered in the Patent Office at Washington,
ami propose to protect it if used by unscrupulous
dealers.
Be sure you get THE OXFORD when you
ask your Grocer or Druggist for it-TAKE NO
O I HER—Put up in bottles only.

only,

WOOD, POLLARD & CO.,
SOLE PROPRIETORS,

57

decl

Kilby Street,

RfflWMT

Boston.
eod&wJiuurm

II Hrmrirl Dnnnlt!
a. uiuuu liuouu:

An Invaluable remedy for all Pains and
Aches, in any part
of the body.

IJIMTIII'S

Mil
vim oil
POSITIVE

PERMANENTLY

No*

59ii

Physician,
AT

Congress

aug!4

dtjaul4

Bid-

Way Train for Bennebunk,

Hennebunkport,

and ail

intermediate

SHOOK

BOUND

Nov York and

or steam*

ROUTE

iOnWi), HA SO.
PhiladolpLlo, i Excursion, 4.00.

SEW ENGMSD SOESt'*,

911

Washington Street, Bostoe,

0. E. WOOTTBK, Gan. Manner.
C.G. HANCOCK.
Qen. Pass. A Tick. Agt., Philadelphia.

H7p. BAlJtWfN.

Glen. Eastern Paw. Agt., 13 9 Liberty Street, New
nov26dtf
York.

Kumford Falls & Bucklield
RAILROAD.
Suxuuier

Arrauvruiciti in Effect Wept, 9th,
1**4.

__

Connections via Grand Tronic Railfor Bnckdeld and
m.. 1.30 p. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4,15 a in.

f Jg^^^lway leave Portland
rLw""" *’«^3canton at 7.35 a.
a. m.

STAGS CONNECTION8
with p. m. train for Turner. Chaso Mills, Wen Sumner, Britton's Mills, Peru, Dixliold, Mexico and
Kumford Falls
*23dtf
L.L LINCOLN Sapt

STEAMER**

REDUCED OCEAK TICKETS.
the largest, fastest and best passenger and
mail steamers between America anc' Europe.
Rates: First cabin $60 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; intermediate $35 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $2o. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply to
J. L. FARMER, 22 Exchange street.
JelHdtf

BY

DOMINION
1884.

WINTER

LINE.

ARRANGEMENTS.

1885.

and Portland.

Liverpool

SERVICE.

From Liverpool

From Portland

Direct.
Dec.18
Thursday, Nov. 27. MONTREAL Thursday,
**
Jan. 1
Dec. 11. BROOKLYN
'*
Dec. 26. TORONTO
Jan. 16
CABIN—$60.00, $60 OO.
IN RETURN—$90.00, $110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for $16.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
Direct.

dec9

dtf

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, SCIATICA,
DIPHTHERIA, LUNG AND CnEST
DISEASE, LIVER AND KIDNEY COMPLAINT, WEAKNESS OF THE
SPINE AND LIMBS.
CONTAINS

NEITHER TURPENTINE
ALCOHOL.

CIRCULAR, FULL OF HOME TESTIMONIALS. SENT FREE. ADDRESS,

BOSTON

VITAL OIL
BOSTON, MASS.

CO.,

DAYS, WITHOUT DETENTION

FROM BUSINESS. ADDRESS,

SI

H.

PORTER,

M. D.,

CROSS ST., CHARLESTOWN DISTRICT.

BOSTON, MASS.

MWBBWMP
WONDERFUL
CURES OF
KIDNEY DISEASES

// •+']

AND
LIVER COMPLAINTS,

(j\,>
(j

o
it acts on the LITER, BOWELS snd
KIDNEYS at the same time.

Because it cleanses the system of the poisonhumors that develope in Kidney and Urinary Diseases, Biliousness, Jaundice, Constipation, Piles, or in Rnoumatimn, Neuralgia, Nervous Disorders and all Female Complaints. *
Ur SOLID PROOF OF THIS.

ous

CON8TIPATION, PILES,
and RHEUMATISM,

CLEANSING the BLOOD
restoring the normal power to throw off disease.
THOUSANDS OF CASES
of the worst forms of these terrible'diseases
have been ctuiokly relieved, and in a short time

PERFECTLY CURED.
PRICE, $1. LIQUID OR DRY, SOLD BY DRUGGISTS.
Dry can be sent by mail.
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Burlington, Vfc.
8
&*nd stamp for Diary Almanac for leS-i.

eod&wly

mhlO

cure

discovered by a regular
Physician, and thousands have
been perfectly cured this year.
Not one in twenty fails to be made
well i«» a few weeks.
•■All druggists keep it.”
E. 1,. 8 PANWOOD & CO.,
Wholesale Agent*.
83 Market N«., Portland.

secure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid theexpeuse and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night.
Through Tickets to New York, 7la the various
Rail ana Sound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. It. DOYLE, Jr., General Agent.
sepH
<jtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. to
T0 CALIF0RNIA»

Titefcv

LEAVE RONTON FOR PORTS

JAPAN, CHINA,

LAN D

9.00 a. m., 12.30 and 3.30 p. m.
Morning
kenuebunk for Portland
trains leave
7.45 a. ui. and Dover for Portland 9.00

SUNDAY TRAINS
Leave Portland for Roaton and Wav Nta
Leave Boaton for
tions nt l.eop. na.
Portlaud at 0.00 p. ui. Leave Portland
for Dover and Way Ntatioua 1.00 and
3 00p. in.

AT 2.00 A. TTl.s Daily, (Night Tollman) for
Wuco, Bi .deford, Bitlery, Port-mouth,
Newbury pos t, Naleau. Lynn aud Boa-

in, arrivii g at G.3») a. m.
AT 8.45 A. TL: For Cape Elizabeth, Ncarboro. waco. Biddeford,
Bennebunk,
Well-, North and Wouth Berwick, Conway Junction, (connecting for all stations
t

Conway Division), Kitten, Port-mouth,
Newburtpoi t, Walem, t-louceater, Kockpoit, Lvnu, C helaea aud Bo-tou, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
AT l.trO P. .Tl : For Waco, Biddeford. Henuebuuk, Conway Junction, Bitlery,
Walem,
Port-mouth,
Newburypor*,
Lyaa aud llosloo, a- iving at 5.* 0 p. m.
on

(Express)

Island**, New
Australia,

Boston at 6.3o p. m.
TRAINN LEAVE RONTON FOR PORTLAND
AT 7.30.9.00 a. in.. 12.30 aud 7.00
week days, uud 7.410 p. ut. Muudny*.

u>>.

Parlor cars on through trains of b 'th divisions,
and Pullman sleeping care on night trains of Eastdivision.
Through tickets to all points South au«l West, at
Portland depot ticket offices, and at I'uion Ticket Office, 40 Exchange Ml., Portland.

ern

JaS. T. FURBER, Gen’l Manager.
deolOdtf

BOSTON & MAINE R.R.
EASTERN AND

EBN DIVIS GNS.

Passage,

information, apply to
Agents.

or

and after January 1st all freight to and from
boston will be received at and delivered from
Station of Western Division, corner Maple and Commercial streets.
R. A. McCLUTCHY,
W. J. C. KENNEY,
Freight Agent,
Gen’l Fgt. Agt,
Portland, Me.
janldlw
Boston, Mass.

ON

sailing lists and further
the General East-

address

ern

C. L, B A KYI ITT A CO.,
Il5 8tate Blreel, Cor. Broad Ml., Bool on.
febS

dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me. Calais, Me.. St. John, If.
U., Halifax, N\ S. Ac.
I AI L AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Commencing, Nov. 3, 1884.

3

TRIPS

jdSifefeLrv

WEEK.

PER
M"B

W,,J'

“1TE

RAILROAD WHARF,
foot of State Street, every Monday and 'ihursday at 6 p. in., for Eastport and St. John, with
connections for Calais, Robbiuston, St. Andrews,
Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle, Arnhem. Fictou,
Shediae. Bathurst. Dalhousie, Charlottetown, Fort
Fairfield, Grand Falls and other station* on the
New Brunswick and Canada, Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail
LchcL*,
ami Stage Routes.
1 hrough Tickets issued and Baggage cheeked to

destination.

Freight received up to 4 p. m. and ary information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes. Tickets.
State Rooms and further information applv hi
Company's Office, First Natiouul Bank
corner Middle and Exchange Sts.
T. 0. HERSEY, President and Manager.
no3
at.

Building,

I).,nfl»n<l

Shippers and Receivers of
Freight:

and

olsco.
Steamers sail from San Franclsoo regularly or
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

for

principal Way Stations,
9 30 p. m.
NUNDAY* AT i.O« P. Ill.s Express for Bos
tou ami principal
Way Stations, arriving in

Zealand

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwal! on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

and
Bo-ton
arriviug in Boston at

A1 ti.uO P. *1.«

To

Sandwich

and Australia.
For Freight,

Eastern Division.
TRAIN* LEAVE PORTLAND

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

PERMANENTLY CURED IN FROM OO TO

J.

Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.. and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they

!)„««««

HI 4-

Machias Steamboat
IN

CONNECTION

ft.

Company

WITH THE

Maine Central Railroad.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
Steamers of this Company
follows:

run

as

STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND
THURSDAY at 11.00 p.m. for
Rocklaad, t'amine, Deer lute, *cdgwick,
Mouth Went Harbor, Bar Harbor and Mt.
De»>ert Ferry, and leave Mt. Desert berry every

leaves Portland every

RUPTURE
11*0

Elegant New Steamer
JOHN BROOKS and
TREMOKT
will
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRF

tions.

NOR

WILL NOT EXPLODE OR TAKE FIRE.

The Farorite Steamer

sta-

CUBE

d2w

after MONDAY, Oct. 20,
1884, Passenger Trains
will run as follows:

On and

Leave Foreland for Bangor, Ellsworth,
iTll. Deiiert Ferry, Vancvboro, Ml. John,
Halifax «Dd tar
Praviueen, Mt. AudrewN, Mt. Mteph* a, Fredericton, Aroostook i'oanty, and all station? on B. 4k. PIsfataqui* R ft., 1.25, 1.30, £11.15 p. m-;
for Bar Harbor, £11.16 p. m.; for Nkowhekau, Bellas* man hesiet, 1.25,1.30, £11.15
1.26, 1 30. 5.15,
p. m.; Walervillr, 7 00 a. m
£11.15 p. m.; for Angaita, Hallowell, (.ardiner and Brnnvoirk 7.00 a. in., 1.30,6.15,
£11.15 p. m.; Bash, 7.00 a.m., 1.30, 5.16 p.
m., and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.; Rockland, and fcknox X Lincoln K. R., 7.00 a.
m., 1.30 p. in.; Auburn an«i Lewftaten at
8.15 a. m., 1.25,5.05 p. m.; Lewlaton via
Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.. £11.16 p. m.; Farming con, ITloumeuth, Wiathrop, Oakland
and North Annon. 1.25 p. m.; Farmington, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
tThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays inoluded but not through to Skowbogan or
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Doxter or

beyond Bangor,

on

LEAVE FOB PORTLAND AND BOSTON

a

rn

Dr* mmn
OFFICE,
No. 4 TOL1TIAN PLACE.
Open from Jan. I'lili to Jan. MOth.
at
o!3

Rig-

E.

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
declfdtf
CUSHING, Gen’l Snpt.

Boston
—

•» AA

1(1 F.R

(t

If.

ila.di....

and 12.36 a. rn., (night); Reekland, B.loa. m., 1.16 p. in.: I cw^kud 7.20,
11.10 a. in., 4.16 p. m., and from Lower Station
at 11.20 p. m.; Phillips, 7aO a.
m.; l«»rraiug ten, 8.20 a. in.; CTiafthrop, 10.13 a. m.,
Portland as follows:
The
being due tn
morning train8 from Augusta and Bath 8.36
the day trains froc
a. m.; Lewiston. 8.40 a. m.;
Bangor, and all Intermediate stations %e<\ connecting roads at 12 40 and 12 45 p. m.; the afternoon trains from Waterviile, Augusta, Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40 'p. m,;) the
night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a. ro.
The 7.46 p. m. train from Bangor run daily, Sundays included.
lilmited Tirksb, Brat and second clxse, tmr
K*~ *ofcw K«4 Bahfax sd stir «l reduced
rates*
m..

Every Wednesday and

&^eestHirg R.R.

W INTER AltiiANGGinLNT.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p- m. From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.

Philadelphia,

Pnnwige

Ten Dollars.

It on ml Trip 9 IN*
Meals and Room includedFor freight or passage apply to
K. B. MA.tlPNOft, Agent,
31dtf
7
liong 11 hurt. Bouton

maineVteamshiFcompany
For Mew Fork.
Steamer, leave Franklin Wharf, on Wedneolaya
and Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 38
Eaet River, New York, on
Wednesday, and Satur
day, at 4p.m.
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen'I Ag’t.

»*Pl51_

m., for all stations on
through line as far as Burlington ami Swunton,
Road
for
at
RivWing
connecting
er, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all points on Passumpsic It. K.
a.

Leaves Pont**ml
far as Bartlett.

p. iu., for all stations

as

ARKIFALMN PORTLANB.
10.60 a. m. from Rnrticti and intermediate staons.

6.50 p.

m. from If urlittgton and
all stations on through fine.

J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Oct. 11,1884.

.N-.vauiou, and

CliAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
O0l3tf

dtf

a

allan>ineT~
Winter Arrangements- 1885.

I.ivt-rpoel
From
via.

A- Pari laud

Livi<r)HKil|
Halifax. I

THURSDAY,
Dee. 4

Commencing Monday, Oct. 13, 1884.

Saturday

Every Tuesday and Friday.

1884.

Leaves Portland

—

From PHILADELPHIA

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland Oct. 16. 1884.
oc!8dtf

Ported

AND

PHILADELPHIA
From BOSTON

6.17, 10.18 ft. m., 3.07, 11.14 p. m.; Hath,
7.00,11.05 ft. n>. 4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only
at 11.66 p. m<; Clraosu let*, 7.25,11.30 a. m.
4.30 p.

STEAMER LONGFELLOW
leaves Mt. Desert Ferry every TUESDAY at 0,10 p.
after
arrival of day train from Koston and Portm.,
land, for Faniport, Digby and Annnpoli* and
FRIDAY
at
9.10
for
every
p, m
Digby
and Anuapoli* direct;
connecting at
with Western Counties
by
Rwy. for Yarmouth.
and
at Annapolis with Windsor A
Annapolis Rwy. for Halifax and Way Station*
The Direct Route for Freight and PatYengers to
and from all points on the coast of Maine and Nova
Scotia.
For further information inquire at Company'*
office.

Direct Stennifelitp Line.

From Halifax, 7.00 a. nn._6.50 p. m.; Mt. John,
8 10 a. m., 8.30 p. m.; KJoaltoa, 9.10 a. m.,
8 10 p. m.; Mi. Mtephcn, 10.10 a. m., 9.10 p.
1.30 p. in.;
m.; fauceboro, 1.35 a. m
Bocka^orl. 5.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m.; Bar
Ellsworth, 6.3*» a.
Harbor, L.0O p. m.;
m., 2.50 p. m.; Bangor, 7.15 a. m., 7.45 p.
7.00 a. m.t 5.10 p. in.. Belm ; Dexter,
fast, 6.30 a. ta., 3.06 p. m., Mkowbegan,
8.20 a. m., 3.15 p. n«.; VYaterville, 6.15, 9.16
a.
m., 1.55. 10.00 p. in.; Augusta 6.0*
1'W\n

SATURDAY at 10.00 a. in., after arrival of train*
leaving Portland Fridays at 11.00 p. m., for Millbridge, Joueapot t, Machiaapori aad Fastport; or parties for these points desiring to do so
can take the tteamer at Portland.

Sunday mornings.

Littleton,Wells

St.

Hours, 9 to 13, and. 1 to 9,
where he is prepared to treat all diseases of the
Blood, both Acute and Chronic. Examination at a
distance the fee will be $2.00. Consultation and
examination free at the office until further notice.

Wuco,

FOB

dec27

LOCATED

8 p. ui.
AT 5.30 P. HI-

TRAINN

Boston, June 16,1883.
WOOD, POLLARD & CO..
made
a chemioal analysis of
Gentlemen:—I have
a sample of “IHfiOXF >RD RYE WHISKEY” and
find the same to be of excellent quality and free
from any adulteration. It is of full proof strength,
contains no artificial flavor or coloring, and is in
all respects pure.
JAMES F. BABCOCK.
Respectfully,

for

P. n.—wav Train

deford, Bennebunk, Hennebunkport.
Dover. Great Falla, Ro heater, Alton
Bay, iTIoncheater and Concord, (via. New
Market
Lawrence,
Junction)
Exeter,
I,owell ami Boaton, arriving at Boaton,

Chemist,

REED,

Botanic

deford, KennebonU, Hennebunkport,
Dover, Great Falla, Roche ter, Alton
Bay, Exeter, Lawrence Lowell and
Boaton, arriving at Boston 5.00 p. ns.

BABCOCK.

Consulting

(State Assayer and Inspector of Liq uors; late
Professor of Chemistry in Boston University and Massachusetts College of
Pharmacy.)

sure

of

R. l

AT 8.45 A. ITI.—Way Trains for Old Orchard,
Waco. Biddeford. Keunebnnk, Keane
bunkpori, Dover, Great Falla. KochAlton Bay, Exeter, Lawrence,
eater
ITlikncheater and Concord, (via. Laurence,)
Lowell and Boaton, arriving at Boaton,
1.15 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. HI. Express Train for Mnco, Bid-

AT 3.30

been

E.M1NSON A SON,

&JAINE

PASSENGER SERVICE
In Effect Monday, December 15, 1884.

Established 1863.

I ED’S CATARRH CUBE.
H0TEL7~ POT
fur Catarrh has
A

§A*FORD, FLORIDA.

J. STEPHEN SON, PnperintendeDt.

BOSTON

OXFORD

up.

ST. CLOUD

bay ticket* (at any railroad
boat office In New England) via

aurc l«

DIRECT

Northwest, West and southwest.

day trains
night trains.

Western Division.

By causing FREE ACTION of all the organa
and functions, thereby

TAMPA, FLORIDA.

Denver, Man Francisco
and all points in the

on

TRAINNLEAVE PORTLAND
A. 1?I.—Way Trains for Old OrchKenurbunk
ard, Waco. Biddeford,
Hennebunkport, Great Falla, Dover,
Exeter, ITlnnclicater and Coacoid, (via
Newmarket Junction,) Lawrence, Lowell
and Boaton, arriving at Boati.ii 10.45 a.

IT WILL SURELY CURE

H. B. PLANT

—TO—

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, *t. Lou in, Omaha, *agiunw, 8t. Huai,Halt Lake City,
#

Cars

ATtt l

Became

HPOKECN.

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED KATES

as

Baltimore, disg.

Ar at Cardenas Dec 25. barque Allan Wilde, Newman, Havana; brig Elizabeth Winslow, Locke,Portland; 26th, sch Tbos W Hyde, Sherman, do.
Ar at Matanzaa Dec 26, sch Sarah M Bird, Merrill, Richmond.
At St John. NF, Doc 7, t rig St Francois, Gagnon,
for Portland, to load for River Platte.
Sld fm Halifax 30th, sch Jas T Morse, Wilde, for

Depot

KOGAK. G. P. A.

~

Hamburg

He

and 9.45

TICKET OFFICE*

Exchange Street, and
Foot of India Street.

sepSdtf

Bobioh Kith.
Ar at Turks Island

Dec 6th, sch M S Haynes,
Garnage, Demarara, (aud sld 11th for Providence);
22d, sch Clara J Wilbur, Chambers, St Domingo,
(and sld 24th for Boston.)

1884,

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.

OXFORD

nnc.

Cardiff.

Sleep!be

T—

12.35 p.m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on night train and
Parlor Oars on day train between Portland and Montreal.

74

Kooni Cars on all

Drawing

and

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.

HOT CR COLD WATER.

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
Well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
JNLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
Uways bears the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE. NEW YORK.

FOKEICIN POP r».

Exporter, Keazer, for
Hopkins, and Samuel

™

WASHING^BLEACHBIG

jBchs

Sld fm Yokohama Nov 21, ship Vigilant, Gould,
for San Francisco.
Ar at Hong Kong Doc 29, ship Invincible, Skews,
Cardiff.
Sld fm Manila Dec 25, ship Leonora, Peterson,

;

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through train of Maine Central R. K., and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland. with through
trains of rand Trunk R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be bad of S. H. Heileu, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
.J. W. PETERS.
y26tf

DEPARTURE*!
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.15 s. m., 1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For <2or2>aiu, 7.35 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
For fworham, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVAL*!
From Lewiston and Anburn, 8.S5 a. m..
3.16 and 5.50 p. m.
From Ciorhaoi, 9.45 a. m. and 8.30 p.m. mixed.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,

8t)th, barque Vesuvius, Davis,

New York.
At Calcutta Nov 29, ships
New York; Gen MeLollan,

Express Trains Double I rack. Stone Ballast

TO.

On and after MONDAY, Mept. Nth,
Trains will ran n« tallow* :

31st, ship Patrician, Jackson,

MEMORANDA
Sch Panchitta was floated from her position

Cinn

m.

AND URKEN Ml BEETH,
THIRD AMD BERKS STS.

AMD

a. m.

CHANGE OF TIME,

Hamburg.
a.r at St Domingo City Not 21st, sob Reoben S
Hunt, Bernard, New Fork, (and sailed Dec 2d for
Macoris.)

$16

§8c;

Pure.

EXCHANGE.!
Ar at Hong Kong prey to Dec 29, ship Alexander
McNeil. Davis. New Fork.
Sid fin Cardiff Dec SO, ship Highland Light, Norcross, Hong Hong.
At St Thomas Deo 31, barque Hancock, Ricbard•on. from Madeira, seeking.
Sid fm Calcutta Deo 3, ship Exporter, Keater, for
SKOSt

to-day’s

quotations " Butter, Ohee6e, Eggs, «c:
pork—Long cut*, 16 50®16 00; short cuts 16 00
;ft 15 50; backs $16 00®lb 60; light backs 16 00®
50; lean ends 16 60®$16 00 prime mess $14®
$ 6. extra prime $12@12 60; mess, 13 00® 13 60;
pork tongues $16 00v®l 6 60.
Lard at 7 Vi «784c p lb for tierces; 8@8Vic for
10-lb pails
8V4®8ViiO for 6-ib pails; 8 4®8%c
for 3-ft pails.
Fresh Beef—Fair steeri? at 8®8Vfec p ft; choice at
8Vi»®8«4c, fancy Texas 10®lOVfec;litrbt steers at 7
fancy heavy binds 10Va@H Vac; good do at 10
lOVfec; light 9®l<»c: good heavy fores 6*4 @6% ;
sec quality 5®6o: rattles at 5V8®6c; ribs at b ti8c;
rumps at 10®13Vac rounds at 'r ®8Vao: rump loina
at ll@15c. loins at 16®18e; light 12®16c.
rveans—choioe large hand picked pea at 1 55®
1 60 p bush; choice New York small hand-picked
at do 1 66®1 70; small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
at 1 75®1 80; common to good at $1 40@1 60;
@1 40; hand-picked mod
ohoice screened do
1 60® l B5, and choice screened do 1 35® 1 40;corachoice
improved yellow-eyes at
mou do 1 26@1 30;
2 OOg 2 10; old-fashioned yellow-eyei 1 80@1 95;
40.
red kidney* 2 30®2
Apples—We quote good Greenings ®1 76; Pi]>and Sweet Apples at 1 60; common do 81 2b;
laluwin* 1 66®l 85 p bbl, fancy 2 00; Hubbards
ton at 2 00®2 26 p bbl.
Evaporated Apples at 6®
8c p ft.
Hay—Choice prime hay quoted 17 00®$18p ton
medium to good hay at $16 00®$17 00; Eastern
line $16 0U®$17 00; poor at $12®$14; Eastern
swale 10@$U. Kye straw, ohoice, $19 00®$20;
oat straw $9@$11 P ton.
tfutter—We quote Northern creamery at 27®28c;
Vermont
dairy at 24®25c;
New York and
Franklin County at—®26c; fair togood 22^24t,
long dairies at 16®20., fancy higher; choice Wes7®28c; June creamtern fresh-made creamery at
eries at 24®2oe; Western dairy at -7®18o; ladle
fair
to
do
good
at
|10@15c; imita10®18o;
packed
tion creamery, choice, at
}®2oc. Jobbing prices
range higher than these quotations.
Cheese Choice Northern at 12V4®12Vfec, f*ney
1 Sc; lower grades according to quality; West 11®

£.55 p.

The 1£.55 p» in. from Portland connects at
Ayer .laact. with KlooHnc Tunnel Route for
the Wee-t, aud at Union D*-poi, Worcester for
New Vork via Norwich Line and all rail, via
Npriugfield,also with N. Y A N. F.. R. R-,
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) t'or Philadelphia,
Haliimore, %Vn»hiugton. and the *outh aud
with HomIou A Albany R. R. for the lVe«i.

Liverpool—

D Torrance & Co.
Sch A G Brooks, Smallage, Bar Harbor—N Blake.
Sell Laurel, Joy, Franklin—N Blake.
Sch Qneen of the West, Gott. Kastport—N Blake.
Sch Granyille, Strout, Rockland—Kensell A Tabor.

from

Boston TSarket.

Catarrh and
Ih ave been deaf in one ear ten ig s and
partially deaf in tha other for t*88 \th»;
have been treated by ear specialty-J and
received no benefit. Having used ]

work.

^

...18221

IWXO

Light
The mcbriltyif-A Thing of
liaut shades possible, on all fabrics anade
by the Diamond Dyes. Unequalled fcrillisroyand durability. 10 cents atuftflsts.
Send 20. for 32 Sample Colors. Vx ,J,.ich-

so

/

6*4(3 7Vi Bine 8-4...

eieauty.

ardson & Co.,

Reand (mixed) at 0.30 p. w.
at (mixed) 0.46 a. m..
aud 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 0.40 a. m., 1.16 p. in. and 5.40 p. m.
For t-oriuiiu, Maccarappa, S'amber land
MkIIm, W'eMtbrook auiI Woodford’** at
7.30 a. m., i£.55, 0.£O and (mixed) >0.30
*

11.10

Ar at

~....

times?

Dale,

(Br)

Stations in .Philadelphia
NINTH

turning leave Rochester

Cleared.

...

incomprehensible.”

...

“Wuen I was a' out to senu a letter to m ?
friends containing the outlines of my plan, *
received another from them on the satr
subject, I began a correspondence. Inee a
not relate the various plans and projects pri
man
posed and abandoned ; there were so wbetl
Several questions bad to be settled:

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
NiihHuh, Lowell, Windham, and tipping at 7.30 a. in. and 1£.35 p. m
For Manchester, Concord and points North, a
I £.55.
For Rochester, spring vale. Alfred, Wnt*
»«..
erboro aud Wu« o River, 7 30 a.

PORTLAND.

Brooklyn,

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

For

THURSDAY, Jan. 1.
Arri red.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, Boston for Eastpojs and St John. NB.
Soh A ,1 Fork, Wallace, Salem.
Sch C II GUlmur, Teal, Port Clyde.
Steamship

New York, Trenton £ Philadelphia.

m.

p.

FORT OF

Bound Brook Route.
—Bsnrra—

and after Monday, Dec. r»lh
w*4. Passenger Trails will leave
at 7.30 n.
and
m.,
I £.35 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a. in. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p. m. and 6.40
On

_

ps jtfgEjjqMBg

news.

M-Al-RUSTJE

MMu HEADING l i

Arrangement of Trains.

g;g 1 humtuu.}

...

II.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JANUARY 2.
Sun rises.7.17 | H4_h WKtar \ ..11 32 AM
San BOW.414 | High water} n 60 PM

to

But 'hen another perplexity arose, havirq importance was transacted in the wholesal departfeeling.
bidden ourselves iu various corners, we wer ments, consequently prices remain substantially the
soon
and
purpose,
my
But I accomplished
within an ace of losing each other in the ul same as reported yesterday.
where
found myself in the Nicholas H,spiral,
The following are to-day’s c oaing quotations of
ter darkness when we wanted to couie forth
as to
I kepi up appearances so succ-ssfully
Michael had to run hither and thither togs Flour, Grain, Provisions, &o.:
to believe mt
induce those in charge of me
o:ram,
r icnir.
Once more iu order w
us together again.
New II MxdCorn 54@55
almost in extremis.
Superfine ana
started again.
ami
low grade*. .2 50*3 00 n.M.Cora .car ioti&7@58
The doctor ordered me daily exercise,
But the greatest difficulty was yet to comt 1
No2 do, oar lota. 66®57
the largr
Spring and
about X o’clock 1 was taken into
We had to pass through the gate of the pri*
Sprint .4 60*4 75* Corn, bag low,
67@68
the courtyard.
musOata.
car low
87-538
Patent
courtyard of the hospital. A sentinel,
the
sentinel
ana
before
the
Spring
ou
bul
doorkeeper
On reaching the ga*e I saw a vehicle;
side.
Wheats.... 6 00*6 76 Cats, bag lots.... 38@40
ket in hand, was always by my
admirabl
we
succeeded
fa
In
it
whether
this, however,
for a moment I was in doubt
Meal
Michigan Win6&®67
1 began to take close note of everything,^t
iuicuaei iu«
Ain nearing in** vuice ui
uwi]
ter Pt,rsi*thp*4 26*4 fcO Cottonseed.car lota 28 »X)
ours, for 1 could not recognize my friend it
as to draw up my plans.
wictref
the
00
him
the
to
Do
roller_4
in
the
street
gave
alert
iottonSeed.bag lotaBO 00
ou
the
was
76*5
key
open
who
keeper
the officer
oidi
The
was
gate,
large.
The courtyard
SaeaodBran car lot.
and the sentinel in his box paid no attentioi St. Louie WinTo make him turn round, 1 clapped in r
that peri17 76@18 26
ter straight. 4 50*4 76;
nanly shut, was then open; for at
wa;
do baglotilB 00@20 00
Do roller...a 76*5 00
hands, to the surprise of my friends wht > to onr strange attire.
od of the year (it was July), the hospital
a few sfeps, when lol a
b
had
advanced
We
was
taken
It
this
scene.
loti.
Wheat
*
Winter
$20823 00
were
ids,ear
observing
winter
for the
taking in its supply of wood
atents..... .5 00*6 76; do bag loti 21®$24 00
officer stood before us as though he ha
The officer tume
them as a sign of joy.
lew
a
ProrjvioBs.
Produce.
As this, however, would last only
sprung front the ground. He, however, pai Cranberries—
round. 1 recogt iz*d him, and in less timi
at tbt
Pork—
weeks, no sentinel had been placed
no attention, and we saw the handsome far
Back*. ..16 60®1«00
than it takes to tell it I *as Inside the veh
Cape Cod 6 00® 17 00
was a great advantage.
This
oate.
°
of Valerian Dimitri, who, radiant with jo
Maine.. 12 00® 13 OO 1 Clear.... 3 4 60&16 00
wbicn went off like a flash of lightning
ol
bottom
cle,
the
at
down
j walked up and
1
86
Mens..13 00@13 60
Bean*....
Pea
i
t
He
was
76*1
our
hands.
whic
a
cloak
availing
grasped
military
and I was wrapped in
ihe gate
Mecdnms. ...1 85*1 75 Me** Beef.. 11 60® 11 00
the courtyard, exactly opposite
with a vehicle, so as to hurry us at fi
had in readiness, as well as au ol
friend
mi
i
Ex M***..ll 60® 12 00
between
medl
00
my
German
near,
76*2
The seminal was always
speed toward the Dnieper, where a skiff, f
Plate.12 60® 13 00
Yellow Eyes2 00®2 16
ficei’scap.
and the gate. As, however, X walked mori
50'
with
2
Ex
Plate. 14 OO® 4 50
lor
and
Onions
afterwards
learned
ted
we
as
Jpbbl.
25*2
pi
along
voyage
supplied
the
At
hospital,
mode of 1 -co
Irish Potatoes 46®50c Hams
slowly than a tortoise, which
11®1A%«-*
The office r
visions of every kind, was ready,
an incr» diole Uproar followed.
a vigorou
wearies
13
do*
well
is
Hams,©overed
£gl4o
known,
V
as
26*29e
Eiigs
motion,
A moment afterwards we glided into t'
of the guard hurried up with his soldiers a t
exercise
16*18 Lard—
Turkey 4
man more than the most violent
and
sieered
southwai
los
middle
of
the
river
7%#
sentinels.
7%
of
the
Completely
Tnb.^tb,.
the
shouts
Geese,
15(gl7
:
the soldier had recourse 10 uie iwy..,
7%@ 76/*
Chickens,
12*151 'Heroes..
The voyage lasted about a week. By uif
t<
iag his head, he tore his hair, and es
Pall..
12c
7%
8
8%
Fowi.10®
strategeui: He followed aline parallel II j claimed:
we hauled our boat up under the thicket
tbe gate.
CS utter.
mine, but five paces nearer
the hanks, so as to gel some hours’ rest.
Iant ruined! Iam lost! Follow hirr !
ten pace
Creamery.28*30 lied Top.2 25®2 60
was thus able to make his walk
we tugged hard at the oars, aud wfcGilt Edge Ver....25C28o Tlraotby.1 <36@1 75
Catch him!’
him!
day
Caleb
f
c
each
for
at
extremity
longer iban mine,
9% 810%
Cboloe.20®22c Clover.
ever we caught sight on the distant horiji
lie was iucapable, however, of giving an y
disianc
Etaigittft.
his line he was always at the same
Good.ifirjiec
of the smoke of some steamer we hid Iorders. One of our parly, the signalmai i,
o £
2 75 3%
Muscatel.
the
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St
was
I
extremity
ire.10®12c,
as
from the gate
selves in the rushes which line the Dni(/..
London Lay’r.2 60® 25
th. very one who played tne violin, hastii y
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inv line.
Ondura. 10813%
we
at
On
aud
the
rciroont—10^*14
into
g
Kremeucing
arriving
street,
descended
approachin
evt
This calculation, which the sentinel
! Valencia.6%©10%
the officer, began to exhibit the utmost con i- .Dimitri, who had reached there by rail1,, N Y Fact,y..lOVk®14
/
Sugar.
Oranges*.
deuntly made with his eye, was ahsolutel
and was waiting for us with passports* (I
for the state he was in, actually as]
6 50@7 60
lb ....6s/8 I Valencia
Qr&iralAted
1, however, ha 1 passion
theoretically.
correct
1
I
had e >imr him what had hapoened?
who
Ex largo ca 7 00®8 60
Extra
everything
necessary.
0.5%
rui
to
we both began
once
if
that
thought
Pish.
Florida,.4 60£»'6 00
From him we learned that the whol !y
et
caped? how? when? where? etc. The frai iMessina.3 60® 4 00
the soldier, by a natural instinct, would
Odd. per qti.,
of Kieff had been thrown into comm
to reply to him, and thus lo it
tried
officer
tic
e
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posstbi
C’ge Shore...3 26®3 50 Palermo.3 00®3 60
deavor to seize rue as quickly
because it was believed we were con
time.
JLetnons.
f
t
instead
50®3?00
precious
me
L’geli»nknew2
and would therefore rush upon
iiua.4 00@4 60
there.
await.2 2o.®2 75
Au oid woman gave a terrible piece of ai lv
running directly to the gate to cut off m
..3 76®4 50
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not
d
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At
English
escape
prison
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Apple*
retreat. He would thus describe two
»
will go a roundabout way,’ she sai 1, ered until broad daylight. When it waien
Dbl 1 00(52 00
‘They
5 Green,
1
desenb
75®22
Haddock...
I
would
which
of
of the triangle,
that Michael had also disappeared wins,
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1 76@2 25 Evaporated
‘and then make straight for the Nevsk i.
8®1 ^
Ha e
I
the third alone. Thus, upon this point
He had iufed
no one divined the truth.
iDried Apples.... 4 (g5
Herring,
There can’t be a doubt about it. Take 01 it
to
reac „
I
hope
advantage.
an
might
had
4%®6
Seal
14®18 Sliced
^box
such confidence that the governor and if ythe horses ftorn these omnibuses’ (the: ■e
Oil.
No. 1.
12@15
tbe gate before the sentinel, running at th e
were some at the hospital gate) ‘and cut c if
body believed we had killed him, and s’ch Mackerel, ^bbi.
Kerosene....
8
I hoped, however, to run fas
same speed.
was made for his body in every directic
@(5%
their escape. It is the simplest thing pes: iBay No. 1.18 00@20 00 Port. iief.P’tr
reali v
er, but was not certain of it, being
8%
It was not until the necessary verifii in
Bay Vo. 2. 9 CK>®10 60 Water White
b!<*.’
Devoe
Brill’t.
00
21
@14%
1.18
weakened by genuine illness.
Shore
IF*
00®
had been made, and it was found tha is
This was exactly the course we we re
9 60® 10 50 Pratt’ Astral.
gi3
No. 2
If H vehicle were waiting at the gale u r
a
that
the
u
mj ry
9%
Large 3.... 8 00® 9 50 Llgonla.
adopting, but the oid crone’s advice was it passport was false one,
into it, I said l 0
me sol might easily jump
8%
was explained, which, uutil then, hade3 60® 4 60 Silver White Oil
Medium
followed.”
9%
mvself, I should have a good chance of e 5Small...... 2 6U®3 60 Centenlal.
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eaping.

Portland andWorcosterLiao.

Circassian,.Halifax.Liverpool.Jan
Niagara.New York. .Havana.Jan

oort

indiscriminately.

UAH. ROAD*.

RAILROAD*.

■Wf WCK I.UW & •ICH.

SAILING DaYS OP8TEAJT1SBIPS.

.....

suspicion, to revolutionists seriously compromised. There were prisoner r of j
every rank; and owiim to his past activity ; will supply them. Wells, Richardson & Co.’s
Michael was known aud recognized by rnauv.
j Improved Butter Color, which has taken first
No denunciation was to be feared; for Mipremium at all fairs where exhibited is put up
chael, having been for many years “illsgal,”
iu a vegetable oil so prepared that it cannot

is

respecting the

hospital.

foe nt

j

there on

I went to lake my constitutional. No
sooner had I entered "the courtyard than I
heard the violin. The music lasted for five
minutes, but I did not care to profit by it irn-

a. xum
when the liussians Bay,
silence is hovering
or, "The angel of
horn
according to their respective

to the

were

lies the relief
with the tinge

Michael’s position was terribly dsngetous.
The prison was crammed with political otfenders of all kinds, from mere lads confined

val which my il'ness bad given me.
1 prepared everything; the shoes, the
dressing-gown, which required a little ripup in order to be thrown off more

ercaps
particulars of the
and all the ohknown having been related,
with
regard to it
Bervatsons and conjectures

over’

‘Jesus Christ suffered. X also will suBer.’
We were in despair. At last Demetrius
Clemens, who was organizing our escape
outside, luckily ihougbt of goiug to the tavern which N.kita frequented, and
having
made his acquaintance there, said lie was in
want oi a bookkeeper for a sugar refinery iu
the country. The conditions were very advantageous, and the innocent Nikita swallowed the bait at a gulp.
Having received
bis traveling expenses, Nikita resigned his
situation in the prisou, as he had to set out
immediately. Then came various delays
until, our escape having been effected, his
passport was seut to him, and a note, in
which he was told that nothing more was
wanted of him, and that he would have no
dijticulty-iu guessing the reason.
His post in the prison being vacant, the
governor went to Slefanovic and D«uc, to
speak iu a friendly manner with them respecting the appointment of his succ«»snr.
‘Don’t you think that Fomenko (Michael)
would be a very good man?’
Slefanovic made a gtimace and teflected.
‘A spy, it seems.’
‘No, no, he is an excellent fallow,’ and the
governor defended him.
Michael was appointed head-warden in the
corridor of the political prisoneis,
The most important move was made; but
this was not all. He might open the doors
of our cells, but how were tour of us to pass
out of a prison under military guard!
Meanwhile not a minute was to be lost.

tilled it v. i;h gas of their own manufacture.
But the ball turned out so badly that, at the
the sentinel let go
proper moment, when
the string, instead of rising high in the air it
weut up only a few yards and fell to the
ground before reaching the top of the courtyard wall. The sentinel frenziedly endeavored to thaow it up with his hands, but this
was even less successful.
To this fomiitous circumstance I owed
at the. same
many hours of torture, and,
time, my safety, tor at the very moment
when the bad was sent up into the air a long
string of wood carts entered the lane of
which I have spoken, where no sentinel had
been placed. They would inevitably have
stopped the way, and all would have been

Mkv be obtained ai
Fesnoudeu. Maruuis,

of
Leaves From the Note Book

*™MJ**—

-nmrija'—

spent in looking for one. Only white a’d
blue balls could be l.ad. which my friends
would not'ake, and with good reason; for
no chance whatever, no matter how insignificant it may appear, is ever permitted in
signals. Tbev hurriedly purchased a red
India-rubber ball in a gutta-percha shop and
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Funeral of Capt. John 81. Coyle.
Tbe funeral of Captain John B. Ooy.o took
place f:out his late residence in Desrinp, yeterday afternoon, at 2 o’clock. The spacious
mansion was so crowded with those who desired to pay a last tribute of respect, that it was
almost impossible to move. The employes of
tbe Portland Steam Packet Company as well a9
tbe officers, the International Steamship Company, and Maine Steamship Company officers
and directors, the represntatives of the Boston
& Maine, Maine Central, EaBtsrn, Grand

PRESS
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CITY AND VICINITY.
NtM AIMliKri.K.Dli'VTM TODAY.
NEW ADVEKHSEMENTS.
Wanted—Scotchmen and Bereudants.
Lost—Packuge of Account Books.
Wauted Silent Friend to Call.
Brief

Jelling..
New Year’s Day was very quiet.
Most of
the places of basinets closed at noon, and the

presented a Sanday-like appearance.
There were bat few callers.
We are glad to hear that Deputy Collector
Lewis B. Smith’s health is improviag.

streets

Wearetorry to learn that Mr.

Charles
is very ill in Philadelphia.
The Brooklyn of the Dominion Line, will
probably sail this morning for Liverpool.

8tockbridge

Remember the Bible class at the Y. M. C.
A. rooms this afternoon at 4.30 o’clock.
The gospel meeting at the Y.M. C. A. rooms
this evening at 7.30 o'clock will be conducted
by Rev. Dr. Bashford.
The managers of the Board of Trade ad-

journed y esterday morning to Saturday, without transacting any business.
A full blown pansy was picked yesterday
from the dower garden of Wm. R. Armstrong,
at 131 Oxford street.
John P. Buckley, the

well-known

amateur

oarsman, has retired from boating.
He has
taken the position of checker on the Portland
& Ogdensburg road.
Mr. W. G- Twombly has in his possession, a

rocking chair which formerly belonged

to

Samuel Freeman, whose name will be found
in the Advertiser of a hundred years ago.
Capt. “Happy Bill” bad an interview with
Mayor King yesterday and it is probable the
salvation Arne; will not be allowed to nse
drams on Sundays.
There wus an insurance ol 83,600 on the
Brown property burned iu Saooarapoa the
other night, the policy being in the Hanover
of New York, at Prentiss Loring’a agency.
P. J. McCallum, who has been playing
"Conn”, in the “Shaughraun”, over Ireland,
arrived borne
yesterday and attended the

“People’s Theatre”

last night.
Police officer Thrasher discovered fire about
the chimney of a house at the corner of Park
and Spring streets last evening and notified

Engine Co. No. 4, which extinguished the
flames before much damage was done.
The weather grew steadily cooler yesterday.
At sunrise the mercury indicated 46°, at noon
45° and at sunset 43°; wind west.
It waB
cloudy and raw and with drops of rain aad
spits of snow at night.
There will be a special meeting of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Union at the rooms
of the Young Men’s Christian Association on

Saturday at

3 o’clock. Members are earnestly
be present.
A report of a riot caused by the Salvation
Army, sent Mayor King, Marsha! Deoelle,
Capt. Black and a squaa of police to the hall
in Thompson’s Block, to ascertain that a few

requested

to

people could’nt get in who wanted to, and who
qnietly dispersed when informed that the hall
was full.
The gentleman who was said to have nar-

rowly escaped injury from a Rochester train
at Hollis, not Bnxton Centre, Wednesday,
was
Mr. H.
B. Hooper, and several ribs
broken. He may recover.
He is the
carpenter who fell from the spire of the Catt.
olic Cathedral some time age and broke his
shoulder.
were

Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Fob Salk, To Let,
Boasd and Rooms and Lost and Found, oot

exceeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Pbess one week, for twenty-five cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advauce regular rates will be charged. The
large circulation of the Pbess makes it the
best medium for these advertisements.
A

NBW G. A. K. DBA.VIA.

Its Successful

ReDli’hfHlniion

iu

Nnrrn.

rupptt.

The new military drama, entitled “Oar Regiment,” presented heie a short time since by
the Clondman Relief Corps, No. 18, deserves a
extended notice than it has yet received
of its peculiar fitness for Grand
Army entertainments.
The play was written by Comrade James S.
Rogers of Rockport, Mass., aud deals mainly
with the changing fortunes of a company of
Union soldiers from a Massachusetts village,
during the rebellion. The play was presented
in a most pleasing manner.
Andrea Cloudmore

on accoaut

man, as the brave young Union captain, won
encomiums on all sides.
Charles Denslee, as
Hans Breitman, an unfortunate Dutch private, who always gets things wrong both in
speech and action, by his unvarying good humor, won the hearts of ail, finally died in Libby prison, killed by a brutal Confederate serNext to Comrade
geant (C. W. Dennett).
Will Parsons, who came from Rockport to
take part, Mr. Denslee was perhaps the popular favorite.
Mr. Parsons personated Uncle

Adam, an old negro servant, and he did it extremely well. His appearanoe upon the stage
was always a signal for
generous outbursts of

applause.
Mr. Will Ayer, in the difficult part of Confederate captain and spy, acquitted himself
finely. Tbe comparisons between the treatment of Rebel aod Union prisoners are a prominent feature of the play.
We ought also to
mention the drill, first by tbe awkward tqnad
aud later by the same body of finely drilled

soldiers.
For three successive nights, Odd Fellows’
Hall was filled, and the general verdict was “a

good play and well rendered.”

“Quis.”

Injured by uu Explosion of Gas.
Yesterday forenoon Paul Ztno, an Italian
employed in H. P. 8. Goold’e drug store, was
about to put some coal in tbe furnace in the
■tore cellar when, just as he stooped down to
open tbe door, there was a load explosion, the
door of the furnace was blown open, the hot
air pipe demolished, and a sheet of flame encircled Zino’s head.
He was thrown to the
floor and badly burned about his face and
bead, so that he will be laid up three or four
days. Fortunately the man’s eyes were not injured, but it was a “snug rub.” Thb explosion
caused by

was

an

accumulation of gas.

Desert Route.
Tho steamer Longfellow, recently chartered
for the Mame Central connection from Mt.
Desert Ferry to Annapolis, promises to be a
The Monul

decided

Digby

success.

to

the

She made the trip from
last Monday night in

“Ferry”

eleven hours, although the weather was very
unfavorable for a quick passage. The people
of Nova Scotia, as well as ibose on the Eastern
coast of Maine, realize that the Mt. Desert
branch ol the Maine Central and connecting
offers them facilities for
travel hitherto unknown.

steamers

Winter

Feast ol the

Circumcision.
Appropriate cervices were held at the Cathedral and St. Dominic’s chnrch yesterday, it
being the Feast of the Circumcision. Solemn

high

celebrated st the Cathedral at
9 a. m. by Rev. P. F. Healy, S. J. A very interesting sermon was delivered by the Rt. Rev.
Bishop Healy, The ceiemoniee at St. Dominic’s were likewise impressive.
mass

At the

was

Portland Floyds.
annual meeting of the

Portland
Lloyds yesterday the following members were
chosen as advisory committee for the ensuing
year; J. 8. Winslow, Jacob McLellan, Geo.
8. Hunt, Geo. E. B. Jackson, Wm. G. Davis,
A.’A. Strom, Russell Lewis, James Baiu and
E. G.

Spring; attorney,

Charles W.

Trunk, Portland & Rochester and Portland &
Ogdensburg Railroads, and of the Portland,
Bangor & Machias Steamboat Company were
present. Tbe ex-Mayors of Portland were all
assembled, besides a very large representation
of tbe business men of the city.
The remains were enclosed in an elegant
casket which was placed in the west parlor and
literally covered with superb floral offerings.
Among them was a magnificent floral steamboat, some three feet in length by one and a
half in width,andjone and a half in height,composed of tbe rarest flowers and the gift of the
employes of the Portland Steam Packet Company. On the paddlebox in pnrple flowers
the letters ‘‘P. id. P. Co.” There was
beautiful cross and crown from Portland

were
a

Commandery, a large cross from the
tional Steamship Company, a pillow
roses

Internaof white

bearing the word "Rest” from the family

and a sheaf of wheat.
The services commenced with the reading of
the beautiful Episcopal burial service by Rev.
Mr. Dalton of St. Stephen’s church, of which
Mr. Coyle was so long a vestryman.
At its
close Mr. Daltcn made some feeling remarks
in reference to the deceased, but stated that
he should preach a memorial service at his
church next Sunday. The quartette composed
of Mrs. Chase, Mrs. Goudy, Messrs. Stock-

bridge and Shaw then sang exquisitely the
chant "I would not live always,” followed by
Rev. Mr. Berry of Wocdfords, who paid a

feeling tribute

to Capt. Coyle, cldsing with
prayer. The quartette than sang “I am going
home to die,” one of Capt Coyle’s favorite
hymns, Rev. Dr. Bashford of Chestnut street

then spoke as follows:
After referring to the selection which the
choir had just rendered aB particularly appropriate because it was a great favorite with
Capt. Coyle and embodied so fully his sentiments tbe past few weeks, be said that the
number of clergymen taking part and the other services to follow presen tea as full a tribute
as tbe subject demands.
He was therefore all
the tuore thankful lor the admirable sketches
which have already appeared in the Pbkss. He
availed himaeif therefore of the sketches that
have already appeared
only supplementing
them in regard to the late religious life of
Capt. Coyle, and dwelling rather upon the
traits of his character than upon the incidents
of|his life. The key to Capt. Coyle’s character
may be found in his deliberate adoption and
cultivation of two deep traits inherited perhaps from his Scotch-Irish ancestry. He was
a Puritan in principles,but his Puritanism was
made winning by the warm hearted and generous nature of the Celtic race. A high reverence for religion, strong moral conviccionand a
life long devotion to duty coupled with as great
heart which bound everybody to him and gave
him a boundless circle of friends are the leading traits in hie character. Doubtless his kind
disposition was largely inherited and many a
generous act resulted from impulse so that his
goodness impressed his friends as spontaneous
rather than cultivated. But his manly qualities were not more the result of natural good
ness than of deliberate choice. He was indeed
industrious by nature.
But he also worked
from principle many and many a time when
he felt like resting. His plainness of dress and
simplicity of speech were natural, for ho lacked vanity and was instinctively a humble man.
But the simple manners of Capt. Coyle and
wife were not more the result of natural taBte
than of deliberate choice; because beginning
their married life on less tt.au $500 a year they
tbat
self
denial
saw
was
necessary
if
would
secure
they
advantages
for their children or be useful to other
people.
Capt. Coyle’s life was thus a rare
combination of principle and impulse. The
principles which governed him too were of the
Like all human beings he had his
highest.
temptations to evil as well as his inspirations
toward goodness. It was the latter only that
he chose and made the deliberate purposes of
his life. He may have felt the temptation of
every successful business man to amass personal wealth. But bis son who has been long
in business with
him says he cannot remember father ever speaking of an enterprise or
an improvement in
the business from the
standpoint of persona) gain. The convenience
of,ibe.pnblic,the advancement of the enterprise
or the snccess of the stockholders
who had
placed confidence in him were ever upperA still clearer illustration of his lofty
most.
principle is seen in the incident mentioned by
Rev. Mr. Dalton at Mrs Coyle’s funeral. At
a time when every
boat line in the country
had a public bar, wbeu the busiuess was extremely profitable to the company aud public
sentiment demanded it, Capt. Coyle became
convinced that any connection with intoxicating liquors was wrong. With his own convictions and his wife’s approval back of him,
he defied public seutimeut and would net
listen to the stockholders but banished liquors
wholly from bis boats, and fer thirty years be
ran them without the sale of a glass of liquor
or the loss of a boat.
He told me recently
that more than half the credit for this act beInnrtoA
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training upon tbe temperance question. But
his humility does not lessen bis honor in tbe
transaction. It was a noble act lor the husband to give hoed to his wile’s convictions, to
ponder them until they became his own and
then to carry them out in defiance of public
It was
such
sentiment,
high devotion
to duty which
made
him
not
simply
of
one
the
founders
the
of
steamboat business iu the United States, bat which
won him the
far higher title, which Brother
Berry bas just applied to him; “One of God’s

noblemen."

This life of rigid adherence to daty did not
harden in oid age into intolerance and selfassertion. It rather blossomed with age into a
rich spiritual experience. Forty years ago, a
friend tells me, Oapt. Coyle often sat with the
singers at the old Chestnut street church, and
aided the music and enjoyed the services. He
did the same at St, Stephen's church, for he
loved tbe faith of his mother, But while he
hired a pew and became an officer in both
churches, he refused to be confirmed in the
one or
to join the other because he was not
converted.
Bat
bis
firm adherence to
a
schoolmaster
to
bring
duty
proved
him unto Christ. His spiritual nature grew
with years, and iu. 1875 he experienced religion aud united with the Chestnut street
M. E. chnrch. He had long been one of our
most generous suppoiters and now became a
true pillar in the church, spiritually as veil as
financially. Those of you who have heard his
tender testimonies iu the prayer meetings
since the death of bis wife know how rich was
his spiritual communion. I am glad that after
joining, as his sympathies were so broad and
his reverence for his mother so gr-at, he
retaiuod his office of vestryman and continued
>o pay his pew rent at St. Stephen’s church.
It is one of thoBa unusual Catholic acts which
are sure to become more common as time goes
on and
at last to break down our exclusive
denominational barriers.
Perhaps the most touching trait in the lives
of this father and mother was the unity of
their lives and their realization of the ideal of
This unity did not
marriage and a home.
consist in honeyed words; they kuew not how
to use these, but in the
nuderiyibg purposes of
their lives.
Capt. Coyle never entered his
home without asking for his wife, if she was
not present to greet him.
The oneness of their
lives and their fifty years ef communion made
it impossible for either to live without the
other. Oae of the daughters told me that bad
father died first, mother would not have survived him a week.
You ail remember bow
strong aud vigorous he has been this fall. He
feit fully reconciled to her loss; toid us agaiu
aud agaiu that it was all right; that God had
been good in sparing her so long, aud that be
But as he told of his
would not call her back.
reconciliation to his loss, tears would roll
down his cheeks and he expressed the homesickness which w*s breaking his heart, iu his
cry to Brother Berry last week: “Oh, I am so
And to the great
lonesome without her.”
heart broke aud be was taken homo to
unnicut

Rev. Mr. Dalton then pronounced the beneand Ancient Landmark Lodge ot
Masons, neat took charge of tha remains. The

diction,

quartette sang the beautiful hymn “Holy Spirit, faithful guide,” after which the Masonic
burial service was performed. The quartette
■ ing “Thy will be done,” and the great body
o! mourners dispersed.
There were twenty-two carriages followed
the remains to the family lot in Evergreen
Cemetery where the deceased was interredThe Portiaud Steam Packet

Company

was es-

pecially represented by Capt. Donovan, Chief
Engineer Johnson of the Tremont, Micah
Higgins, clerk of the Forest City, and Charles
F. Williams, general freight agent.
Ancient

Foye.

About midnight Wednesday, a light was
seeD in the counting-room of the store of Saw-

Lodge provided the pall bearers.
From Portland Commandery there were present the venerable Charles Fobes, Ira Berry,
and A. E. Howell, and there was a delegation
from Mt. Vernon Royal Arch Chapter.

It was supyer & Dyer on Congress street.
posed the firm were making up their books.
Yesterday%orniog it was found that burglars
bad entered the store, opened the safe and
stolen $40 In bills.

Maine Marine Engineer!’ Association.
The annual meeting of the Maine Marine
Engineers’ Association was held at their hall
on Commercial street last evening. The first

The association have had

Burglar*

Instead of

RAIFWAV

a

Landmark

prosperous year.

Bookkeepers.

business transacted was election cf officers,
with the following resale
President—llenry W. Lindsey.
Vice President—Joseph Gu lford.
Secretary and Treasurer Thomas B. Merrill.
Ki-.ancial and Gorr&spondiug Secretary—Geo. H.

MATTERS.

Mr. A. Hersey has resigned bis position of
general freight agent of the Portland & Rochester road.

Coyle.
Chaplain—John W.

The Ogdensbnrg & Lake Champlain Company was enjoined Tuesday from paying interest
on the Lamoille Valley Extension 6 per cent,
There are $350,000 of
bonds as per guarantee.
these bonds, of which the New York Central
Railroad Company held $175,000, accordine to
its last report. The suit is brought by Boston
holders of Ontario & Lake Champlain income
bonds, who allege that the guarantee is illegal.
The suit was brought somewhere in Central or
Noribern New York, and the day of argument
the permanency of the injunction is not

Graifam.

Coyle.
Doorkeeper—Wm. K. Rhodes.
National
Convention-Win. K.
to
the
Delegate
Rhodes.
A committee, consisting of Tbos. B. Merrill,
Augustus W. Graifam and Wm. K. Rhodes,
Conductor—Geo. N.

chosen to prepare appropriate resolutions
on the death of John B. Coyle, Esq., who was
an honorary
member of tha association. It
was 4,1 so voted to drape the chaster and emwas

mourning for thirty days
pi respect for his memory.
blems in

as a

mark

»>n
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Ntockbridge Gourde

Miss Kate Fiold lectured in the Stcckbridge
coarse last evening, on tho Mormon
question,
a very briliiant audience, which
completely
filled the great auditorium. Kate Field holds a
first place today on the American ljceom platform.
Her presence is one of each charm and

to

fascination; her dramatic power so impressive;
her voice so thrilling and eloquent in its exquisite modulation, that to hear her lecture becomes an entertainment of the highest intellectual and artistic gratification. The terrible
problem of Mormonism is presented as it never has been before, and its importance is not
less than the interest with which Miss Field
invests her theme. A telling point in Miss
Field’s lecture is her urgent plea for a national marriage law.
The mysteries of the En-

dowment House,—that “whited sepulchre,”—
described, and its singularities explained;
that Mormonism is treason is emphatically
sUowd, and the vigorous and effective manner
in which Miss Field handles her subject gives
its presentation a power seldom felt from the
platform.
The lecture was listened to with the greatest
interest and frequently broken by applause.
The following is an abstract:
Until one year ago, said she, I knew absolutely nothing about Mormonism—about, those
150,000 people who, though living under the
American flag, are still aliens. I obtained my
information by accident. I chanced to arrive
at Salt Lake (Jity, expecting to stay a week,
and remained eight months, simply because I
could not help it. It seems to me to be stapid
selfishness to say we have nothing to do with
are

Mormonism because it is so far away.
If the
Kotky Mountains take poison, the Atlantic
Ocean will feel the effects.
I can touch tcnight only upou those points which show that
Mormonism is brutal and buds treason. I have
had Mormon elders tell me that polygamy is
the oorner stone of the church. Yet the church
existed for years without this comer stone.
The Mormon church, under certain circumstances allows its priests to lie.
John Taylor,
the president of the Mormon church in France,
ago denied that the church allowed pnygamy. At that time John Taylor had not
less
than
seven
in
wives
Utah. And
this
gentleman
is
called
the “monthof
the
She denied
piece
Almighty.”
the oft-made assertion that Mormon women
are satisfied with their lot.
They accept it as
a part ol the
religions creed. When polygamy
was first proclaimed, the women dared to
murmur, and so did some of the mop. They
were told that if the President himself should
speak against this he would be damned. She
quoted Brigham Young as saying to his people: “If any of you deny the plurality of
wives, and continue to do so, yon will be
damned.” The effect was to cause Mormon
women to
hold their tongues. Mormoutsm
was ground into them and they kept silent.
Gentile women who are inclined to think
harshly of their Mormon sisters, must remember that the nature of woman is religious, aud
this is a part of their religion
At a meeting a
hymn was sung the close of one stanza of
which was:
“God bless the wife that strives

Jrears

To aid her husband all she
To obtain a dozen wives.”

can

The lecturer then gave a description of life
in the Mormon family, showing a state of
affairs repugnant to the civilized mind. Once
the first wife took part in the seoond marriage
ceremony, and gave her husband to the second
wife, bat since national legislation on the
subject, these marriages are more secret.
Women, once said Brigham Young, will be
more easily saved than men, they do not know
enough to go wrong. It is claimed that only
good men practice polygamv. This is not so.
John D. Lee, shot by the United States authorities for being engaged in the Mountain
Meadows massacre, had nineteen wives, four
of whom were given him by Brigham Young
alter the massacre, one or two of them as a reward. It Is also claimed that only those have
a plurality of wives who are able to support
them.
This is not so.
Many of the wives
support themselves. With half a dozen wives,
a man may
live in clover without doing anything. It is claimed that the wives are treated alike.
This is not so. Brigham Young
rarely visited some of his wives, and there are
others who Beldom see some of their wives.
No one who lias the slightest knowledge of
human nature hot knows jealousy and strife
must exist in such families. Ask a Mormon
woman if she believes in
polygamy, and she
aril) almnfif

invrariaKln

Don
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nature
does
not
because
it
change,
breathes
the air of Utah. One who has
lived in Utah ten years says he never aaw but
one woman
who really liked polygamy, and
she was a virago, who turned the second wife
into a servant. Self-interest leads the women
to say they are
satisfied with polygamy.
Divorce is not rare in Utah
Johu D. Lee was
divorced from eleven of his nineteen wives.
Daring Brigham Young’s time the prophet
done a thriving business in nntying his people.
Brigham once said in a sermon: “When I seal
wives to you, I charge nothing for it; but I
don't intend to divorce you without your paying for it.” He was once houest enough to
say that the divorce was not worth the paper it
waB written on; but the
people will have them,
and the 110 famished pin money for his
wives. It may astonish you to find that none
of us are safe from Mormouism. They have a
way of beiog baptized for their friends, and
some have been baptized at least two thousand
times for various persons, as, for instance,
George Washington and many of onr public
men. These men will be astonished at the
resurrection day to find themselves Mormons.
This adds a new terror to death. The introduction of female suffrage into Utah was a
coup d'etat to preserve Mormonism and polygamy, not, as is claimed, as a tribute to the
Bex.
The United Slates to-day is responsible
lor thirty years Of polygamy with its degradation of womanhood. Miss Field then gave a
very vivid description of the ceremony of endowment, at which ceremony the oath is taken
to obey the Mormon laws in preference to ai ything else, the penalty for disobedience being
to have the throat cat from car to ear.
Can
such men be true to the United States government? The man comes out a serf. “We mnst
obey as horses and males obey,” said a charch
In 1844 an official said pubofficial in 1869.
*
The laws of God are above the laws
licly:
of man.”
She quoted freely from Mormon authorities
to show that their hope and their aim has
been, and is to not only control religious, but
From the beginning the
temporal matters.
Mormon vote has been a udIi, and they have
put that vote where it would best subserve
their Interests. If you think Mormonism Is
confined to Utah, ycu are very much mistaken.
The Mormons send their delegates from
Idaho, and there are MormoDB in Colorado,
and it will not be long ere they will hold the
bslauce of power there.
Mormonism is always treason. The formation of the Mormon
it
a
church makes
body corporate, with power
over its subjects temporarily and spiritually.
The Territory absolutely abdicates in favor of
the church, and the church virtually says
what sort of emigrants 6hall settle there. The
ohnrch has now three hundred missionaries
out and at the work of proselyting, one nun
dred of whom are in the southern States, nnd
these missionaries bring settlers into the Territory much faster than any other settlers can
go there.

The lecturer then gave a sketch of the sending of United States troops into Utah, of the
treasonable utterances ol Brigham Young and
other Mormon officials and of the recall of the
troops in 1801—a virtual surrender of the
United States to Mormonism, and alluded to
other inefficient legislation liy Congress npan
this subject. Having passed two anti-polygamic laws without effect, Congress -pa-ses a
third. Last winter, for the first time, a uenMormon legislature met in Utah. What was
the result. John Taylor and his assistants sat
outBide and pulled the wireB to which hiB minions danced
Last winter John Taylor bad
another revelation, to bind his people still
After continuing in this line for some
closer.
length, showing how inefficient all laws have
and
been,
claiming that there is a Mormon
lobby in Washington, and that the Mormons
have a good deal of political influence, she
asked what can be done and answered it by
Baying, make a United S'atts marriage
law.
It is a
that
there
is
disgrace
no each law.
Pass a universal marriage law
and do away with special anti-polygamy bills.
This would not interfere with religion, bat the
marriage mast be in accordance with the iaw
of the iand. With such a law a man is either
married or single, he either has one wife or
none. B- all means pass a national marnago
law. And when Congress has entirely done
Its duty to the whole country, Utah will go on
as before.
What then?
What would any nation do with traitors?
Deprive John Taylor
of his temporal nower, and the Church would
be powerless. The people of this country do
not realize what is in Utah.
The loyal people
of Utah do not ask for anti-polygamy laws, nor
for the disfranchisement of the polygamistB,
hut are willing that all should be disfranchised
and a legislative commission formed, composed
of loyal citiaeus of the Territory.
Utah has
130,000 souls in polygamy, and 40,000 souls who
believe in a Democratic form of government;
130,000 who are cursing the very flag nnder
which they are protected; and 40,000 love that
flag; 130,000 who own the authority of John
Taylor, and 40,000 who own the authority of
President of the United Stitts. I believe,said
she, in the sayiDg, g“Self-preseryation is the
first law of nature,” Js it the duty of the government to sit still while rebels langh at its
dishonor and trample on its commands?
A
moral cancer is eating into the body politic,
and we are told it is unconstitutional to apply
a remedy. The Mormons say they aro perseI deny that
cuted for their religion.
The
Josephities, in Independence, Mo., believe in
bjok
and
the
as
revealed
to
JoMormonism,
It is
seph Smith, and repudiate polygamy.
the empural, not the spititnal part of polygamy
that is dangeroue. If Congrtsi may not Dass
laws establishing a religion, may a Territory
establish a religion? It Is a shame that this
government should be so false to its trust. In
this line ibe lecturer spoke earnestly and eloquently, making many strong arguments,
closing by saying: “Men and women of New
England, you who forge public opinion and
who helped sound the knell of slavery, what
are you going to do about it?
Beal Estate Transfers.
The following'transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Portland—C. G. Finery to A. Whitney, land. $1.
Cumberland—C. W. tjhaw to Portland Wooden
Wave Company, land. $1 and other cousiderati'ine.
Siaudivh—A. It. Moore et al„ to J. T. Moore,
land. §1.
Yarmouth—J. H. Carter to J.E. Carter, land.
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i Buffalo and Wolf Robes, &&,

K ., by the Portland
Spiritual Temple last evening. Mrs. Maud E. Lord
SALE-Two homes, cariiages sleighs,
f—On either Free or Brown St., on evenin
The Boston Glebe of yesterday in its special
harnesses, robe**, etc.; four Jersey cows, sheep,
«f Boston gave several import ant tests of spirit
i of Deo. 30, a Paisley shawl; the tinder will b
fatK'y
poultry, farming implements. house- suitably rewarded by lasting at This Office, jaulbusiness edition prints interviews with busi- presence, Mrs. f. P. Beals read and recited to the ?"??*•
bold furniture, etc. Call
at 3!»G Congress St. for
ness men throughout New Bngiand on the past
usual acceptance of her audience, and there was
pmicuiarg, J, F.
BY AUCTION.
jrni-1
Richmond Island Roads. near th j
good singing by Misses Leila Fa rrell, Annie Libby,
year’s work end prospects for 1885. We quote
Mrs. Ella Littlefield, Cora Wo odman and George
bieakwater, au anchor and about thirty fath
residence and farm at FalLlOBsALE—My
.Jan, 7, at 10 a.m. and 2Va
WEDNESDAY,
oms of chaiu attached, supposed to
E.
that relating to Portland:
mouth Foreside, with or without household
Thomas.
to
th
belong
Schr. Express; the owner can have the same b
p. m. we shall sell the stock in G. A. Sussfurniture. It is very
NOTES.
“There are indications that this has not been
eligibly located, three miles
?32 Middle street, consisting of Bufand
?11*utJt*t?r®,
charges
property,
paying
applying ti
falo Wolf and Kanoy It ibes and
a bad business year, aster all,” said
During Mr. Ernst Perabo’s v isit to England last Congress St. J. F. !,a""mlars at my office 396 proving
H. G. TRUNDY, Bowery Beach, Me.
vtats, Ladle*’ For
Mayer
jauf-1
FERRiS.
janl-I
bets, 1 beal Sacque. 1 Persiauua Jacket, Fur TrlmKiDg. "I think that att«r onr merchants take summer he visited Sir Arthur S.ullivan, and during
Ac.. Ac.
Bdng's
and
ONT—-Between
account of stock they will find thev have made I the visit
a sum o
Saturday
Monday
TRIOR SALE.-Chestnut mare
played some of h\a transcriptions of
Lady Lyons, 11
J in-oiev, three ten aud tour five dollar bills: th<
BAIIiEY At CO., Auctioarm,
about as much money as in former years. 1
themes from that composer’s works. Some of these
finder will receive tou dollars reward by leavini
IT „./uar; °;d’ auU!‘d and kiud; about 1000 lbs:
thick wa are about to witness a revival in busi- ]
high, fast roaoster and trotter, now in hands
same at HOOPER BROS.' office, ID Vi
t transcriptions have been heard with great favor in
Exehatg!
ness.
There are many things that go to show
‘0,,bui-v. where she cau he seen. HEN
?F~T:}
F. ©. BAILEY A CO.,
RY H. DRESSER.
Boston, and the estimation put upon them by the
a fairly prosperous stats oi affairs here. Taxes
street._dec3i 1
dec31-l
Auctioneers and f ommisHiou Merchants
famous composer himself ig indicated in the followhave been paid promptly; our citizens have
Pleasant street Monoav afteruooi
A^OI! SAI.E—A goo«l second hand slergh, very
a wallet containing a small sura of
SolesHeni IS Exchange Hi.
manifested a disposition by prompt payments ing note which Mr. Perabo received before leaving
money am
be seen at 35
a valuable paper.
.... I.y ,rimmed; may
The owner can have the same bi
to secure the discount.
F. O. Bailkv,
North
st. F.TUKEY.
Again our manufac- London:
C. W. Allen
dec30-l
cal Hug at. 71 Pleasant street, proving proper
aui
y
15 July. 1884,
turing establishments are open.
)
True, the
dec31-l
1 Queen's Mansions, [
Fnrnitnr« and Generml Mercian,
IA DISH FOR SALE—A pair of bob sleds for paying for this advertisement.
Portland Company has not its full number of
utae every
-*coasting; have foot resls, brake, cushion, etc.,
Victoria street, S. VV. )
Saturday, commencing at 10 o'eluck a
bands at work, but it is selling some iocomoIT'OUND—A roll of bills which the owner cat
m.
*>“ he sold low for cash.
Dear Mr. Perabo:
Consignments solicited
Call at
I
oet3d
have by calling at 0156 CONGRESS ST., be
51
tives, has orders ahead, and is houefnl for the
202
Allow me to express to you in writing the very
tween 8 if. m. and 4. p. m.
future. All our other establishments are ut
dec31-l
great pleasure you have given me by your transerip
work as usual. Again, we shall do well to reFoR (AI.E-A tlmt-class sleigh,
EOUCATIONAI..
tions of my lighter works. They are done with the
from Haven’s candy Btore Wed
been used but a few
member that very few failures have occurred
times; will he sold very
greatest musicianIv reeiiug, and any composer
J nesday Eve. a package of a gentleman’s poek
bo seea *“ K-KENi’
here this year. I am at this moment unable to
whoso works you might treat in a similar manner
Hi
311
Fore
SON’S,
et diary for 1885, and a
^,”LL!Uay
magic lantern; will tin
would. I should think, bo satisfied and delighted.
recall a single failure.
X look forward in conpersou please return to same and oblige.
Wishing you a sate jouruey back to America, I
fluence to 1885.”
dec27-l
Sorrel
hoi(e 10 years old,pound,
AISO
?A*7,E
am,
Yours, sincerely.
“You ask in regard to the lumber
anywhere, sold for no fault,
trade,”
Arthur Sullivan.
if:
Enquire
said Hon. John W. XJc-eTing. “Aly
lHOMPsON
l- HAU,, 245 Commercial
specialty,
At the People's Theatre there was a couple of
hlretitSouthern nine, has not been iu very
great
_dec27 1
largo audiences yoster i y, and the entertainments
demand this year. I feel sure there will be a
were of a very gratifying description.
SAIiE—First Claes brick house on DeerJ^OR
M-1 V ■
greater activity in the lumber trade next
second from Stale St.
Apply to VY.
h
rsiui.c'
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WEDNESDAY,
a j>ri»8
tliau ever.
ay of January, 1885, at four o’clock In the afterThe following officers were elected Wednesoon for the
A young lady of good education
iNTED
to wit:
lodowing
purposes,
Re
day night:
To see if the stockholders will vote to
and address, would like to read or write an
change the
N. G —M. A. Ho’den.
y-laws of the company, reduoiug the number 1ol
T< closo them out, we will make
>8t f more daily for an elderly person or iuvafar below
prices
irectors
to five.
V. G.—F. H. Littlefield.
cost. parties iu want of good
tern)B» Address **S.” Press Office. dec30 2
serviceable
To see if the stockholders will rote to
e Jr
BEST ASSORTMENT
Recording Secretary—Howard WiDsIow.
Issue add!
willdowell tocall and
t onal stock of
tNTRD Kitnnt.lnn
kAnlr
the company.
Treasurer—John C. Merrill.
examine.
To eleot a board of directors for the
Have had oyer twenty years experience in
Trustees—F. Nash. J. Davis, H. P. Cox.
-—OF
year ensuing
1 o act ™ any other business that
-w.Jale grocery business. Address “J>.” P. o
Agent—Isaac F. Clark.
may legallm
Be 9,
c >me iiefore said meeting.
fi
Portland._dcc30>l

TON

FEKR'S._B

1?OUNR—In

ON

I

clec31*,’

FOUND—On

*“}«’(

fflfri

MIDDLCSIREET,City._deo29-l

SIjEIGII

J’ONT.—Taken

WESTBROOK

8tIeet-__dec27-l

SEMINARY

—

—

fewalecollege.

Great Reduction

Inn6 «Wi'^5.TEM

_

LOOK!~LOQK!
COAL!

channe^THeloi

PorUaml._oct2r>Uf

J. W.

C0LC0R1),

fla

ESoyd Street.
J”84__

Per Ton

Delivered.

S1

Dissolution

No Elevator! No Dust!

Copartnership.

Coal Screened by Hand!

milf,rev^di58ti'red-by

..

<*ecl(5__’_dim

liquidation?

”*££&

DMAS. H. O’BRION,

__MEBTIHCg.

COAL DEALER

c'rporaUoiTlo

Brown's Wharf.

££££*£&

of1DiSm

PORTLMlT TRUST
COMPANY

WADDROS:’!^.^,^.

'"“‘“hJZs.f'
TO LET.

PURSUANT

Jp

I

ATbCl^Er' *$#?*•

■

HOUSE

dec30d.jp_WALTER

THE
>

IjlOKS4LE-i/i

1884._’

THE

FOItNA

LO^T—Dropped

■

THE

FOR

_jaii 2-j

WANTED

—

I^OR

calljii

WANTED—“Silent

_

CHAS-'PA^r

dKcl^_dtd.

...

j

AD IE Si EpOR
DOJSCOLif

..

THE

EjlOR

1884,_

CUIUS

1U1LES

|*

Foil

—

49S

&

Congress

GO,

THE

St

fiSSd

«

Senefit Association,
AUBUfiN,

_flames,_Tong.

M.

Go

PALMER,

LM

CWWA,^ZLZHITE’

r

_

rear1'

M. C. PALMER

...

547 Congress Srteet.

FANS,’

FRENCH

rHE

GfiflB

STAMIG WORK BASKETS,

Linen and Silk Handkerchiefs, Real Laces,

—

St.___dec30-l

They Make Acceptable

TRADE-IN SLEIGHS. I

dec2v.lt.l_clerk,

SUsBIOHS. ! rHE

0

Presents!

—

Traverse

Runner Pung

5

—

OX THE

Holiday Goods!

KOI,Eli 11$.

GRANITE CITY8 3; W. H. T.’fl 2.
In the Maine State polo league tournament at the
City rink in Lewiston last night, the Granite

Citys

defeated the W. H. T.’a 3 to 2 in twenty-seven
minutes; playing time fifteen minutes. The game
was unsatisfactory because of
disputes as to goals.
The Granite Citys entered a protest on the first
goal
and the W.
the third goal.
this week.

H.

T.’s

entered

protest on
The rink will receive goal cages

DEERINGS

VS.

to

To-night

the Alamedas will visit this city again
play the Deeriugs at the Bijou. The Alamedas
always draw a good crowd and to-night should be
no exception as the Deeringa are capable of
holding
them iu good play, if not defeating them.

large crowd.
The Deeringa will play a

new

man

to-night.

an

to the dull

P. Fuller &

13 Fore Street,

dec3U-l

&

SHOULD

men

homes; you can make $2
caning, no misrepresentation;

to

W

day; no
have a good
de* for our work, and furnish steady
employniOiAUdruss. with stamp, J. FOWLER & CO.
Bok'Mass., Box 5117.
dec8-G

weather,

A and women, to start a new business at
Hornes. easily learned in an hour; no
a Drelr
,f; 19c. to 50c. an hour made daytime or ev»
Send 10c. for 20 samples and a
package of
»commence work on.
Address H. G. FAY, Rutland,

the sale of

Vermont.
dim

Address with references,
A. B. Box 823, Portland. Me.

Ma>
•om

ROOM* TO

'HE NEVERSLIP HORSE SHOE
CO.,
36 India Wharf, Boston.
eod2m

de< 15

uiIvvrtifieiiieulN

red©

V?ILL. CONTINUE THROUGH

Satudray,
ing

Nov.

1st, clos-

at 6.30 p.am.

S Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

oc31

dtt

X

inserted under
23 cenls, uuid iit

slncl_de©291

IT—One or two rooms in house with small
Jy; will furnish board if desired, or give
‘•“M doing light housekeeping. For particu01 >«S8 (wiui real
name,) A. B., Press office.

i

h__decl-7
IT—2

r

rooms,

—

*.rfl

ned. When only
I be charged.

a

Hooius to Lit.
J1 or
ad, ABLE rooms, sinalo or In suitsiTtu-nished
tnluruisked at 173 STATE ST.

be8t

<S-

paid

E
^
d
—

B. & F, W.

y

\ry

,,

j Id Ca»co

It

IN

THE

olored Satins for Fancy Wort,
“
“
“
Velvets “
Colored Silk Plushes, for fancy
Pr*

II

*1 ENDALL&WHITNEY
c-3
daw

worth

Congress Street,
eodtf

___

rateable

Vnnu

itud

limber l.and

fee
Nnle. ^
IHE Homestead Farm of the late
R»nElbridge
meadow land* on Muddy River, alto
,**11 fwith
5 Jots
tJmber laud
belonging to said estate i
psbam. 1 be farm i, one o? be best in Sagadx
'linty. ami the timber lanes are heavily cotJ^Cw***1
aD8 other valuable growth,
? at
oil! be sold
anciion at the Homestead rf sai l
ndail on the doth of
January next ar JO o’clock
Nathan cleaves, Admr.

for Sale.

—

Street Church. Inquire of

yard,

e<--,i___eodtd

rriages, Sleighs, Furnitnre, &c.,
—

_

»

a.

—

prices

Mirrors,

marked at
to ensure a ijuick:

J.M.DfER&CO.

LOCKWOOD,

for

Ornaments,

Articles &cM

$

^iddie*.-,r,X g
STOItAGE
I
—

f’o

erfnmery,

81 lie*

—

at
to

December 6th,

We shall exhibit in •jreat varier, choice new goods for Christias and New Year’s
Presents,
mating in part or Leather ana
u-b Pressing and Odor
Cases,
love and Handkeichier Boxes,
ags, Port monies, Jewel Cases,
oilet

S-

8 1 0.0 0,

fUli

n

GOODS.
HOLIDAY^
Saturday,

1

a

warrant them satisfactory.
C hcaper teeth, such as used
by many’dentists,
n urh less rrice.
Particular attention

hidec37-1

"°D

one

the

au(

1

07 GREEK SI., right hand

I
n

W
will give gat free
or charge to
auy oue hav2
or
1E&
more Teeth atooth la eitracted 60 cents
We

arc

week for

_L——--—__
Rooms, with beard In a private famient desired. Address STATE ST., this of-

*•

Samuel Thurston

.us

*

J
a

——-—.

bd

f

L

WJ

LET.

CALKS,
wili

-__

ATCOST,

*

—

entire set can be changed in five
minutes,
Co its iess Ilian the old style of
shoeing. Send for
cir lulars and testimonials,
The N. S. Whbkch,
U8< d for removing and
inserting these
be found especially useful for household Calks,
anil stable,

Canvasser Wanted.
le alicit subscriptions tor a daily and weekly
“tf

AND

,n

tna.

PIANO COVERS

—

1UVUN MHARK*.

a

A

%

HORSE SHOES. i

w

or

wo

USE THE

,

NEVERSLIP

wo

nn

iHc.

horsFoWMs

i

sleighs by WOODMAN.

or

mui a it istt

--7

Portland,

>
BlRUE CO._dec29-l
in city
young
R EMOVABLE
VNTED—Ladies
Country;
furnish, light, simple work at
(' ll.HN
new

Cn

Iei!l~_eudlm

educated young

WANTED.

Owing

.1

we

NOTES.

has got horn© from Salem and will
probably play on the Bijous at Bath Saturday
night.
The “Little Continental’’ gave an exhibition of
fancy skating at Portland rink last night, before a

by

yoyn

AND CREARY.

Walter 0“ne

—

keeping, light
Address, F. Press

—»y—_

in costume.

The Ney & Creary Combination gave,for amateurs
a very good exhibition at the
Bijou yesterday after,
The affair would have looked
n^on and evening,
much better if the performers had received a little
more assistance from the uniformed aids, in
arraying their apparatus. Joe Foster gave an exhibition
of fancy skating and although he attempted no very
difficult movements, what he did, ho did well. Ney
& Creary followed in some good tumbling acts and
Foster and Thompson did some good work on the
horizontal bar. Sweeney closed the exhibition wi h
clijb swinging. Roche made a good clown in tbe evening and did his pari, well. There was a very goou.
We understand the
attendance at both sessions
combination will make a tour of the State, exhibit*
in
the
rinks.
ing
large

NAEE—Two

dtf

the
take
always pleasant for specta-

place. Such parties are
as plenty of amusement can be had
in witnessing the many styles of costumes. A large
number have signified their intention to be present

Lust.

his

Y'lV I ED.—Situation by youug man of exv perionce to work
nights, as watchman or in
drore: beat of country and city references. Adfor
one
dr^r—-20,
week, at Prks3 office.
dec29-l

511 Cosisress St.

will

tors to attend

NEY

VNTED—Situation

J.M.DYER&C0.,

COSTUME PART? AT PORTLAND RINK.
To-night at Portland rink in Storer block
carnival

care.

man of 20, to loam some lucrative
business;
tint of city references; gtKxi penman. Address
fo: week, AMERICAN. Presspffice.
dec29-l

Store Open Evenings Till Christmas.

dec2 3

good

0Lf_

select from, at

a

ALMEDAS TO-NIGHT.

and costume

T work and

Reduced Prices to Close
Them Out.

and

grand fancy dress

TtNTED-A horse for

le,
a

III

FOR (ALE.

A. HIGGINS, of Wellfleet. 8fr>
§ °a£'i5?*"A
48-100 tons new
measurement; built in 1859
,ul
table for

c

banking

ctts5eodt/

or

^pply

coasting business.

to JOHN H, RVDER.
Wellfleet, Mase.

